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Waste materials are contaminating our waters, at 
mosphere, and soils at an appalling rate. The pollution
is so grea t, eminent scientists warn, that continued
disregard of the problem would, within a hundred
years, eliminate our civilization as we know it today.

In the face of this threat, government agencies have
begun to take action. Progressive states and cities have
enacted legislative statutes which limit all sorts of in
dustrial wastes. Progress is slow, but, it is to be hoped,
direction to the movement is firming. The interstate
problem, where polluted air has drifted across bound
aries, has been extremely difficult of solution because
of the differing spheres of interest and influence.
However, abatement agreements are being drawn be
tween some states, and further progress can be ex
pected. We may soon be enjoying benefits from the
sett ing of regional air quality standards.

California has been the acknowledged leader in the
battle to control the automobile, a major source of air
pollution. This duty was thrust upon the state because
of the intensity of the problem in the Los Angeles
basin. California has more than 10 million registered
motor vehicles, and the total is growing at the rate of
about 4%a year.

Engineers estimate that one out of every 10 gallons
of gasoline put into an uncontrolled vehicle is lost to
the atmosphere. Twenty million gallons of gasoline
are used in California daily. Without adequate vehicle
controls, there would be two million gallons of hydro
carbons ( unburned gasoline) going into the state 's
atmosphere each day. Hydrocarbons and oxides of
nitrogen are the main constituents of ph otochemical
smog.

In 1959, California embarked on a program to have
controls installed on automobile engines so that the
hydrocarbon pollution could be lessened. Solving the
crankcase emission problem was relatively simple, be
cause the technology of positive crankcase ventilation
had been known for years. It was only necessary to
make mandatory the installation of the required hard
ware.

At the same time, the state tu rned its attention to
solving the vehicle exhaust emission problem. Much
engineering effort was directed into this area until in
dus try-engineered systems were developed to meet
the initial emission standards of 275 part s per million
for partially burned hydrocarbons and 1.5%for carbon
monoxide.

Both crankcase and exhaust emission control sys
tems have been used on California cars since the 1966
models. While the systems are not 100% satisfactory,
they have done a remarkable job, reducing the total
emissions by nearly 70% for hydrocarbons and about
50%for carbon monoxide. As a matter of record, the
controls are preventing nearly 500,000 gallons of hy
drocarbons and 2,400 tons of carbon monoxide from
entering the California atmosphere every day.

The fact that these systems are already installed and
working is an achievement that stands alone in the
history of the automobile industry. It is an indication
of the cooperation possible between government and
private enterprise in getting something done in the
public interest, and it makes the future look much
more promising.

Enormous improvements in the efficiency of exhaust
emission control equipment have been made since the
initial 1966 production models, and further progress
is expected. The 1968 systems are superior to their
forerunners, and it is expected that the 1970 models
will be able to meet the much stricter standards en
visioned by the legislative agencies.

The 1970 goals are to limit the unburned hydro
carbon exhaust emissions to 180 ppm and the CO con
tent to 1.0%. Other goals are to establish evaporative
limits and the necessary hardware to control this
source of pollution. Oxides of nitrogen, the product
of eleven combustion processes, also play an impor
tant role in photochemical smog formation. The some
times reddish-brown color of the atmosph ere is a
direct effect of NOx. California has established a
motor vehicle exhaust emission standard for oxides of
nitrogen at 350 ppm, but no practical control systems
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text. The addition of the chapter of questions, with
page-locating captions, will assist the teacher who
might desire to use this section of the book as a self
administered workbook.

Progress must be made-in fact, will be made! But
progress can be fruitful only when the service tech
nician recognizes his responsibility for maintaining the
new control systems at the efficiency levels to which
they were designed. If technicians do not take their
responsibility seriously enough, then the Legislature
will have to force progress through restrictive legisla
tion.

The future looks clear-smog-free!

The author wishes to express his appreciation for the
assistance given him in gathering and authenticating the
material for this book. This project could never have been
completed without the assistance of a great many people.

Specific and grateful acknowledgment is made to Mr.
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ance, checking the authenticity of information, and supply
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for the assistance given by Mr. Steve Stevens, of the Sun
Electric Corporation, and Mr. Joe DeGiorgio, Director of
the Automotive Evaluation Center of Long Beach, in al
lowing the author freedom to take pictures and gather
material for this book.

The author also wishes to express his special thanks
to his wife, Anna, for reading the manuscript and galley
proofs.
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SMOG PROBLEM

. pollution is not new. Even before man appeared
arth, a great number of natural events had affected
atmosphere. Organic materials had decayed , air
e volcanic ash had sifted over wide areas, and

. ds had whipped up clouds of dust and sand.
Today, eons later, significant air pollution can be

d in much of the United States, especially in and
und large cities . Visible pollution includes smoke ,

. t and dust. Burning oil, natural gas, and coal add
the contamination. In some areas, such as the Los

. geles basin, special atmospheric conditions form
lid that seals in this mist y, contaminated air. "Smog"

-from the words "fog" and "smoke"-was coined about
'0 decades ago to describe this mist, which not only
itates the eyes, ears, and throats of humans but
uses crop damage, as well.

Studies into the causes of smog and the early at
tempts to control it soon pointed up the fact that the
problem was photochemical. Smog is formed, it was
found, by the uniting of hydrocarbons and oxides of
nitrogen in the presence of sunlight. Initial attempts
to minimize the problem in the Los Angeles area re
volved about the outlawing of all forms of unrestricted
combustion. Outdoor incinerators were banned, in
dustrial plants were forced to control the discharge of
pollutants into the atmosphere, and the petroleum
industry was required to redesign storage tanks to
reduce evaporative losses.

Even with these actions, the smog problem not only
failed to diminish, but intensified. Soon, much of the
blame for smog cam e to be placed on the rapidly in
creasing number of motor cars. Furthermore, it was
seen that th e smog problem was complicated by the
fact that not only the nation's automobiles but almost

This same view of the Los Angeles City Ha ll shows a typical

1
This is a view of Los Angeles durinz a rare clear dav. Th e tall

mnrm rmrmn nnnlrnrml7\n
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This chart shows the effect of control programs on the hydro
carbon emissions from motor vehicles in Los Angeles County
from 1940-80. The dashed line shows what might have hap
pened to the hydrocarbon emis sion level had nothing been
done. The first leveling off occurred in 1961, when crankcase
devices were required. With the exhaust emission controls
adopted in 1966, the descending trend started in spite of an
increasing car population. Additional controls can reduce the
hydrocarbon level to 750 tons per day, which is essentially
the 1941 level, despite a five-fold increase in number of motor
vehicles.

800 1-----+---t-------r-----1---~-.d 750

3200f-----i1------i-----.J.~C------.j

HC EMISSIONS g~~~~CE
TONS PER DAY INITIATED I /

~t-
/ EXHAUST
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// / _. _ INITIATEP

The black line shows the expected rise in the number of motor
vehicles in Los Angeles County. The shaded area shows the
anticipated cutback in hydrocarbon emissions as a result of the
control systems developed by the automotive industry. Up to
1960, the vehicle emission level was 1.25 pounds per car per
day. With the advent of crankcase emission controls in 1961,
the emission level was reduced on an average to one pound per
car per day. Since 1966 , with the adoption of exhaust emission

4000 _. . . •• . -- n J -----

/
/

/

A smoggy view of Manhattan in 1966 indicates that the prob
lem is na tionwide. This picture was taken from the Empire
State Building and shows the metropolitan area heavily choked
by a stagnant air pollu tion condition caused by an air invers ion
layer over the middle Atlantic coast. The air pollution ind ex
reached 43.4, close to the index, 50.0, th at air pollution experts
consider the danger level.

all our means of transportation-road, air, rail, and
water-depended upon fuels that contribute to the
creation of smog, fuels of the hydrocarbon type.

The internal-combustion engine now is known to be
th e most prolific source of hydrocarbons, carbon mo
noxide, and oxides of nitrogen. On an individual basis,
concent rat ions of these internal-combustion engine
products are insignifican t: a car emits only about 1.25
pounds of pollutants in a day's driving. When multi
pli ed by millions of vehicles in city traffic, however,
these emissions become measurable in tons . Yet even
these quantities are not irritatingly significant unless

. the air masses become stagnant because of lack of wind
or because they are trapped by an inversion layer, an
overlay of warm air.

Because of the intensity of the smog problem in
the Los Angeles basin, which depends almost entirely
on cars for transportatio n, initial attempts to solve the
vehic ular air pollution problem began in California. An
adm inistra tive organization, the Motor Vehicle Pollu
tion Control Board (MVPCB) 0, was created to en
forc e regulations designed to control atmospheric pol
lution. In 1961, th e Board required all new motor
veh icles sold in th e Stat e to have crankcase emission
control de vices as factory-installed equipment. The
requirement was extended, lat er, to require th e in
stallation of such devices on used cars offered for sale,
as well.

Th e crankcase control device reduced the hydrocar-



I
NBdi n l Blvd
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become so much a part of our way of life that smog
are being erected along the Los Angeles freeways

t a "smogoast" to motorists, just as other signs present
e and temperature. Similar signs are planned for other
cities of the United States. The smog forecasts are

d:c:~;ed by a special telephone transmission system.

emission level per vehicle from 1.25 pounds to
d.

a direct result of the installation of this device
ost every car, the daily atmospheric contamina

evel in the Los Angeles area, in the period 1960-
remained constant despite an increase in vehicle
tra tion of about a million cars. The peak, 2,040
per day, was reached in 1963. If vehicular emis
of pollutants in the Los Angeles basin had re-

o ed uncontrolled, however, it is estimated that by
the emissions would have reached the staggering
level of 4,000 tons.

use of this proven success with crankcase-emis-
control, virtually the same regulations were

ted nationally in 1963.
-p to model year 1966, progress against vehicular air

tion could be credited solely to the crankcase
illation system devices.

e engineering of satisfactory exhaust emission-con
devices took longer. In 1966, however, all new

or vehicles sold in California were required to have
devices installed at the factory. The exhaust con
had to limit unburned hydrocarbons to 275 parts

million (ppm) and the carbon monoxide to a 1.5%
centration by volume level. This, it was calculated,

d reduce the total emissions per car from the un
trolled 1.25 pounds to an average of 0.46 pound per
per day. In the Los Angeles area, the controls in-

THE PROBLEM 3

and 2,100 tons of carbon monoxide from entering the
atmosphere each day.

Because all mechanisms deteriorate in service, how
ever, legislation was needed to insure that the emis
sion-control devices would be maintained at designed
efficiency. Legislative bodies studying the problem of
maintenance are being advised that compulsory vehicle
inspection is a necessity, And as these regulations are
enacted into law, the probable next step is to make it
mandatory for mechanics to secure a license in order to
be permitted to perform the inspection.

That is why this subject is so important to mechanics
who want to upgrade their skills and to those who
plan to enter this growing new area of vehicle inspec
tion.

The big problem of smog control is that we are dealing with
microscopic measurements-parts-per-million chemistry. Identi
fying one part per million is like locating a grain of sugar in a
cup of table salt. Much research is being devoted to finding out
exactly what happens when hydrocarbons are acted upon by
sunlight. In this General Motors Research Laboratory, a 300
cubic-foot smog chamber is used to determine how changes in
fuel composition, engine operation, vehicle operation, and
engine design affect smog formation. The exhaust from an auto
mobile engine, operated on a dynamometer in an adjoining
wonru·n ~~ rl~ln.D.rl ':JIT':.h ~;T" {)n,.l nlnp,..1 into thit: I"h!lrnhpr for ir.

and 2,100 tons of carbon monoxide from entering the
atmosphere each day.

Because all mechanisms deteriorate in service, how
ever, legislation was needed to insure that the emis
sion-control devices would be maintained at designed
8ffi~i8n~v. Lezislative bodies studvinz the nroblem of
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This picture shows an engine being studied by engineers for
exhaust emissions during various operating modes. The results
of modifications and adjustments are analyzed and a store of
knowledge is built up on the subject by scientific analysis.

This diagram shows how air and blo -b
crankcase pass through the PC valve and in
chamber for burning.

Laboratory tests have establi hed
amounts to about 0.14 cubic inch p r
each complete combustion. Th e composrnon
gases is about 80% unburned air -fue
about 20%combustion product inel
bon dioxide, and carbon monoxide.

These blow-by gases always ha .e
to automotive engineers. If the
remain in the crankcase, th ey conde
deposits, acids, and sludge, all of
life and performance. Before 1960 th
were vented only into the atmosphere. .
Positive Crankcase Ventilation (PCY systems
been installed on all automobile engin e . 10
route the blow-by gases back to the comoustron

CRANKCASE EMISSIONS

There are three sources of pollutants from a vehicle
propelled by an internal-combustion engine: (1) crank
case emissions , (2 ) exhaust emissions, and (3) evap
orative losses. We shall cover these sources in that
order.

Uncontrolled crankcase emISSIOns, consisting of
blow-by gases, make up about 25% of. the total un
burned hydrocarbons allowed to escape to the atmo
sphere. Blow-by gases are the small portion of the air
fuel mixture inside the combustion chamber that is
forced past the piston rings into the crankcase. This
happens just before and after combustion occurs.

::: .....

CRANKCASE EXHAUST
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FROM

CRANKCASE
TO INTAKE

MANIFOLD

IDLING - HIGH MANIFOLD VACUUM

FROM
CRANKCASE

TO INTA K E
M ANIFOLD

{

ACCELERATING - LOW MANIFOLD VACUUM

FCV valve allows some air to bleed from the crankcase to the intake manifold during all engine operating conditions.
th e engine is accelerated, spring pressure overr ide s the pull of th e low intake manifold vacuum to allow the valve to open
and thereby pass a greater volume of blow-by gases into the intake manifold.

where they are consumed in the normal combus
process.

In older engines and during certain periods of opera
the amount of blow-by can exceed the flow-rate

the control valve. If this occurs, some of the blow-by

gases will escape to the atmosphere through the
breather vent. This condition also occurs when the
PCV valve becomes clogged. To minimize this source
of air pollution, engineers now are locating the breather
vent inside the air cleaner, so that air entering th e

This diazram shows the nassaze of air and hlow.hv g~SPS n~st

The closed system, sometimes called the California system,
inl'.1l1d ps ~ hosp from thp. oil flJJ er can to the air cleaner to

OIL FILLER CAPROCKER ARM COVER

CONTROL
VALVE

••• . Crank case
blow-by gases

FRESH AIR

....

Fresh-ai r

Mixture of fres h-air
and blow-by gas
Crankcase
blow-by gases

ESH A IR

FROM

CRANKCASE
TO INTAKE

MANIFOLD
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induction system will carry with it any excess blow-by.
This type of installation is called a closed system.

EXHAUST EMISSIONS

Exhaust emissions of an internal combustion engine
consist about one-tenth of one per cent (0.1%) of un-

APPROACHING

burned hydrocarbons. High-speed pictures of the com
bustion process, taken inside an engine, reveal that
the source of these free hydrocarbons is a thin bound
ary area along the walls of the combustion chamber.
When the spark plug ignites the air-fuel mixture, a
flame front sweeps across the combustion chamber.
When it approaches the relatively cool cylinder walls,

CLOSEST APPROACH

WALL

FLAME

1

1
APPARENT
QUENCH

INTAKE V ACUUM 20 " Hg.

WALL

FLAME

j

r
APPARENT
QUENCH

INTA KE VACUUM 4" Hg.

T he source of unburn ed hydrocarbons is a thin boundary layer around the walls of the combustion chamber. These high-speed
pictures of the combustion process, inside of the eng ine itself, reveal that a quench area develops as the flame front aooroaches the

induction system will carry with it any excess blow-by. burned hydrocarbons. High-speed pictures of the com-
This type of installation is called a closed system. bustion process, taken inside an engine, reveal that

the source of these free hydrocarbons is a thin bound-
EXHAUST EMISSIONS ary area along the walls of the combustion chamber.

When the spark plug ignites the air-fuel mixture, a
Exhaust emissions of an internal combustion engine flame front sweeps across the combustion chamber.



ust emission testing and certification are extremely com
processes. Because various operating modes emit differing

ts of unburned hydrocarbons, the testing must be com
ive enough to include all operating modes. In this

, an automobile is being pushed onto the dynamometer
tr actor after all-night storage so that the full effects of the
atic choke can be analyzed.

uenching action occurs and the flame front is
ed out. This leaves the minute quantity of partially

urn ed air-fuel mixture that is discharged into the
osphere through the exhaust.
'bile the present state of the art indicates that it

:y not be possible to eliminate all discharged hydro
ons, present engineering efforts are directed at

ueing them. Since 1968 (1966 in California), allow
e exhaust emission levels have been set at 275 parts

This overall view of the laboratory shows the driver responding
tape-recorded instructions, which are used for uniformity.

He must accurately control the speed of the car on the dy
namometer for specific operating modes while the consoles at

" A .:a1-l .. Ot-A ~ir...n~l.onDnll~lv onalv'7ina .....D 1"'Dll:ll1.~

EXHAUST EMISSIONS 7

This is a chemical analysis console in which the exhaust gases
are analyzed, making a permanent inked recording on graph
paper.

per million (ppm) for hydrocarbons and 1.5% by
volume for carbon monoxide. As more and more en
gineering effort is directed toward solution of the
exhaust emission problem, allowable levels will be
lowered. The 1970 goal is 180 ppm for hydrocarbons
and 1.0% for carbon monoxide.

Controlling Exhaust Emissions

Control of exhaust emissions has taken two forms,
to date: (1) raising the combustion efficiency and (2)
consuming the free hydrocarbons in the exhaust sys
tem.

This console contains the tape recorder for standardizing in
structions to the driver and a computer for analyzing the figures
provided by the gas analysis console. The typewriter is com
puter-operated to provide an instantaneous readout of the
infnrm!>tinn !>nr! !>vpr!>UP" thp !>l1.imnnrt!>nt pmi"c;:inn lpvpL ThiJ:
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S TANDARD
COMBUS TION

CHAMBER

This view of the cylinder head of a Chrysler 170 cu. in. engine
shows how the head was modified to minimize emissions. The
left view shows how the original combustion chamber was
shaped. In the center view, the sharp quench area was enlarged
to reduce the cooling effect. The third illustration shows how
metal was added to the other side in order to restore the
compression ratio.

RAISING THE COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY

COMBUSTI ON CHAMBER

170 CUBIC INCH ENGINE

:; ,.;;- -l ei
l,:" \ Ii

. FILLED t, I
t: if

)
This diagram shows the same operation in a cross-sectioned
view. Note how metal was removed from the right side of the
combustion chamber and added to the left side, just under
the spark plug, in order to restore the compression ratio.

250....--~""----~"----
MODI FlEDS TANDARD

COMBUSTION CHAMBER
170 CUBIC INCH ENGINE

300

COMBUSTI ON CHAMBER

170 CUBIC INCH ENGINE

hydrocarbons. Various testing procedures have shown
that the carburetor's cruising range produced a rela
tively small quantity of unburned hydrocarbons, mak
ing it one of the more efficient carburetor circuits.
However, the other circuits-warm-up, idle, accelera
tion, and, especially, deceleration-leave much to be
desire d. A great deal of engineering effort is now going
into methods of making them more efficient.

~
Q.
Q.

I
280Ul

z
0co
0::
« 270o
0
0::
0
>-
J: 260

The gra ph of the exhaust emissi ons before and after the com
h...:tinn I'hAmh",l' mncli~I'Atinn ~hnw~ hnw effel'tive thi~ tel'h.

CIRCU LAR CONTO URED
OPENING OP EN ING

~W~

~ ~

Engineers are working on better control of the air
fuel mixture, which, after all, is the source of the free

One of the basic engine design changes that minimize emissions
serves to prevent quench areas. In one pre-smog control engine,
the excessively large out line of the standard cylinder head
gasket created a thin (0.030") space around the periphery of
the combustion chamber. The newlv enl!ineerecl 1!1H:ket fnnnw~

S TANDARD MOD I FlED F O R
COMBUS TION EMISSION

CHAMBER REDUCTION

1- --
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MBUSTION CHAMBER

C OMBUSTION CHA M BER
273 CUBIC INCH ENGINE

250 -

ENGINE B

ENGIN E A

120 160 200

COO LANT TE MPERATU RE, of

EFFECT OF COOLANT TE MPE RATURE ON
HYDROCARBON EMISSIONS

Engine Dynamometer Tests

Higher coolant temperatures result in a reduction of emissions,
as shown by experiments with these two engines.

A significant hydrocarbon emission reduction can be
achieved by increasing engine operating temperatures.
In certain cases, specified thermostat opening tempera
tures have been raised from 180°F. to 200°F.

In systems where excess hydrocarbons are consumed
in the exhaust manifolds, underhood temperatures
have increased 20°F. This increase necessitates
greater cooling capacity and generally a thermostatic
vent in the idle circuit to prevent fuel pe rcolation, a

COOLING SYSTEM

I.U

~ 240
><
~ 230

~ 220

:E 210
Q.

I 200

~ 190
Q

~ 180

5 170
Q

~ 160 L--_ --L -I...- -..l. _

>:z:

OP ENTAPERED
QUENCH

STANDARD
COMBUSTION

CHAMBE R

same type of modification was made on a Chrysler 273
in. V-8 engine. The picture at the left shows the standard
bustion chamber. The center combus tion chamber has

modified by tapering the quench area and the right
bustion chamber has been opened.

As we have noted, cold surfaces within the combus
n chamber tend to quench the Harne front before all
the air-fuel mixture is consumed. Now engineers

:re trying to reduce such areas. For example, since the
eedge-typ e combustion chamber has a squish area that

_ esents a relatively large cooling surface to the Harne
,. nt, its design is being modified to minimize this

ace.

240 - CARBUR ETOR MIXTUR E CALI BRATION
Idle and Part Throttle

LEGEND

HIGH

PART
IDLE THROTIlE,
o STANDARD -
£> CAP ..

AIRFLOW

30 MPH
CRUISE

Because emissions during the part-throttle range abo ve 30 mph
were already at a low level , little or no modification was needed
for this operating mode . However, improvement was mad e at

EFFECT OF COOLANT TEM PERATURE ON
HYDROCARBON EMISSIONS

I.U Engine Dynamometer Tests

~ 240 ~ ~
~ 230~ ~

.09

.08

FUEL-
AIR .07

RATIO
.06

.05

LOW

OPE NTA PE RED
QUENC H

220 -

200 ...._~"--_......~....-_......"-'6__

STANDARD TAPERED OPEN
QUENCH

210 -

230 -
z

Th is graph shows the effectiveness of the combustion chamber
STANDARD

COM BUSTION
CHAMB E R
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condition in which the fuel bubbles like percolating
coffee.

CARBURETOR

To raise the efficiency of the idle circuit, engineers
are specifying higher idle speeds. Several methods
have been devised to keep mechanics from adjusting
the idle mixture too rich. In some cases, the idle mix
ture adjusting needle is restricted in its travel by a
lockscrew. Sometimes the idle port hole is so reduced
in size that complete withdrawal of the needle will not
cause an excessively rich mixture. In other designs, the
taper of the adjusting needle is extended so that part
of it remains in the idle port as long as any threads
are engaged.

IGNITION TIMING

Anoth er method of helping to reduce exhaust ernis-

This illustration shows a close-up view of one of the 97 test
stands. The carburetor conveyor is in the foreground.

This new Rochester carhurp.tor tP ..t fl)l'ilitv UTill pv"ln"tp ,,11 r-" ..hn..ptn..c tn hI' 11"1',1 nn thp ·l QRR n ..n,1l1l'tinn mn,1pl .. for thp l'orrpl't

condition in which the fuel bubbles like percolating
coffee.

CARBURETOR

To raise the efficiency of the idle circuit, engineers
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This graph shows the effectiveness of air injection (AIR) into
the exhaust manifold in reducing the hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide level during the California Test Cycle.

750.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
CYCLE

COMPOSITE G\
EMISSIO: 600 - 0

PPM
450 -

The maximum mixtures attainable at idle are controlled in some
cases by limiting the maximum fuel flow in the idle port. In
this design, the extended tip of the adjusting screw is retained
in the idle port throughout the adjusting range.

I
% OF C.O.
PRESENT IN
EXHAUST

3

IDLE
MIXTURE-~
SCREW

LEAD
BALL
SEAL

OFF-IDLE
ADJUSTMENT

IDLE
ADJUSTMENT

OFF-IDLE
ADJUSTMENT

3%

To maintain an accurate off-idle air-fuel mixture, some car
buretors have an additional air bleed in the idle system. The
adjustment screw is set on the final carburetor assembly line
and then the adjustment is sealed with a lead ball that is
driven into place.

sions is to retard the spark. All manufacturers retard
the ignition timing at idle to make this operating mode
more efficient. To compensate, the mechanical advance
curve has been redesigned to provide a greater ad
vance so that the timing is more efficient during the
normal operation range.

Additional spark advance is required during periods
of deceleration to allow as much time as possible for
complete burning of the mixture in the combustion
chambers. This is achieved in the CAS and some AIR
systems which will be discussed in detail later, through

AIR FLOW-

' ' ''! a.L ....1.. _ _ lr ! -'l l _ _ -'1! L u L .1
This graph shows the effects of the idle mixture setting on the

• • _ ""'T_L _ "''-- _L 1 ! L ....1..._ !-l1__ !_.I- __

I I

.\\\.\

LEAD
BALL

75lCYCLE
COMPOSITE
EMISSIONS 600

HC
PPM L

450, HC-NO AIR
0 - -0- -0- - 0 - - 0
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Retarding the ignition timing at idle reduces hydroc arb on
emissions with no significant loss in economy or performance.

MODIFIED DISTRIBUTOR

STANDARD DISTRIBUTOR

~ 40 r-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---,
Yo!

~ BTC
~ 30
:II::
Z
~ 20
u
C)
zi 10
t=
Z
o 0
E ATCZ
52 - 10 L......--:-±::-_-l---.:~_=__----l.-__=='==_--L-____=~...__--L___::_:::_:=!

1200 2000 3600
ENGINE SPEED-RPM

Additional ignition timing retard is provided in some Air In
jection Reac tion (AIR) systems at idle, with normal timing being
restored at speeds above 1,200 rpm.

mechanical clutch presents a problem, but one that can
be overcome by engine modifications.

There are several systems in general use that are
designed to raise the combustion efficiency: (1)
cleaner air system 0 (CAS) , (2 ) combustion control
system ( CCS ), (3) improved combustion exhaust
emission control system (1MCO) , and (4) "Engine
Mod" system.

O~

o

CO LIMIT

FULL PORTED S° 10° 15°
I~ACUUM ADVA~CE_ ADDITIONAL RETARD _

STANDARD MODIFIED DISTRIBUTOR
DISTRIBUTOR

- 0

- O--- .JL _

0---0-

o 0

.5 SO

1.0 roo

300
COMPOSITE
EMISSIONS

250
HC

PPM
2.0 200
CO
%
1.5 1SO

a special sensing valve that provides maximum spark
advance at these times, instead of the retarded spark
normally obtained when the throttle closes.

COUPLINGS CLEANER AIR SYSTEM (CHRYSLER)

Because the deceleration phase of engine operation
produces some of the worst exhaust emissions, much
effort is going into methods of combating this effect.
One way is to reduce coupling efficiency. This can be
done on an aut omatic-transmission-equipped vehicle
by designing more slip in the torque converter. The

The CAS approach to exhaust -emission control is

TO VACUUM ADVANCE UNIT

rnn n pC'tin lY thp igniti nn ,.Jidrihlltnr v~(,l1nrn nnit tn ~ ~rnan

CI)
w
w
a::
(,:J

__ft'I'I~rr.r:. ~

Ignition timing has a significant effect on exhaust emiss ions.
Note how the distributor spark adv ance curve, designed into
the CAS distr ibutor calibration, is distinctly modified from
previous pract ice in the 318 cu. in. eng ine.

. CI) DISTRIBUTOR SPARK ADVANCE CURVES
w
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c
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CAS engine requires a special distributor vacuum control
. The carburetor and distributor are especially calibrated

uce exhaust emissions. The crankcase ventilation valve
crankcase emissions by drawing blow-by gases into the

manifold to be burned in the combustion chambers.

CLEANER AIR SYSTEM 13

This is a Slant-Six engine with the special distributor contr ol
valve, showing the routing of the hoses to the special carburetor
and modified distributor.

designed about a modified carburetor and distributor
and a sensing vacuum control valve, which varies the
ignition timing to match varying conditions of engine
operation. The carburetor is specially calibrated to
provide leaner mixtures for idle and low-speed opera
tion. The distributor is designed to provide a retarded
ignition timing at idle speed and the vacuum advance
control valve , in conjunction with the distributor, ad
vances the ignition timing during deceleration.

The CAS static timing is retarded more than in a

Modified choke calibration

Lean main fuel jets

INTAKE MANIFOLD

VACUUM OPERATED
SENSING VALVE

DISTRIBUTOR ADVANCE
VACUUM ACTUATOR

VACUUM SENSING UNIT

TDC
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normal engine so th at the idle speed can be increased
for higher air flows. In th is way, the comb ustion re
mains more nearly like that prevailing in cruising
speeds. To provide the most efficient combustion and

th ereby reduce exhaust emISSIOns, however, ignition
advance is required during deceleration. The vacuum
advance control valve provides this additional spark
advance during deceleration.

ADVANCE

Distributor timing ----I~
returns to norma l
idle setting

CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM
( Shown at Decelerate condition)

TDC

RETARD

RETARD

TDC

ADVANCE

Distributor timing
moves to maximum
advance

Strong vacuum at manifold port
overcomes sensing valve spring

CHRYSLER CLEANER AIR PACKAGE
(Shownat DeceIe rate cond j t ion)

normal engine so that the idl e speed can be increased
for higher air flows. In this way, the combustion re 
mains more nearly like that prevailing in cruising
speeds. To provide the most efficient combustion and

thereb y reduce exhaust emISSIOns, however, ignition
advance is required during deceleration. The vacuum
advance control valve provides this additional spark
advance during deceleration.



TO DIST:UTOR-1

FROM
CARBURETOR

CO~1BUSTIO CONTROL SYSTEM 15

VACUU M ADVANCE CONTROL UNIT

Carburetor vacuum and manifold vacuum act on the
vacuum advance control valve so that it senses engine
speed and load conditions. The unit then relays a
vacuum signal to the distribu tor in order to vary the
ignition timing, as necessary. During idle, normal cruise,
and acceleration, the unit has no effect on ignition
timing. It is during deceleration that the vacu um ad
vance control valve advances the ignition timing to its
maximum setting so that more nearly complete com
bustion occurs.

COMBUSTION CONTROL SYSTEM
(GENERAL MOTORS)

ay section of the sensing valve to show the relationship
een the various ports.

The CCS approach is designed around a special air
cleaner and a modified carburetor and distributor. The

_ ____ ~ _ 1 _ !! 1 !! __L £. ..... _...l ..... ~ ......__ ...... .. n. .....__ ~ .o.""C'Ilo'" ThP

V ACUUM ADVANCE CONTROL UNIT

Carburetor vacuum and manifold vacuum act on the
vacuum advance control valve so that it senses engine
speed and load conditi ons. The unit then relays a
vacuum signal to the distributor in order to vary the
ignition timing, as necessary. During idle, normal cruise,
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This shows the Shroud around the exhaust pipe from which
the heated air is obtained for the CCC system.

distributo r retards ignition timing at idle speed and
the centrifugal advance curve is modified to restore
the normal operating spark advance at about 1,200
engine rpm. The carburetor is calibrated specially to
provide leaner mixtures for idle and low-speed opera
tion. A more precise calibration is obtained because of
a new system of air inlet temperature control. The
air passing throu gh the new temperature-regulating
air cleaner is maintained at 100°F. This system is called
Climatic Combustion Control (CCC).

CLIMATIC COMBUSTION CON TROL (CCC)

The CCC system consists of a shroud assembly, a
special air cleaner, a hot air pip e, and the necessary
connectors. The shroud assembly takes heated air from
around the right exhaust pipe and conducts it to the
air cleaner. The air cleaner is equipped with vacuum
_ _ _ _ L_ _ _ _ _ a. 1_ 1 ,

OPERATION

During engine warm-up, when engine compartment
temperatures are usually below 120°F., the tempera
ture sensor is closed, This allows engine vacuum to be
directed to the vacuum motor, which closes this valve
plate to outside air. The cool air flows through the
hoses in the left side of the shroud, where it is heated,
and then flows up through the hot air pipe into the
air cleaner.

As the temperature inside the air filter element
reaches approximately 100°F., the bimetallic tempera
ture sensor bleeds off vacuum to ' the right vacuum
motor, causing the valve to open. This allows under
hood air to be mixed with the heated air as needed to
keep the air temperature at approximately 100°F.

Under full throttle conditions (below 6-8" Hg), the
vacuum motor cannot hold the valve open for the hot
air; therefore, only underhood air enters the air
cleaner.

The vacuum motor and valve plate in the left snorkel
on all of the larger engines are controlled only by
intake manifold vacuum; therefore, this snorkel is al
ways closed until full throttle is approached. This al
lows maximum air to flow into the air cleaner during
this operating mode.

The CCS system is used on certain General Motors
product engines with automatic transmissions. The
AIR system, discussed below, is used on cars with
standard-shift transmissions.

This drawing shows the operation of the CCC system . A bi
metal temnerature sensinz unit bleeds manifold vacuum to

OPERATION

During engine warm-up, when engine compartment
temperatures are usually below 120°F., the tempera
ture sensor is closed. This allows engine vacuum to be
directed to the vacuum motor, which closes this valve
plate to outside air. The cool air flows through the



OVED COMBUSTION EXHAUST
ION CONTROL SYSTEM (FORD)
IMCO approach to exhaust emission control is

ed around a modified carburetor and distributor.
engine modifications include smaller intake ports

increased exhaust heat to the carburetor. The
:p:nt"ing temperature of the cooling system is raised

. g a thermostat that opens at about 200°F., the
or capacity being increased to compensate for

a heat that is developed.
increasing of engine operating temperatures
possible the calibration of a leaner air-fuel mix-

Generally, the IMCO system requires a retarded
. timing of the distributor to the engine.

OVED COMBUSTION EXHAUST
ION CONTROL SYSTEM (FORD)
I CO approach to exhaust emission control is

ed around a modified carburetor and distributor.
engine modifications include smaller intake ports

increased exhaust heat to the carburetor. The

IMCO (FORD) 17

"ENGINE MOD" SYSTEM
(AMERICAN MOTORS)

The "Engine Mod," too, consists of a modified car
buretor and distributor. The carburetor incorpora tes an
"idle rich" limiter to prevent setting the mixture be
yond the acceptable limit. The distributor provides a
retarded ignition timing at idle and the centrifugal
advance curve is modified to restore normal spark
advance during driving range operation. The conven 
tional steel cylinder head gasket has been replaced
by a 0.045 inch -thick composition gasket on the 232
cu. in. engine.

THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED
Al R M IX I NG DOOR

L. ./ D UAL - A CT I ON
~ VACUUM UNIT

"ENGINE MOD" SYSTEM
(AMERICAN MOTORS)

The "Engine Mod," too, consists of a modified car
buretor and distributor. The carburetor incorporates an
"idle rich" limiter to prevent setting the mixture be-
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BACKFIRE-SUPPRESSOR VALVE - ---llIIIC"""" -

This diagram shows the various units of an AIR system on a six-cylinder engine, using a by-pass type backflre-suppressor valve.

I
BACKFIRE-SUPPRESSOR VALVE

JI I :I I

VACUUM SENSING LINE
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AIR MANIFOLD

AIR NOZZLE

AIR SUPPLY PUMP "
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AIR MANIFOLD I
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AIR MANIFOLD



CONSUMING HYDROCARBONS
THE EXHAUST SYSTEM

We have discussed controlling exhaust emissions by
modifying the engine to make it burn the air-fuel

. ture more efficiently within the combustion cham
er. A second method of attacking this problem is to

bum the discharged hydrocarbons after they leave
e combustion chamber. The two systems that have

een devel oped are: (1) afterburners and (2) the Air
Injection Reactor (AIR). The latter is known as the
Thermactor Exhaust Emission Control system when

ed on Ford product engines, Air Guard when on
American Motors product engines.

AFTERBURNERS

Afterburners are essentially furnaces that bum the
mall quantities of fuel that are not consumed in the

combustion chamber. The greater the excess, the larger
the furnace must be and, at present, the more often it
must be replaced. The two types of afte rburners that
have received extensive development work to date are
the catalytic and the flame-type. At present, the prob
lems of cost, service, finding the proper heat-resistant
materials, space and location, and mechanical com
plexity indicate that additional work is required before
afterburners can become commercial realities.

The catalytic afterburner is designed to consume the
discharged hydrocarbons by means of heat developed
through a chemical reaction. The units may be posi
tioned at the muffier or in the exhaust manifold. Chem
ically coated ceramic pellets are arranged so that the
How of hot exhaust gases activates them; the pellets
then promote oxidation of the unburned hydrocarbons.
The How of gases also must agitate the pellets in order
to reduce carbon build-up in the catalytic bed. Tem
peratures required to maintain this chemical reaction
range from 400°F. to l,300oF. For the catalytic system,
the carburetor and distributor systems must be ad
justed finely to provide a controlled exhaust stream
content that will not smother or starve the chemical
reaction.

The Hame-type afterburner consumes unburned hy
drocarbons by means of an open Harne. This system
requires the adjustment of the carburetor and dis
tributor to produce, as fuel for the flame, a controlled
concentration of the unburned material in the exhaust
stream. The exhaust must be kept rich enough or the
afterburner will "flame out." If the exhaust is too rich,

ONSUMING HYDROCARBONS
THE EXHAUST SYSTEM

We have discussed controlling exhaust emissions by
modifying the engine to make it burn the air-fuel

ixru re mora p.ffi~ip.ntlv within the combustion cham-

AFTERBURNERS 19

ments . Also, the extra gasoline needed to keep the
burner going exacts a 3-7% fuel consumption pen
alty .

AIR INJECTION REACTION SYSTEM

The AIR system consists of an air pump that con
stantly forces air into each exhaust port immediately
after the exhaust valve. Since the exhaust gases at this
point are above the kindling temperature and have
an excess of hydrocarbons, the infusion of oxygen
starts the mixture burning and so consumes the hy
drocarbons that normally would be expelled into the
atmosphere.

The AIR system draws air from the air cleaner and
forces it into two outlet hoses (one for each cylinder
hea d on a V-8 engine), through a check valve, and
into an air manifold, where it is delivered to stainless
steel nozzles that project into the exhaust ports.

An exhaust check valve is located in the air inlet
side of each air supply manifold. It prevents a reverse
How of exhaust gases into the air supply pump in the
event that exhaust pressure becomes greater than air
pump delivery pressure.

During periods of deceleration, however, a rich er
mixture results that, not burning completely, discharges
into the exhaust manifold. This mixture is leaned out
by the pumped air so that the flame of the next firing
cylinder travels out of the exhaust port to ignite the
mixture, causing a backfire. To prevent this , U.S.
companies in 1966-67 used two types of backfire
suppress or valves: an air-gulp type and a by-pass

AIR INTAKE ~

L;::::IIII;::::.ii;=IIIIII-==IIIJ_III:~~ INTAKE
MANIFOLD

KEY TO HR. SYSTEM

I::J Fillered Air

...... Unburned
Hydro-Carbons

~ (ToAtmosphere
rhroulhExhaust Pipe)

. _ I" T'I"1I\ L • __ ........ c..... _..........

ments. Also, the extra gasoline needed to keep the
burner going exacts a 3-7% fuel consumption pen
alty.

AIR INJECTION REACTION SYSTEM
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ROTOR ·

CARBON SHOES

SHOE SPRING

STRIPPER

RELIEF VALVE
EXHAUST CHAMBER

Details of the air pump used in the AIR system. The pump is self-lubricating.
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FRONT MOUNTING 8RACKET~ ____ ~
ROTOR

CARBON SHOES

SHOE SPRING

AIR INTAKE HOSE

CHECK VALVE

RIGHT AIR DELIVERY HOSE
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AIR INLET

•

OPEN
DIAPHRAGM""""
POSITIONS .........

CLOSED

VALVE IN
OPEN
POSITIO N

pump on the AIR system has a pressure-setting plug for
rating the pump pressure according to the needs of the
e.

Diagram of the air-gulp type backfire-suppressor valve used in
the AIR system.

BALANCE
RESTRICTION

DIAPHRAGM

POSITION
DURING

DUMP

NORMAL
POSITION

~d~'X"""
TO INTAKE
MANIFOLD

czzzz;~itm1ii§.~..,.r--____.I"._'- '- '-.. VACUUM

L-1.tj'\ FROM AIR.
r - ~ PUMP

\ ~/~m3~r:zl2)

•
TO CHECK VALVE

AND AIR MANIFOLD

On smaller engines, during periods of dece leration,
the by-pass valve redirects the flow of air into the
carburetor air cleaner for silencing purp oses. No air
from the air pump is directed into the intake manifold
and no air is forced into the exhaus t manifold during
deceleration. Therefore, there is no explosive mixture
in the exhaust manifold to backfire.

,
IR DISCHARG~E::s:s::s:Ji~m~p~R~ES~SURE

TO AIR FROM
TAKE MANIFOLD AIR PUMP

AIR VALVE

. The former was used for large displacement en
es. Since 1968, American manufacturers have used
by-pass type of valve, exclusively.

During periods of deceleration, when int ake man i
d vacuum is high , the air-gulp valve directs some
the air from the air pump into the intake manifold

. order to lean out the over-rich mixture. The resulting
bustion is more nearly complete. The gases that
expelled into the exhaust manifold have no excess

rdr ocarbons, therefore, backfire cannot occur.

TAKE MANIFOLD
PRESSURE

AlP nllTI FT •

AIR INLET

• VA LVE IN
CLOSED
POSITION

VA LVE IN
OPEN
POSITIO N

P. air - l!n ln tvnP. nf hadcf'trp.-snnnrp.ssnr Vl'llvp. tlnmn.l: a slnl!
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Foreign cars also must comply with the 1968 regulations. This
diagram shows the Toyota Corona exhaust emission control sys
tem. It is essentially an AIR system.

Check Valve

Air Inject ion Nozzle

This is a schematic diagram of the Toyota Corona exhaust emis
sion control system.

EXHAUST CHECK VALVE VACUUM-SENSING VALVE



. g-Ioaded pressure-relief valve, located in the air pump
ge cavity, allows a portion of the pressurized air to

s the exhaust system at high speeds and loads.

LE-A CTING DIAPHRAGM

some AIR engines, a double-acting diaphragm is
on the distributor. The vacuum-retard side is

ected to intake manifold vacuum below the throt-
valves. At idle speed, with the throttle valves closed,
u um on this diaphragm retards the spark timing
. The opposite side of this diaphragm is connected

spark port, just above the throttle valves . When
thrott le valves are opened, vacuum is directed to

. side of the diaphragm to advance spark timing
to the initial setting. After the throttle valves

D , the double-acting vacuum advance unit func
ms exactly like a conventional unit.
On manual-shift transmission cars with AIR, to re
ce exhaust emission to acceptable levels during

AIR INJECTION REACTION 23

TO SPARK PORT
ABOVE CARBURETOR
THROTTLE PLATES

1
~~

TO SPARK PORT
BELOW CARBURETOR
THROTTLE PLATES

This double-acting diaphragm is used on the distributor of
some engines with AIR. At idle speed, the vacuum from below
the throttle valves retards the spark timing 10°. After the
thro ttle valves are opened, the double-acting vacuum advance
unit functions in exactly the same way as any conventional one.

deceleration a sensing valve (similar to the one on
the CAS engine ) is used in conjunction with the dual
acting distributor control unit, thus providing addi
tional spark advance.

TO SPARK PORT
ABOVE CARBURETOR
THROTTLE PLATES

I
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TH R O TT LE PLATES

TO CARBURETOR VACUUM PORT

ABOVE THROTTLE P LA T ES

i
PORT BELOW

\
TO CARBURETOR VACUUM

/
TO F RO NT OF DIST RIBUTOR VACUU M ADVA NCE UNI T

A special distributor vacuum control valve is used on some C.M. engines with AIR to provide additional spark advance during de

celeration. It is the same valve th at is used on CAP engines and functions in exactly the same manner.

goal is to limit these losses to 2 grams per hot soak by

1970.
Two vapor-control systems are presently under

study: (1 ) vapor recovery and (2) adsorp tion-regen

eration.

Much of the auto smog problem can be traced to

mixing of nitrogen oxides from the exhausts of internal

combustion engines and evaporative hydrocarbons

from the fuel tanks and carburetors. Evaporative losses

have been estimated to be 10-15%of the total hydro

carbons discharged into the atmosphere.

All gas tanks and carburetors are presently vented A thermal-sensing valve is used on some models with an air

to the atmosphere. Losses at the carburetor vent occur conditioner and with AIR in order to advance the ignitio

almost entirely during the soak period after shutting timing at idle whenever the coolant temperature reaches 230° F

off a hot engine. The residual heat causes the tempera- This picture shows the placement of the valve and the ho
arrangement as used on Ford engi nes . The valve has thr

ture of the fuel bowl to rise to 150-200°F. ; thus, sub- identifying letters, "C," "D ," and "M," stamped on it to identifv

stantial boiling and vaporization of the fuel occur. the correct hose installatio n from the carburetor (C), distributo

1 _ - _ _ ..1:_ _ _ _ ~~~H f ...",.."..... ].,.11" thpv (D), and intake manifold (M). To prevent error, be sure to dis-

TO CARBURETOR VACUU M PO\RT BE::WC:~~:::::RP:~::M·· PO RT

ABOV E T H R OTT LE P LA T E S

-Dn I

EVAPORATIVE LOSSES

THERM AL-SENSING DISTRIBUTOR CONTROL

On some models with AIR and an air conditioner, a,

special thermal-sensing unit is connected into the

coolant outlet. It operates a vacuum switch to advance

ignition timing at idle speed whenever excessively

high coolant temperatures are encountered. The unit

changes the ignition timing by switching the vacuum

line from a ported one to full vacuum advance at idle.

This improves engine cooling.

If a heating problem exists at idle speed only, dis

connect the distributor vacuum hose at the thermo

static switch. When the engine temperature is above

. 230°F. and the engine is idling, there should be vac

uum at the switch port "D ." Below 230°F., there

should be no vacuum at this port.
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SE THERMOSTATlC
CUUM SW ITCH TO

I STRIBUTOR

DI STRI SUTOR

CARBURETOR

THERMOSTAT IC
...~~~ ~VACUUM SWITCH

(HOSE)
WATER OUTLET

~J TO SWITCH

drawing shows the placement of the thermal-sensing valve and the hose arrangement as used on some C.M. product engines.

into the intake manifold, to be burned in the combus
tion chamber during periods of engine operation that
would not be affected by the enriched mixture.

Evaporative losses from the fuel tank and carburetor vent
amount to 10-15% of the total free hydrocarbons allowed to
escape into the atmosphere. The goal is to control this source
of atmospheric contamination completely by 1970.

CRANKCASE

EVAPORAT IONI'* EVAPORATION

EX HAUST

In the vapor-recovery system, the fuel tank and
buretor are vented back to the crankcase ventilation

,; tern, where the vapor is drawn into the induction
" tem for burning in the combustion chamber.
In the adsorption-regeneration system, a canister of
ivated charcoal traps the vapors and holds them
til such time as they can be fed back into the induc

- n system for burning in the combustion chamber.
. system needs two valves: a pressure balance valve

d a purge control valve. The pressure balance valve
ns the carburetor vents to atmospheric pressure
. g normal engine operation in order to maintain
ified metering forces exactly as designed. When

e engine is shut down, this valve seals all external
rents and routes the hydrocarbon vapors from the

rburetor bowl to the canister.
The purge control valve directs a flow of air over
e hydrocarbon-laden charcoal in the canister to

strip it of the trapped vapors. The vapors are then fed

EVAPORATIVE LOSSES 25

DISTR ISUTOR
THERMOSTATI C

~VACUUM SWITCH
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VAPOR -LIQUID
SEPARATOR

SEPARATOR
VENT LINE

This is the Atlantic Richfield vehicle vapor recovery system for minimizing the loss of free hydrocarbons through evaporation. Vap
from the fuel tank is du cted forw ard to a condenser (vapor-liquid separator) and back into the crankcase ventilation system f
burning in the combustion chambers. Vapors from the carburetor float chamber are ducted to the condenser for separation, th
liquid being returned to the fuel tank and the vapors ducted to the crankcase ventilation system.

CANISTER

%@Em:H::~m~::: lf

FUEL TAN K

FROM
AIR CLEANER

TO EXHAUST MANIFOLD

PURGE
CONTROL

VALVE

PRESSURE
BALANCE VALVE

SEPARATOR
VENT LINE

This Esso Research and Engineering Company system for controlling evaporative losses is based on an adsorption-regeneration ap
proach. The system consists of three parts: (1) the canister of adsorbent, (2) a balance valve, and (3) a purge-control valve. The
canister traps hydrocarbon vapors before they can escape to the atmosphere and holds them until such time as they can be fed ba
~nto the. engine w.ithout .affec!ing_it~ operation,. The.balancing .valye m~intains .the designed me.teri~g pressures in .the carburetor .d~

VAPOR ·L1QUID
SEPARATOR
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PRESSURE
BALANCE VALVE

FROM
AIR CLEANER

FUEL TANK

CANISTER

--

TO EXHAUST MANIFOLD

- - - - ,...;.------.

PURGE
CONTROL

VALVE

HOT SOAK CONDITION HYDROCARBON VAPORS 1-- - I

. shows the path of the hydrocarbon vapors whenever the hot engine is shut off. The pressure-balance valve seals off the car
tor vents and directs the vapors to the canister.

PRESSURE
BALANCE VALVE

FROM
AIR CLEANER

CANISTER

FUEL TANK

TO EXHAUST MANIFOLD

PURGE
~-t

MANIFOLD l
~--mOlilill

PURGING CONDITION HYDROCARBON VAPORS 1---I

PRESSURE
BALANCE VALVE

I, ~~

FROM
AIR CLEANER
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SEE DETAIL B

'V
CARBURETOR TO "",,"---~'-''''''''j

DISTRIBUTOR HOSE"",

VIEW H

THERMOSTATIC ~

SENSING SWITCHt-'

VIEW J

MODULATOR PIPE

;}
DISTRIBUTOR HOSE

THERMOSTATIC SENSING SWITCH

V I EW L

VACUUM HOSE ROUTING CHART

ENGINE &
CARB.

EXC.35K19
TRANS. ANDIOR

A/C

A/C
EXC.
35K19

35K19
EXC.
A/C

35K19
WITH
A/C

*35K19 *35K19
DELETE DELETE

EXC. A/C WITH A/C

330 cu. in.-2-BBL JT VIEW /lA" VIEW /lA" VIEW"C" VIEW "C" VIEW"B" VI EW/lB"

330 cu. in.- 2- BBL JT VIEW "A" VIEW "A" VIEW -c VIEW "C" VIEW "B" VI EW"B"

330 cu. in.-2-BBL HT VIEW "A" VIEW "A" VIEW "C" VIEW "c" VIEW "B" VIEW" B"

425 cu. in.-2-BBL HT VIEW "A" VIEW "A" VIEW"C" VIEW "0" VIEW "B" VI EW" B"

. 330 cu. in.-4-BBL JT VIEW "E" VIEW "G" VIEW "H" VIEW "H" VIEW"F" VIEW"G"

330 cu. in. - 4-BBl JT VIEW"E" VIEW"G" VIEW "H" VIEW"H" VIEW"F" VI EW"G'"

330 cu. in.-4-BBL HT VIEW "E" VIEW "E" VIEW "K" VI EW "K" VIEW "F" VI EW"F"

425 cu. in.-4-BBL HT VIEW "E" VI EW "E" VIEW "K" VIEW "L" VIEW "F" VIEW"F"

400 cu. in.-4-BBL JT VIEW "E" VIEW "G" VIEW "J" VIEW "l" VIEW "F" VIEW"G"

*California Built-Non-California Use

ith the introduction of emission control devices, engines require more and more vacuum bleeds, with their connecting hoses.
Incorrect routine: of vacuum hoses can affect the oneration of the emis sion control devices as well as the distributor and au tomatic

S EE DETAIL B
//

MOOULATORf E -,

~
("AR RII R ~TOR TO



T he cleaning of the RIter elements and the Positive
Crankcase Ventilating ( pe V ) valve is the operation
performed generally to service crankcase ventilating
systems. This should be done every six months in order
to keep the system operating efficiently .

To adjust an engine to designed specifications so that
its exhaust emissions will be within acceptable lega t
limits , good tun e-up procedures are required. Trouble
shooting is an essential part of servicing these exhaust
emission control systems, and thi s subject will be
covered along with the discussion of service procedures
tha t follows.

SERVICING THE POSITIVE CRANKCASE
VENTILATING SYSTEM

CD If excessive sludging of the PCV valve occurs, the
valve may stick closed. At highway speeds, this will
cause high crankcase pressure that can force engine
oil through the seals and gaskets. The efficiency of the
PCV system can be checked in several ways , one of
which is to hold a piece of cardboard over the filler
tube. If the pev valve is working properly, the nega-

tive pressure will suck the cardboard over the fill
tube opening. This is a rough check, but it can be rna
quickly.

CD A plugged PCV system will cause rough idle.
quick check to see if the idling condition is be'
caused by the PCV valve is to connect a tachomet
to the engine and then start it up. Clamp off the h
that goes from the valve to the base of the carburet
If the PCV valve is working properly, engine spe
will drop about 50-60 rpm and you shou ld
able to hear the valve click when you clamp
release the line several times . If the valve is stu
open, engine speed will drop off more than 60 rp
If the valve is plugged, there will be no change
engine speed.

® A much more accurate test can be made by u .
the AC tester on AC-equipped systems. It provi
visual evidence of the need for service. First, seal
crankcase openings. Next, remove the dipstick
plug the tube with the blanking plugs furnished
the tester. If the engine has a breather on one rock

L
~~mwm~~ fIDmrm~~rmnnm~~



CD
cover, remove it and plug the opening. On engines

rith a closed PCV system , remove the hose to the
buretor air cleaner and plug it to prevent the en
ce of air. Now, set the selector knob on the bottom

of the tester to match the car being tested, according
o the information provided in the service manual for

e tester.
o With the engine warm and running at idle speed,

insert the tester adapter into the crankcase breather
opening. Hold the tester upright and make sure that

TUNING A CLEANER AIR SYSTEM 31

IGNITION TIMING ENGINE SPEED '
AT IDLE AT IDLE (RPM l

----- - - - - _ .. _. -

ENGINE CARBURETOR TRANSMISSION STANDARD CAP STANDARD CAP

170 1 M 5° BTC 5° ATC 550 700
170 1 A 5° BTC 5° ATC 550 650

225 1 M 2.5° BTC So ATC 550 650
225 1 A 2.5° BTC So ATC 550 650

273 2 M 5° BTC 5° ATC 500 700
273 2 A 10° BTC 5 ATC 500 650
273 4 M 10° BTC 5° ATC 600 700
273 4 A 10° BTC 5° ATC 600 650

318 2 M 5° BTC So ATC 500 650
318 2 A 10° BTC 5° ATC 500 600

361 2 M 12.So BTC 5° ATC 500 650
361 2 A 12.5° BTC TOC 500 600

383 2 M 12.5° BTC 5° ATC 500 650
383 2 A 125° BTC TOC 500 600
383 4 M 12.5° BTC 5° ATC 500 650
383 4 A 12.5° BTC TOC 500 600

«0 4 M 12.5° BTC TOC 500 650
440 4 A 12.5° BTC TOC 500 600

Standard idle mixture is Sit on leanside of maximum vacuum.
CAP idle mixture is set at 1%CO.
CAP off-idle mixtures IlIner.
CAP 75° choke leaner part throttle.
CAP mixtures have narrower limits.

•-With transmission in neutral.

This table shows the difference between pre-controlled and
CAS engine specifications. Note that CAS engines require higher
idling speeds and a greater ignition retard setting at idle.

there are no kinks in the hose. Allow at least half a
minute for vacuum to build up. Look directly into the
tester viewing window to observe the color of the
indicator. If it shows green, the system is operating at
its designed efficiency. If it shows yellow, there .is
either an air leak at the sealing adapters or a broken
gasket or the PCV is stuck open and must be replaced.
If the indicator shows red, the PCV ·is plugged and
must be replaced.

TUNING A CAS ENGINE (CHRYSLER)

The usual ignition and carburetor tune-up service
procedures apply, and these must be accurately per
formed first. The following points are emphasized, as
the engine must be balanced and operating within
specifications for the CAS engine to do its work prop
erly.

CD Check and adjust the ignition timing to specifi
cations. NOTE: The CAS engine carries a greater
retarded static timing setting than a pre-smog control
engine. CAUTION: The vacuum line between the
vacuum control valve and the intake manifold must
be clamped shut.

IGNITION TIMING ENGINE SPEED '
AT IDLE AT IDLE (RPM l

----- _ __ _ _ _ 0 _ . -

ENGINE CARBURETOR TRANSMISSION STANDARD CAP STANDARD CAP

170 1 M 5° BTC 5° ATC 550 700
170 1 A 5° BTC 5° ATC 550 650

225 1 M 2.5° BTC 5° ATC 550 650
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CHOKE VALVE

DASHPOT

\

be in place, the transmission in NEUTRAL (not in
PARK), and the air conditioner off; for cars with a
6-cylinder engine, the headlights must be on high
beam. Adjust the carburetor dashpot stem so tha t it
does not contact the throttle lever . CAUTION: The
final idle speed must be within 25 rpm of specifications.
Using a combustion analyzer that has been balanced
properly, adjust the air-fuel ratio to 14.0-14.2 by turn
ing the idle mixture screws 1/16 turn at a time . NOTE:
Because it is extremely difficult in some vehicles to
adjust the mixture with the air cleaner in place, note
the air-fuel analyzer reading with the engine idling
before and after removing the air cleaner and then
use the amount of change to compensate for the ad
justment you are making.

® Check the operation of the distributor vacuum
control valve by connecting a vacuum gauge into the
distributor vacuum line, using a ''T' fitting. With the
transmission in neutral, increase engine speed to 2,000
rpm, hold this speed for about '5 seconds , and then
release the throttle. The vacuum gauge should read
above 16" Hg 'for a minimum of one second. CAU
TION: Use a stop watch to time this. Within 3 seconds
after release of the throttle, the gauge should fall to 6"
Hg or below. NOTE: If the gauge does not fall below
6" Hg, the idle speed, mixture, or basic timing setting
is not within specifications. CAUTION: Make sure
that the carburetor dashpot rod is not contacting the
throttle lever. To adjust the timing of the distributor
vacuum control valve, turn the adjusting screw on the
spring end counterclockwise to increase the time that
the distributor vacuum remains above 6" Hg after re
leasing the throttle. NOTE: One turn will change the
setting about W' Hg. If the valve cannot be adjusted
properly, replace it.

CHOKE VALVE

CD

DISTRIBUTOR
SENSIN G

VA LVE
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VACUUM HOSES

In troubleshooting the CCC system, attach a thermometer in
side of the air cleaner, as shown, and then perform the tests
as described in the text.

the engine at normal operating temperature and the
automatic transmission in DRIVE, adjust engine idling
speed to 625 revolutions per minute. NOTE: If the
car is air-conditioned, the system must be in the OFF
position and the idle port compensator valve held
closed. (2 ) Turn the idle mixture adjusting screws to
obtain a smooth idle at 625 rpm. NOTE: It may be
necessary to re-adjust the idle speed to 625 rpm first,
and then turn the idle mixture screws for asmooth
idle. (3 ) Now, turn in the idle mixture adjusting
screws evenly until the idle speed drops to 600 rpm.
This procedure is designed to position the idle mixture
slightly on the lean side in order to reduce exhaust
emissions.

FUNCTIONAL CHECKS ON THE CCC SYSTEM

1. Vacuum motors and valve plates
With the engine shut oH, the vacuum motors should

be holding the valve plates open. Check by looking
into th e two snorkels. NOTE: The left snorkel will be
blocked closed on some smaller engines.

lao Start the engine. The left valve plate should
close immediately, regardless of temperature.

lb. If the temperature in the air cleaner is below
90o-120°F., the right valve plate will also close to
block the entrance of outside air.

lc. If the temperture is above 90o-120°F., the valve
~ 1 ~ _ ' . ,- _! -l _ _ ! _ 1:) __ 1 _

REAR CONNECTOR
TO LEFT MOTOR

.>
FRONT CONNECTOR
TO RIGHT MOTOR

I

. is the inside of the air cleaner used on the CCS system.
e temperature sensor is the heart of the system, mixing the
eet proportion of heated and ambient air to maintain a

buretor air inlet temperature of lOO°F.

UNING A CCS SYSTEM (GENERAL MOTORS)

ottle lever so th at th e actua ting tab is contacting
e stem of th e dashpot but not depressing it. Th e
chometer should read 2,000 rpm. If necessary, ad

. t by screwing the dashpo t in or out, as required ,
d then tighten th e locknut.

These engines are designed for ported spark ad vance
aken abo ve th e throttle pl ate) so that no vacuum

reaches the distributor control diaphragm at idl e
peeds. Th e sta tic spark setting is generally more re

ded th an pre-controlled engines.
When setting the carbure tor idle mixture, th e follow

. g procedure should be followed exactly: (I) With
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2. Temperature sensor
Remove the air cleaner and allow it to cool down.

Re-inst all the air cleaner, attach the hoses , and then
tape a thermometer in the air cleaner as shown. Install
the cover on the air cleaner, and then start the engine.

2a. Obs erve the valve plate in the right snorkel to
see wh en it begins to move toward the open position.

2b . Quickly remove the air cleaner cover and check
the thermometer, which must read approximately
100°F.

2c. If th e temperature read ing is not within specifi-
cations, replace the tempe ra ture sensor.

TUNING AN IMCO SYSTEM (FORD)

The ignition timing must be set accura tely, with the
vacuum line to the distributor disconnected and

plugged. Be sure that the engine is idling slowl
enough to prevent operation of the centrifugal advance
which would caus e a retarded condition throughou
the operating range.

The idle speed and mixture adjustments must b
mad e with th e engine temperature normalized. To d
this, place the transmission selector lever in neutr
and set the parking brake. Connect a tachometer.
Operate the engine at least 15 minutes at 1,500 rpm t
normalize the temperature. NOTE: This increased idl
speed can be obtained by positioning the [ast-idl
screw on the second step of the fast-idle cam. Conne
an exhaust gas analyzer to the tail pipe and adjust i
to th e SET position.

Tum the headlamp switch to high beam and, if th
car is so equipped, the air conditioner switch ON t

EXHAUST C H E C K VA LV E FRESH AIR INLET

BACK FIRE-5U PPRESSOR
VALVE

2. Temperature sensor
Remove the air cleaner and allow it to cool down.

Re-install the air cleaner, attach the hoses, and then
tape a thermometer in th e air cleaner as shown. Install
the cover on the air cleaner, and then start th e engine.

2a. Observe the valve plate in th e right snorkel to

plu gged . Be sure that the engine is idling slowlv
enough to prevent operation of the centrifugal advance,
which would caus e a retarded condition throughou
the operating range.

The idle speed and mixture adjustments must b
mad e with th e engine temperature normalized. To d
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FRONT

Clockwise @ Rotor
1-5-3-6-2-4

0 ® (}) CD

Clockwise @ Rotor

1-8-4-3-6-5-7·2

® ® ® @
FRONT

Distributor wiring sequence and firing order for American
Motors ' 232 cu. in. engine (top) and the 290/343 cu. in. engines
(bottom).

290-343 V -8
290-343 C.I.D .

000000

Adjust the engine idl e speed to 600 rpm with the
transmission selector lever in neutral, air conditioner
on, and air cleaner in place. Turn the idle mixture
adjusting screw ( s ) out until no further increase in
idle speed can be obtained and then turn the adjusting
screw (s ) in until the idle speed drops 20 rpm. Now,
tum th e screw (s) out to the point where the origin al
idle speed is regained and then stop. At this point,
the idle speed must be exactly 600 rpm. If not, repeat
the adjustments.

· en tuning the IMCO system, make sure that the dashpot
ger is not contacting the throttle arm; contact would cause

false idle speed adjustment. Also, pinch the hose to the
rmal-sensing valve to make sure that the ignition timing is

in the advanced position, for timing so positioned would
use an incorrect static timing setting.

gage the compressor clutch while adjusting the idle
ed. Make sure that the choke plate is in the wide

en position and then adjust the idle speed to speci
ations. On vehicles with an automatic transmission,
ce the selector lever in DRIVE and then re-adjust

e idle speed to specifications. NOTE: The final speed
mixture adjustments must be made with the

lector lever in D RNE.
Turn the idle mixture adjusting screw(s) in evenly,

/16 tum at a time, until the exhaust gas analyzer
eads 14.2 (13.8 for the 200 cu. in . engine). Place the
utomatic transmission selector lever in neutral, in-
ease engine speed to 2,000 rpm for 30 seconds, and
en let the engine return to its normal idle speed.

lace the selector lever in DRIVE and recheck the
alyzer. CAUTION: Wait at least 10 seconds for the

eading to stabilize. If necessary, readjust the air-fuel
ixture,
Reconnect the distributor vacuum line. Turn off the

eadlamps and the air conditioner.

UNING AN "ENGINE-MOD" SYSTEM
(AMERICAN MOTORS)

Adjust the ignition timing to specifications with the
engine idling at exactly 500 rpm for the 232 cu. in.
engine. This is necessary to prevent any centrifugal
dvance in the distributor, which would cause a re

tarded condition throughout the operating range.

ER M A L - S E N S IN G V ALV E

000000

FRONT
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TUNING AN AIR SYSTEM
(ALL EXCEPT CH RYSLER)

In the AIR system, the spark timing must be set
accurately to specifications with the distributor vac
uum line disconnected and taped shut. Generally, en
gine speeds are greater and the spark timing is retarded
at idle over that specified for uncontrolled engines.
CAUTION: This is not so for all AIR engines . Check
the manufacturer's specifications to be sure.

In order to obtain an accurate reading on the exhaust
gas analyzer, it is necessary to disconnect the air
pump; otherwise, the gauge will show a false lean
reading. The pump can be disconnected by removing
the drive belt or the outlet hose can be pulled off. With
the air pump disconnected, the idle speed will drop
slightly. CAUTION: The final idle mixture adjustment
must be made at this lower speed.

With the air cleaner in place, tum in each mixture
adjusting screw 1/16 tum at a time until the exhaust
gas analyzer reads 13.8. Wait at least 10 seconds for the
meter to stabilize before changing any adjustment.
CAUTION: Any change in idling speed must be cor
rected immediately. NOTE: The final adjustments
must be made in an inward direction.

Placing the automatic transmission selector lever in
neutral, increase engine speed to 2,000 rpm for 30
seconds and then allow it to return to its normal idle
speed. Position the selector lever in DRIVE and re
check the analyzer reading. Wait 10 seconds for the
me te r to stabilize itse lf before making corrections.

Rec onnect the distributor vacuum line. Turn off the
headlamps and air conditioner if the specifications
indicated they were to be on during the adjustment.
Reconnect the air pump hose or replace the drive belt.
Tighten the drive belt to 60 pounds, using a Borrough's
belt tension gauge. CAUTION: Don't pry on the
aluminum housing or you will damage the pump.

TROUBLESHOOTING AN AIR SYSTEM

In general, the tune-up procedures that were dis
cussed will suffice unless there is some trouble that
cannot be eliminated. In that event, it is necessary to
troubleshoot the system in order to isolate the trouble
to either conventional engine systems or to the AIR
system.

To check out the Air Injection Reactor (AIR) sys
tem, it is first necessary to disconnect the backfire
suppressor valve vacuum sensing hose and the air
supply hose at the intake manifold so that the other
engine components can be checked out as possible

TUNING AN AIR SYSTEM
(ALL EXCEPT CHRYSLER)

In the AIR system, the spark timing must be set
accurately to specifications with the distributor vac
uum line disconnected and taped shut. Generally, en-

REMOVE A 0 P L UG HOSE T O
BAC K F I RE-SUPPRESSOR VALV E

~

To check out the AIR system, connect a fuel pump pressur
test gauge to the output of the air pump, which must show
pressure of 2-6 psi at 1,500 engine rpm.

emission control system hoses , tubes, oil separato
screen , and fittings and the carburetor spacer shoul
be cleaned every 12,000 miles and the emission contro
valve and air pump filter element replaced.

If the trouble has been localized to the AIR syste
use the following troubleshooting procedures as a
guide.

AIR SUPPLY PUMP TEST

Connect a low-pressure gauge into the air supplj
hose at the check valve. On a V-8 engine with tw

hoses, the second one must be plugged. Start th
engine and increase its speed to 1,500 rpm; at thi
point, the pressure should be 2-6 psi. A lower pressur
might indicate leaks at the backfire-suppressor valve
the hose of which should be plugged and the tes
repeated. If the pump is still below specifications, in
stall a new air pump filter element and retest. Repla
the entire air pump if it still does not reach the sped
fled pressure.

EXHAUST CHECK VALVE TEST

Disconnect the air supply hose ( s) at the air mani
fold ( s ) and visually inspect the position of the val e
plate inside of the valve body. It should be positione
lightly against the seat and away from the air suppl
manifold. Depress the valve with a pencil to mak
sure that it is free and that it returns to its origin
position against its seat when released. Start the engin
with the air manifold hose ( s) disconnected and in
crease engine speed to 1,500 rpm. There must be n
exhaust leakage at the check valve ( s). NOTE: Th

_. · 11 __.:I 1 •• 1. ! . • . . . 1 _

RE OVE A 0 P L U G HOS E T O
BACK F l 'RE-SUPPRESSOR VALVE

~
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AIR TROUBLESHOOTING CHART

the valve is functioning properly, an escaping com
pres sed air noise should be heard from the valve on
deceleration.

E X H A U ST

CHECK VALVE

PLUG T H E AIR

SUPPLY HOS E

With the air hose to the exhaust check valve disconnected, start
the engine and then slowly increase engine speed to 1,500
rpm. There must be no exhaust leakage at the check valve . The
valve plate may flutter or vibrate at idle speeds, but this is
normal due to the exhaust pulsations in the manifold.

1. Excessive backfiring in the exhaust system
lao Backfire-suppressor vacuum valve sensing hose

damaged, plugged, or leaking
lb. Defective backfire-suppressor valve

2. Flat spot on acce leration aft er deceleration above
20 mph
2a. Leaking intake vacuum hose to backfire-sup

pressor valve
2b. Leaking backfire-suppressor valve outlet hose

to intake manifold
3. Baked or burned air supply hoses

3a. Defective exhaust check valve ( s) in the air
supply manifold (s )

4. Engine surges at all speeds
4a. Defective backfire-suppressor valve
4b. Incorrect carburetor adjustments

5. Noisy air pump drive belt
5a. Incorrect adjus tment
5b. Seized or failing pump
5c. Misaligned pulleys

6. Rough engine idle
6a. Incorrect carburetor adjustments
6b. Incorrect static ignition timing
6c. Vacuum leak at the backfire-suppressor valve

EXHAUST

CHEC~ VALVE

the exhaust check valve by disconnecting the air supply
at the valve and visually inspecting the position of the

e plate inside of the valve body. It should be lightly posi-
ed against the seat and away from the air supply manifold.
rt a probe into the opening and depress the valve plate,

ich should be free and return to its original position against
eat when released .

• Leakage Test
ith all parts of the AIR system connected, set the

e speed to specifications and adjust the air-fuel
reo If the idle is rough or if it is not possib le to

uce the idle speed to specificat ions on the air gulp
em, disconnect the vacuum sensing tube at the

ve and plug the tube end. Disconnect the hose
tween the intake manifold and the backfire-suppres-

if valve at the valve end and plug the hose. On the
. by-p ass system , disconnect the vacuum sensing
be at the valve and plug the tube end. If the idle
w can be smoothed or the specified speed achieved,
en the valve is defective and must be replaced . If
ere is no difference in idle qu ality or rpm, recon nect
e hose and line and check out the rest of the engine
if trouble.

unction Test
With the air gulp system, disconnect the rubb er

ose between the air pump and the backfire-supres
SOf valve at the valve. Make sure that the hose leading

the intake manifold is clear and free of kinks. Open
d close the throttle rapidly. A loud sucking noise

should be heard if the valve is functioning properly. If
e sucking noise is not heard and the engine backfires
ough the exhaust system during deceleration , re

lace the valve .
With the air by-pass system, disconnect the rubb er

hose from the backfire-suppressor valve to the carb ure-

EXHAUST

CHECK VALVE

PLUG THE AIR

SUPPLY HOS E
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plug wire boots. Do not pull on the wires. Position the
throttle and choke valves in the wide-open position.
Connect a jumper wire between the distributor termi
nal of the ignition coil and a good ground on the engine
to avoid high tension sparking while cranking the
engine. Hook up a starter remote control cable and then
tum the ignition switch to the ON position. CAUTION:
Don't energize the starting motor when the ignition
switch is in the LOCKED position or you will damage
the ignition grounding contact in the switch.

Check the spark plugs for abnormal conditions as you remove
them from the engine. Spark plugs tell the story of engine
operation and can be used as an important troubleshooting
technique. This is how a normally operating spark plug should
look. The compression is good and the carburetor air-fuel mix-

Rpmnvp 011 'norlr nl"", on.-l nhpnlr thpm fnr olmn=ol 11ture is properly adjusted, as indicated by the light coloring of

IFnnfNlnfNl@ 1Ff6(fUfl1l ri\flnonnnf6@

Engine tuning is generally performed periodically
restore the power and performance that have been
t through normal wear. A by-product is the in

eased fuel mileage that results from more efficient
gine operation. Since the advent of emission control
gulations, the tune-up procedures must take into

ount the adjustments necessary to reduce emissions
an acceptable legal limit.

The previous sections of this book have discussed
e various types of emission control systems, with
phasis on the tests that apply to each system and
components. This chapter will cover common ad

tments that must be made and how the emphasis
to be changed in order to reduce emissions.
Tuning for emission control cannot be thought of as
substitute for the normally acceptable methods of
gine tune-up. Instead, emission-control adjustments
e an inherent part of normal tuning procedures or an

dded integrated step. In some instances, they may be
a changed method of making a conventional ad

- tment.
The parts or units that affect power and performance

may be divided into three groups; (1) compression,
2) ignition, and (3) carburetion. To them must be
dded crankcase ventilation, because of its effects on

emission control. It is impossible to tune an engine un
less all of these items are covered systematically. There
. no possible method of tuning and/or adjusting only
one unit to restore complete engine efficiency because
of the interrelation of them all. The following discus
sion will cover the techniques of tuning an engine
systematically, with special emphasis on those new or
modified techniques that are so important for control
ling both crankcase and exhaust emissions.

COMPRESSION
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Check the mechanical advance mechanism by turning the rotor against spring tension. When released, the springs should return
advance weights to the retarded position, if they are operating properly.

FUll ADVANCE

_oLtfIr-.. TENSION SPRING

ADVANCE
CAM

ADVANCE
WEIGHTS



Check the spark plug porcelain for a crack, which may be
hidden by the shell. This type of damage can be caused only
by allowing the spark plug socket to tilt.

Insert a compression gauge in a spark plug port and
then crank the engine through at least four compression
strokes in order to obtain the highest possible reading.
Record this reading and then check all remaining cylin
ders in a similar manner. The actual reading is not as
important as the variation between cylinders. This is
because of the difference between gauges and the varia
tion in atmospheric pressure with altitude. Generally, a
20 pounds per square inch (psi) variation between
cylinders is normal and should result in no operating
difficulties. If one cylinder pressure varies by 30 psi or
more, compression troubles are indicated in the low
cylinder and the condition should be checked by in
jecting a tablespoon of engine oil through the spark
plug port. Crank the engine several times to spread
the oil around the piston rings and cylinder walls and
then retest the compression. If the reading improves,
the rings are worn. If it does not, the valve (s) are not
seating properly. If two adjacent cylinders are low and

.1 .1 1

IGNITION 41

IGNITION

NOTE: Ignition adjustments must always be made
before carburetion because they affect the carburetor
settings. With the spark plugs removed, crank the
engine so that the distributor rotor points exactly to
the front and then lift out the distributor for servic
ing. NOTE: It is not possible to do a good job with
the distributor in the engine. NOTE: Because there
are no moving parts in a magnetic-pulse distributor,
no periodic maintenance is required.

Clean the distributor thoroughly and then check the
centrifugal advance mechanism by turning the distribu
tor rotor as far as possible against spring tension and
then releasing it to see if the springs return it to its
retard position. Check the vacuum spark control by
applying vacuum to see if the movable breaker plate
turns freely. Stiffness will affect the ignition timing and
engine performance. NOTE: It is possible to apply
this vacuum on a distributor tester or it may be applied '
orally.

Always replace the contact points. CAUTION: There
is no such thing as a good set of contact points that
have been operating for any length of time. Also, it is
very important to clean the contacts of the new set
before installing them in order to remove any trace
of oil that may have accumulated in storage. Wipe
these contact surfaces with a clean cloth. Also, wipe
off the feeler gauge blade that is to be used for spacing

This blackened insulator is an indication of an excessively rich

IGNITION

NOTE: Ignition adjustments must always be made
before carburetion because they affect the carburetor
settings. With the spark plugs removed, crank the
engine so that the distributor rotor points exactly to
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This wet insulator is an indication of a non-firing spark plug.
The trouble can be either with the compression or the ignition.
Better check this cylinder out before proceeding further.

the contact point gap to avoid contamination from this
source. Adjust the contact point gap 0.003" wider than
that specified in order to compensate for rubbing block
wear 'on a new set of contact points. For example, if
the specifications call for a gap of 0.016", space the

. newly installed contact points to 0.019" and the gap

The blistered condition of this insulator is the result of too
much heat. caused bv usinz a snark nlu!! ""ith thp. urrnnlJ' hp"t

This melted insulator is an indication of pre-ignition, whi
can result from an excessively lean air-fuel mixture or fro
excessive advancement of the ignition timing.

will shortly wear into the specified 0.016". NOTE: F
those using instruments to adjust the dwell of .t
contact points, this will be performed after the engi
is running .

To prevent premature rubbing blook wear, it is i 
portant to apply a very small amount of special c
lubricant to the lobes of the cam. To pack most of
lubricant in back of the rubbing block for a reservoi

Check the vacuum unit for free operation by sucking on
'101"11111 T\n n " n __l. ,:_,. ..- C_,.._ ..l!_L....!L __ _ _ &. _- ..



Before adjusting the contact point gap, align the faces of the
points.

as wear occurs turn the distributor in the normal direc
tion of rotati~n. CAUTION: Use neither too much
lubrication, which will cause the contact points to burn,
nor a thin lubricant that will be thrown off by the rotat
ing shaft. In some Delco-Remy distributors, a wick is
used to lubricate the cam. Adjust the position of the

ROTOR

IGNITION 43

This is a new-style pivotless contact point set that is used on
some Ford product engines. It is interchangeable with the older
style points and installed with the same specifications.

wick so that it just touches the lobe of the cam . To
renew its lubrication properties, reverse the wick or
replace it. CAUTION:- Don't use engine oil on the
wick.

If a distributor analyzer is available, install the dis
tributor in it and then check out the dwell, resistance,
advance curve, and vacuum advance unit against the
manufacturer's specifications. Re-install the recondi
tioned distributor in the engine, aligning the rotor to
the front.

Now, crank the engine until the rotor points to the
No.1 cylinder spark plug wire. Paint a white line on
the impulse neutralizer and timing tab at the specified
mark to facilitate setting the static timing. Note that
this position of the engine has been obtained with the
spark plugs out to make the engine free-turning and
with the distributor in place to prevent loss of timing.

PRIMARY AND
CONDE NS E R LEADS

CONTACT
ATTACHING SCREWS

SCREW
PRIMARY

-LEAD

~~'.-'-~~~CUIT BREAKER

~ PLATE ASSEMBLY

~;;;;;;;;:;~==~

CONDENSER

Thtc; is one of the Delco-Remv distributors used on 6-cvIinder
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Spark plugs come in various heat ranges to suit individual engine operating conditions. When driving conditions are abnormal, it
be desirable to change the spark plugs to a different heat range from that specified by the manufacturer. Compare the spark pI
with this indicator chart as you remove them from the engine.
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- I

Sometimes small difficulties cause real operating troubles. In
this case , it was found that a rubber bumper had dropped 6ff
the mechanical advance weight limit pin , with resulting dis
tortion of the centrifugal ad vance curve.

---- - - -~ -- ~-----_ . _ -_..------

CaNTACT POINT

ADVANC E-~;;:~iiiiliiiiiiiiil~~-~
WEIGHT

ing conditions. Check for badly worn electrodes and
cracked porcelains . Repl ace defective plugs. Clean
serviceabl e spark plugs thoroughly and then file the
electrodes Hat. CAUTION: Filing the electrodes is
more im portant in restoring efficient operation than any
other service performed on the spark plugs. Inspect
each spark plug for the correct heat range and then
adjust the gap s to specifications, using a round feeler

It pa ys to be on the alert for all kinds of trouble. One engine
'h"rl o " ,r " n O' r"t"r ;n"hl)JP,", (,~I1.<:ing ~n p.yp.essivp. resistance 2:an

. shows how the condenser and primary leads should be
lied in a Delco-Remy distributor.

Inspect each spark plug for correct service operat-

GROUND LEAD

RK PLUGS

Inspect the high-tension wires for evidence of dam
e. Replace oil-soaked, damaged, or brittle spark
g wires. Check the rubber boots for deterioration,

de fects here can short out the spark plugs. Improper
sitioning of the high-tension wires can cause cross
. g. Check the high-tension terminals in the distribu

cap; corrosion can cause voltage losses.

orne high-performance engines have two sets of contact points.
They are designed to increase the dwell time by staggering the
contact points so that they overlap by about 10°. This means
that one contact point set "makes" the primary circuit and the

ther "breaks" it. When adjusting the dwell on a distributor
_ _ _ 1. ~_.,.. •.:...L ...L.: ..... .....~ ...... ...... C ,..__....... "'... __:_... ro<lll"t....... ~ :.:n_ n ,..,l a~_

ADVANCE-);;:iiiiiiiiilii.iii.~~-:-,
WEIGHT
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A worn electrode that is well over the recommended sei

life of 10,000 miles.

This spark plug has a series gap that increases the res

in the secondary circuit so that the ignition coil will st

•• - - -&.' P. _ This can be used to 0 '

WIDE GAP

~.....

WIDE GAP

<,

With an excessively wide gap, it is possible for the spark to

Hash over the outside of the plug, especially if the insulator is

coated with dirt.
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UGllIf k'MA .VOLTAGE AEQUlllED AT .'.RK 'LUG

THE PltllllUV HRMllIAlS OFTHICOIL SM(l\JlD
IE COIlIlEC HO so THAT THE POLAIUTY M..KIMCS
COlllfSPOND TO THE 'OlARITV OF THE -.nUtv

C COUECT COIL CONNECTIONS

20 TO 40'11. MORE VOLTAGE 1$ REQUIRED
WITH I"COltRlCT POLARITY

FIRING ORDER

1-5- 4-2- 6- 3-7- 8

It requires 20-40% more voltage to me a spark plug if the
coil polarity is reversed.

gauge. CAUTION: Never bend the center electrode
or you will crack the porcelain. Clean the threads and
seats before installing the reconditioned spark plugs
and then torque them to specifications. In the absence
of a torque wrench, the plugs can be screwed in finger
tight and then tightened an additional half tum.

RESISTANCE WILL BE DOUBLED
IFONE SIDE OPENS

etimes these seeming trifles are difficult to find, This mis
igned prong in a plug-in type connector caused a poor con

tion and hard starting.

An open-circuited primary resistor will cause the engine to
stop running when the ignition key is turned away from the
cranking position. Remember that this resistor is by-passed dur
ing the cranking operation.

20 TO 40'11. MORE vOLTAGE 1$ REQUIRED
WITH I"COlunCT POLARITY

The correct placement of secondary wires is important to pre-
-- --& ---- ... c_:__ "[;' ..........1.. .-n_... t", .....h ......lCU. "",...n,,:,1DC' nl~l"pmpnt in-

~,~
COLOU J

ElfCT~NS WIll MOVI
FROM A HOT otJECT TO



HEAT THREAD AC SPARK PLUG CHAMPION AUTOLITE

RANG£ sin REACH
R£GUlAR R£SISTOR REGULAR RESISTOR REGULAR RESISTOR

Hot lOMM 1/4" MS .......... .. YS, Y6, ........ ... P6 PR6

t
UY6

104 ............ Y4, Y4A, ..... ...... P4 PR4
Cold Y5

Hot 14MM 3/S11 48 .. ... ....... J-12. UJ-12 ........... All AR lO
46 R46 i-n xr-u A9. AZ9 4S-140,

ARSO,. , ARS
45 R45 J-S, UJ-S XJ-S A7 AR51,

,. 4S-165
M RM J-7 XJ-7 A5 AR5
43 R43 J-6, UJ-6,J5 XJ-6 ........ .. AR-41,

4S-250
42 ..... .. .. .. . J63R J63T ........ .. . A3. A703 AR31

Cold 41 ...... ...... J5SR, J5ST ........... A603 ........ ....

Hot 14MM 3/S11 46S· R46S· J-1SY· XJ-1SY· AS2· ARS2

I Ext. Tip 45S· R45S· ....... .. ...... ........... A52· AR 52·
MS· RMS· J-12Y· XJ-12Y· A42· AR42-
43S· ............ J- lOY· .. ......... ...... .... ·..·AR32·Cold 42S· R42S· J-9Y· ... .... ... . A32·

Hot 14MM 7/16" 47L .... .. ...... H-12 .......... . AL-n ............

I 45L .. .... ...... H-lO H-ll XH-lO AL-7. AL9 ARL-8
45LS· .. ... .. .. ... H-1SY· ...... .. .. . AL-S2· ARL-Sl-
43L .. .......... HS. H9 XH-9 AL-5 ARL-5

Cold 43LS· ............ H-14Y· ........... AL-52 ............

Hot 14MM 1/2" 47FF ...... .... .. ....... .. ...... ........... .. .... ..... ..... .......
46FF R46FF ............... ... ... .. .. . .... ....... ... ...... ...

46FFX· ..... .. ..... UL-15Y · ........... AE52· ... ...... ....
46FFS· AES2· ,I
45FFS •

45FF ....... .. ... ............... ....... .. .. .. .......... .............
45F ...... .. .... L-lO L-S ........... AE6 AER6
45FD ..... ....... .... ........... ... ........ ........ .... ..... ...... .
MFF ............ ............... ..... ...... ............ ....... ......

MFFS· ..... ...... . L-12Y - ...... .. ... AE42- .............
MF .... ........ L-S5 .... ....... AE4 AER4
42FF .......... .. L-lOS L-7 .... .... .. . ............

: ::: :: :::: : :. ~Cold 42F ........... .. ......... .. .... .. ......... ............
Hot 14MM 3f4!1 47XL ...... ... ... N-21 ........... AG7 AGZ7 .. .. ........

46XL ...... ...... N-S, N-lS .... .. ..... AG5 .............
46XLS- ............ N-16Y- XN-16Y- AGSZ- AGRS2-

45XL R45XL N-6 XN-6 ... .. ... .... AGR51
45XLS· R45XLS · N-14Y· XN-14Y · AG52- AGR5Z-

.. ....... RMXL N-5 XN-5 AG3. AG4 AGR31,
AGR41

MXLS· RMXLS · N-12Y~ XN-12Y· AG32~ AGR32 ~

Cold UN-12Y· AG42- AGR4t-

Hot 14MM 3/41
' 46N R46N .......... .. .. . ........... ... .. ... .. .. ...... ......

t
(3/SI I 45N R45N .. .... ......... .. .......... ............

thread) MN RMN ............. .. ..... .. .... ............ ... .........
Cold 43N R43N ... .......... ... .. ......... ... ......... ...... ......

Hot 18MM 9/16'1 88 . . D-21 .. .. ... .... ... .. .. ..... ............
lSMM l/2" S6 ............ D-16 UD-16 .......... . ........ .... ............

S7TS· ............ ........... .... ..... .... .. ...... ...... ............
S6T ............ S70 XS70 ............ ............

lSMM S6TS- ...... ...... ............... ........... ........ .. .. .............
Taper S5T RS5T S60 XS60 BF-7 BRF-8
Seats S5TS· RS5TS · F-14Y · XF-14Y· B F-S2~ BRF-S2-

BF-92·

Hot lOMM l/4" MS ............ YS, Y6, ........... P6 PR6

t
UY6

104 ............ Y4, Y4A, ... .. ... .. . P4 PR4
Cold Y5

Hot 14MM 3/S11 48 ............ J-12. UJ-12 ..... .. ... . All AR lO
t 46 R46 i-n xi-u A9, AZ9 4S-140,

ARSO. _
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With motor at idling speed vac
uumpointer should hold steady
between 15 and 21.

Withmotor atidling speed drop
ping back of vacuum pointer
indicates sticky valves.

With motor at idling speed
floating motion right and leftof
vacuum pointer indicates car
buretor too rich ortoo lean.

With motor at idling speed low
reading of vacuum pointer indi
cates late timing or intake
manifold air leak.

The use of a vacuum gauge is helpful in troubleshooting. These illustrations show common engine conditions and their effects on a
-acuum gauge.

ECHANICAL CHECKS AIR INJECTION REACTOR SYSTEM

CARBURETOR

This General Motors chart shows how various engine malfunc
tions increase the HC and CO emissions from the exhaust nine.

Efficient choke operation is essential to mmmuze
emissions during the critical warm-up period. Gen
erally, all specifications are for operation on the lean
calibration side. Check the automatic choke valve for
sticking. Free it up , if necessary. Depress the choke
valve to check the adjustment. It should lightly touch

Inspect the hoses for evidence of leaks, deterioration,
cracks, excessive heat, or loose hose clamps. Inspect
the air pump drive belt and tension it properly, if
necessary. Adjust the belt tension to 60 pounds. CAU
TION: Don't pry on the aluminum housing, or you will
distort the pump.

ENGINE
MODIFICAliON

J:K CO

650 1.20

280 1.20

230 1.80

280 1.55

250 1.80

290 1.20

AIR PUMP

J:!£ CO

570 1.20

260 1.25

230 1.80

280 1.55

270 1.35

280 1.20

520 3 .25

MALADJUSTMENT

INTERMITTENT MISS

LOW IDLE SPEED

RICH IDLE

PLUGGED PCV

CHOKE TOO RICH

ADVANCED SPARK TIMING

A.LR. BElT OFF

Check the manifold heat control valve for free opera
tion. If the shaft sticks, free it up with special manifold
heat control solvent. Tap the end of the shaft to help

ee it. CAUTION: Don't use lubricating oil on this
haft; it w ill carbonize from the heat and cause the
ialoe to stick.

Tighten the intake manifold bolts to specifications
in the proper order. A slight leak here will affect engine
performance and economy.

Check and adjust the accelerator linkage by discon
necting the accelerator rod at the carburetor throttle
lever. Hold the throttle lever in the wide-open position
and then adjust the accelerator rod to enter the hole
in the throttle lever when the accelerator pedal is held
against the floorboard.

On cars with an automatic transmission, adjust the
TV (throttle valve) rod by holding it against the in
ternal transmission stop (past the detent position) and
then adjusting its length so that it enters its proper
hole when the throttle lever on the carburetor is held
in the wide-open position.

Service fuel and air filters by cleaning or replacing
the element as specified by the manufacturer. Clean
or replace the PCV valve every six months. Inspect the
system for deterioration of hoses or for plugged hoses
and leaking hose connections. On closed crankcase

n

.FILTERS
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This Borrough's tension gauge is the most accurate means

adjusting drive belt tension.

Service air filters periodically. Do not soak paper IDters in sol

vent to clean them. Clean the filter element by blowing gently

with compressed air , with the nozzle held about 2" from the

screen. This service should be performed every six months and

the filter element should be replaced every two years. If the

paper is saturated with oil over half of its circumference, re

place it. Noticeable quantities of oil on the filter element indi

cate a malfunctioning of the ventilating system, due to a

sticking PCV valve.

PULL UPWARD 0
ROD TO END OF

erAVEL

CHOKE VALVE
CLOSED

ALL V8 (EXC.327-275 H. .

o TOPOF ROD
~ SHOULD BE EVEN

WITH BOTTOM OF HOLE 1- - - --1

B
(CHOKE CLOSED)

END
TO ADJUST

PUl L DOWNWARD
~_- ON ROD TO END

OF TRAVEL

L6 (TYPICAL)J•
VB 327-275 H.~

=I= = = = =---

CHOKE VALVE
COMPLETElY
CLOSED

PULL UPWARD ON1=:)
ROD TO END OF )

TRAVEl I~
BEND ROD~
TO A~~j



· e air hom wall at normal room temperature. If an
justment is required, set the thermostatic cover at
e specified index. If the choke thermostatic element

.~ a remote type, check the rod adjustment by holding
e choke valve closed and pulling the rod against its
p. The top of the choke rod end should be about
e rod diameter above the top of the hole in the
oke valve lever in those systems where the stop is
ched by pulling on the rod. In the systems where

- e rod must be pushed down in order to reach its
op, the top of the rod should be about one diameter
low the top of the hole. In other words, this rod
ust be adjusted to an interference fit with the thermo
t in its fully applied (cold) position.
Check the vacuum kick adjustment against speci

cations. This unit must be set to the lean side in
der to minimize emissions during the critical
arm-up period.

GNITION TIMING

Disconnect the distributor spark advance hose and
lug the vacuum source opening. NOTE: This is to

prevent some vacuum from advancing the timing,
hich would result in an incorrect static setting and a

etarded spark condition all through the engine oper
ating range-.Start the engine and warm it up until the
throttle comes off the fast-idle cam.

If a dwell meter is to be used to adjust the contact

ADJUSTING
SCREW

e air hom wall at normal room temperature. If an
justment is required, set the thermostatic cover at
e specified index. If the choke thermostatic element
a remote type, check the rod adjustment by holding
e choke valve closed and pulling the rod against its
n. The top of the choke rod end should be about

IGNITION TIMING 51

Pre-ignition can be caused by using a spark plug of the wrong
heat range, in which the insulator gets white hot. Or it can
result from the excessively hot combustion caused by a lean
air-fuel mixture.

point opening, it must be done before setting the
ignition timing. To do this, connect a dwell meter and
adjust the gap by turning the adjusting screw as re
quired until a dwell reading of 30° is obtained. Allow
2° additional for rubbing block wear on new contact
points.

The result of pre-ignition can be disastrous. Because of the
intense heat zeuerated within the combustion chamber. the top
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If a dwell meter is not available, turn the contact
point gap adjusting screw clockwise on Delco-Remy
distributors until the engine starts to misfire and then
turn the screw back out exactly one-half tum to com
plete the ad justment.

To check breaker plate operation, slowly accelerate
the engine to 1,500 rpm and note the dwell reading.
Return the engine speed to idle and again note the
dwell reading; the variation should not exceed 3°. If it
does exceed the specified limit, the distributor shaft
bushings are worn or the breaker plate assembly is
loose.

After the contact point dwell is correctly adjusted,

connect a timing light to No. 1 cylinder. CAUTION:
Don't puncture the high-tension wire to connect the
timing light. Use an adapter. Aim the timing light at
the timing tab and then adjust the static ignition
timing to the manufacturer's specifications with the
engine idling below 500 rpm. Adjust the timing by
loosening the distributor clamp and rotating the dis
tributor body as necessary. Tighten the clamp, stop the
engine, remove the timing light and adapter, and then
reconnect the spark plug wire and the spark advance
vacuum hose. CAUTION: The engine must be idling
slowly enough to keep the mechanical advance weights
from reaching an advanced position. NOTE: Some

COMPRESSION
J~ l ) ~ I,
IGNITION ' " ·COMBUSTION

) R" j ~ l
, CONTINUES , " COMPLETED

Normal Combu."o"

.1o ,- JRl j~l ° j~l
COMPRESSION" 'IGNITION' " ,COMBUSTION, 'CONTINUES" . DETONATION

Defolla""

JOL
COMPRESSION

J R.L
PREIGNITION

j ~ l
IGNITION

Pre.'."''',,
COMBUSTION DETONATION

Detona tion and pre-ignition are undesirable factors in the normal operation of an engine and are thus classified as abnormal com
bustion. In these seouences. a normal combustion rrrricess is shown l'It thp tnn_ tlptnnl'ltinn in thp C'pntpr .. nrl ...rp.'anitinn o••1... l.n••

If a dwell meter is not available, turn the contact
point gap adjusting screw clockwise on Delco-Remy
distributors until the engine starts to misfire and then
turn the screw back out exactly one-half tum to com
plete the adjustment.

Tn nlH:>nlr hrp<:llrpr nl<:ltp nnpr<:lMnn clnuTl" !:If'f'P1PT!:ltp

connect a timing light to No. 1 cylinder. CAUTION:
Don't puncture the high-tension wire to connect the
timing light. Use an adapter. Aim the timing light at
the timing tab and then adjust the static ignition
timing to the manufacturer's specifications with the
PYHTinp i rl lin O' h plnuT ~(){) rnm A £1,11"••ho h min O' hu



The idle can be adjusted to the lean side by using a vacuum
gauge. After making the idle mixture adjustment, note the
vacuum gauge reading and then turn the idle mixture adjusting
screw(s) in evenly until you obtain ~" Hg drop on the gauge.
This method should not be used on engines with AIR as they
are set somewhat richer. For these engines, use the ~ turn out
from the lean-roll position, as discussed in the text.

manufacturers specify that the ignition timing must
be adiusted with the engine runn ing at somewhat
higher speeds. This is true of some Corvette, Olds
mobile, and Mercedes Benz models. Check the manu
facturer's specifications. Don't guess!

EMISSION-CONTROLLED ENGINES

• In most cases, the specified static spark timing is
retarded at idle. CAUTION: Be sure to use the manu
facturer's specification. The mechanical advance curve
in the distributor has been compensated and it returns
the spark timing to the power curve as engine speed
approaches the normal operating range.

IDLE SPEED AND MIXTURE ADJUSTMENTS

With the engine warmed to operating temperature,
tum the idle speed adjusting screw to bring the idle
speed to specifications. With an automatic transmission,
the selector lever should be in DRIVE. With air con
ditioning, the unit must be OFF and the idle vent
valve should be held closed with your finger during
the mixture adjustment. On a six-cylinder Ford or

Chrysler engine, the headlights must be in the high-
• • • 1 _ 1 L .L ......_ ..... _ ...J
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On pre-controlled engines, the normal mixture ad
justment was to tum the idle mixture screw (s) to
obtain the highest steady idle speed (or the highest
vacuum gauge reading).

EMISSION-CONTROLLED ENGINES

• Because the idle mode of operation can be one of
the larger sources of exhaust emissions, there are sev
eral skilled techniques that must be emphasized. In
most cases, idle speeds specified for the controlled
engines are about 100 rpm above that for pre-controlled
engines. This is to operate the engine closer to the
high-speed circuit range of the carburetor, which is
much more efficient. Be sure that you adjust the idle
speed to the manufacturer's specification, NEVER
BELOW ITI
• In all cases, the idle mixture adjustment is to be
left slightly on the lean side of the calibration. This is
accomplished by the way in which the adjustment is
made.
• In one controlled engine, the specification is to
obtain the high est vacuum reading and then turn in
each adjusting screw evenly until a W' Hg drop in
vacuum is obt ained.
• In another controlled engine, the specification is to
obtain a smooth idle at 625 rpm and then tum in each
mixture adjusting screw evenly until engine speed
drops to 600 rpm.
• In controlled engines with AIR, the specifications
are a little rich er on idle than are the other types.
Generally, thes e engines require that the idle mixture
adjustment be backed out ~4 tum from the lean-roll
position, which is defined as a 20-30 rpm drop in
engine speed. NOTE: The Cadillac specifications call
for n~ turns out from the lean-roll position.

80

EFFICIENCY

U sing an exhaust gas analyzer is the best vv ay to obtain an ac

curate air-fuel mixture adjustment for idle. Engines vvith exhaust
emission control syterns should be adjusted ~s foJ]~ws: CAS,

14.0-14.1; IMCo, 14.2 (1J,~ for the 2~O cu. m. eng~ne~~\I_~,

On pre-controlled engines, the normal mixture ad
justment was to tum the idle mixture screw (s) to
obtain the highest steady idle speed (or the highest
vacuum gauge reading).



TECHNIQUES

As we have said , satisfactory performance depends
on the correct functionin g of the three important
engine systems : compression, ignition, and carbure
tion. Substandard conditions in any one of these areas
will result in poor engine performance and excessively

high emissions. Previous sections have covered typical
pre-controlled engine tune-up procedures, with em
phasis on the adjustments that affect emissions. In
this section, the emphasis will be placed on accurate
ignition diagnosis and adjustments using an oscillo
scope and a combustion analyzer. Skill in the use of
these precision instruments is essential in diagnosing

q
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troubles and in making the required repairs and ad
justments so that resulting emissions will be within
designed limit levels.

The oscilloscope is an ignition analyzer that provides
a convenient means of observing ignition performance
on an easy-to-read picture of ignition system opera
tion. All phases of the ignition cycle can be viewed at
the instant they occur on an operating engine. To use
a scope properly, the mechanic must be familiar with
the basic principles of the ignition system and with
the operation of the instrument.

Precision tuning with a scope gives the mechanic an
unequaled opportunity for isolating troubles that are
not found easily otherwise. The scope is a voltmeter
that does not drain energy from an operating circuit;
it always indicates true voltage. A moving-coil type of
meter, on the other hand, drains some energy from
the circuit and gives a false reading, the size of the
error depending on the amount of current flowing in
the circuit being tested and the internal resistance of
the meter.

The importance of testing each part of the electrical
system cannot be overemphasized because of the in
terrelationships and the effects that one poor adjust
ment has on the operation of other systems of the
engine. If a mechanic does not appreciate the effects
of the charging and cranking circuits on the ignition
system, then he may inadvertently by-pass some es
sential test in order to save time. Since the scope al
lows these tests to be made with ease, no time is saved
in skipping any of them. This is especially true when
any presumed saving of time is weighed against the
possibility of missing some unbalanced operating con
dition that could have a decided effect on the power
or fuel mileage of the engine. If the customer returns
dissatisfied, it is obvious that time has not been saved,
but wasted.

The interrelation of the systems can be illustrated
by posing the case of a vehicle in which a poor con
nection is causing a one-volt loss to the primary wind
ing of the ignition coil. Because of the turns ratio be
tween the primary and secondary windings, this
defect will result in a 5,OOO-volt loss in the secondary
circuit. Ordinarily, this loss would not be noticed be
cause of the reserve built into the ignition coil. How
ever, under marginal conditions, this 5,OOO-volt loss
can result in a number of related difficulties.

Starting a cold engine is one marginal condition,
because all of the built-in ignition reserve is required
for easy starting. Driving the vehicle during the
critical warm-up period is another marginal condition
wherein the one-volt loss in the primary circuit will

troubles and in making the required repairs and ad
justments so that resulting emissions will be within
designed limit levels.

The oscilloscope is an ignition analyzer that provides
a convenient means of observing ignition performance
on an easy-to-read picture of ignition system opera-
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This matter of emissions is so critical that even a normal carbon
build-up in the venturi area can seriously affect the air-fuel
mixture. Cleaning the venturis with lacquer thinner results in
a 2.6% increase in gas mileage in one six-cylinder engine, Cham
pion Spark Plug engineers discovered in recent tests.

condition makes it more difficult for the spark to jump
the gap of the spark plug, resulting in lowered engine
efficiency. The 5,OOO-volt loss in the secondary circuit
aggravates this problem. (2) The driver feels the loss
of power, so he must advance the throttle in order to
overcome the weak-firing spark plugs and maintain
the desired speed. (3) The advanced throttle causes
a drop in vacuum, proportional to the amount of addi
tional throttle opening. (4) The reduced vacuum
causes the distributor vacuum unit to retard the igni
tion timing, which further aggravates the power prob
lem. (5) The driver advances the throttle an additional
amount to compensate for the added power losses.
(6) The reduced vacuum slows the flow of heated air
to the automatic choke thermostat, which then remains
on longer than usual.

Note that the one-volt loss in the primary circuit
has a decided effect on fuel mileage as well as causing
difficulty in starting. Since many vehicles constantly
operate under warm-up conditions, the average trip
length being about 8 miles, the potential enormity of
the fuel mileage problem is evident.

Another illustration of the interrelation of the various
electrical and fuel-system components is offered by the
sequence of events that would result from a gap in
one of the high-tension wires to a spark plug. This
common malfunction is caused by a mechanic's re-
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~fUtRASTRONIC
ENGINE DIAGNOSIS

CARBURETION

Order No.

Customer Name Date _

Address Phone _

Make Model _ _ Mileage__ License No. _

Customer Comments: _

Cranking Voltage
Cranking Coil Output
Cranking Vacuum
PCV Test

Voltmeter
Scope (Display)
Vacuum Ga uge
Vacuum Gau e

Battery, Starting System
Coil, Ign. Primary Circuit
Engine Mechanical
Positive Crankcase Vent.

IDL E
Idle Speed
Dwell
Initial Timing
Fuel Mixture

Tachometer
Dwell Meter
Timing Advance Unit
Combustion Eff. Tester

Idle Speed Adjustment
Breaker Point Setting
Spark Timing Setting
Carburetor Idle Circuit

Manifold Vacuum Vacuum Gauge Engine Idle Efficiency

8

AirCleaner, Carburetor

Dist. Mech . and Vac. Advance

High tension Wires, Cap, Rotor
Generator Alterna tor, Volt. Reg.

Coil, Condenser, Ign. Primary

Exhaust SystemVacuum Gau e

Voltmeter
Combustion Eff. Tester

Scope (Display)
Scope (Display)
Timing Advance Unit

Fuel Mixture

Maximum Coil Output

Accelerator Pum Action

Record RPM and Vac.

Dwell Variation

Cam lobe Accuracy

Breaker Point Condition

Timing Advance

Coil and Condenser Condition

Charging Voltage

Spark Plugs Under load

Coil Polarity

Electro Power Balance

Secondary Circuit Insulation

Secondary Circuit Condition

Fuel Mixture
Spark Plug Firing Voltage

8 Exhaust Restriction

STOP REVIEW TESTS RESULTS... +

Siut RASTRONIC
ENGINE DIAGNOSIS

CRUISE
(1000 RPM)

=-=A'8RNIWCE
(2500 RPM)

=A«-E-LEUTE

CARBURETION
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The. screen•.of th~ scope. is laid .~ut in ~lovo~t~ .to .~ermit ac

mechanics would diagnose the resulting engine defect
as a miss and they would be partially correct . A few
might guess incorrectly that the miss would occur dur
ing low-speed acceleration. Very few, indeed, would
relate the broken spark plug wire to a fuel mileage
complaint. Yet this may be the sole cause of the cus-

mechanics would diagnose the resu lting engine defect
as a miss and they wou ld be partially corre ct . A few
might guess incorrectly that the miss would occur dur
ing low-speed acceleration. Very few, indeed , would
relate the broken spark plug wire to a fuel mileage
complaint. Yet this may be the sole cause of the cus
tomer's dissatisfaction. Generally, when a customer
complains of poor fuel mileage, the mechanic overhauls
the carburetor and tunes the engine. But the fuel mile 
age does not always improve. In fact, in this case it
will get worse. The longer the condition exists, the
more the gap in th e high-tension wire will widen
under the influence of the burning action of the spark.

With a series gap in one of the high-tension wires to
a spark plug, the added resistance is overcome during
most operating mod es of the engine by th e voltage
reserve designed into the ignition coil. It is only when
the secondary voltage is insufficient to overcome this
added series gap resistance that the spark plug will
misfire. Precisely when this will happen depends en
tirely on th e condition of th e ignition system. With the
ignition system in good condition, especially after a
good tune-up , the trouble starts to evidence itself only
during high-speed operation. At some point as the
engine speed increases, the dw ell becomes insufficient
to saturate the coil fully; this results in a gradual
lowering of the high-tension voltage until there is not
enough ignition reserve to overcome the added series
resistance in the high-tension wire. At this precise
speed, this one spark plug will cease to fire, setting
off the following chain of events:

The driver notes a slight loss of power. Because of

THE OSCILLOSCOPE

the high engine speeds , it is doubtful if he will be
able to feel the jerk caused by one missing spark plug.
( 1 ) In order to maintain the desired speed, the driver
adva nces the throttle an additional amount. (2) The
advanced throttle reduces intake manifold vacuum.
(3 ) Th e lower vacuum affects the distributor vacuum
unit and retards ignition timing, aggravating the
power loss. (4 ) Th e dri ver advances th e throttle
to overcome this ignition timing power loss, which
further reduces the vacuum. (5) The lowered vacuum
causes the power jet to open below its designed engine
speed, thus prematurely enriching the air-fuel ratio.

Though the driver is unlikely to feel th e jerk that
result s from th e misfiring spark plug, he certainly
will note the loss of fuel economy whenever he drives
fast. An oscilloscop e can help spot the culprit in a case
like this .

The scope looks formidable because of the large
number of controls on the front panel, but most of
them are pre-set and are not used each time the in
strument is used. The few commonly used adjustments
allow the operator to control his way of viewing the
pattern. Therefore, the only aspe ct of the oscilloscope
that really requires any study is that of pattern wave
form interpretations. A malfunction in the ignition
system distorts the normal waveform. The shape of the
distortion indicates th e type of problem and the lo
cation.

The secondary waveform is th e most informative on
overall ignition system operation. The screen of the
scope is laid out in kilovolts to permit accurate voltage
measurements of the secondary patt erns. Each vertical
division at the side of the screen represents 1 kilo olt
(1,000 volts). For viewing primary waveform patterns,
some scopes have two additional scales, of 400 and of
40 volts. The 40-volt scale is especially useful in ana
lyzing small voltage losses and malfunctions in the
primary circuit.

Ignition system problems that affect either th e inter
mediate or dwell sections will be indicated in both the
primary and secondary waveform patterns. Primary
patterns provide a good picture of contact point oper
ating condit ions, especially so of the contact -triggered
transistor types, and pro vide a wa veform pattern of
greater clarity for point dwell.

Each part of the waveform represents a specific
phase of ignition system operation. For the purpose
of explaining the scope, we shall give individual in
structions on the firing, intermediate, and dwell sec-

the high engine speeds, it is doubtful if he will be
able to feel the jerk caused by one missing spark plug.
( 1) In order to maintain the desired speed, the driver
advances the throttle an additional amount. (2) The
advanced throttle reduces intake manifold vacuum.
(3 ) Th e lower vacuum affects the distributor vacuum
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Tests:
Pitted points
or arcing from
poor condenser
action .

Breaker-Point
Dwell Section

Tests:
Dirty, burned
or misaligned
points and
weak point tension .

engine, it will be realized that the system will cycle
eight times for each revoluti on of the distributor.
Dividing 360 ( degrees) by eight results in 45 as the
number of degrees of distributor rotation for each
ignition cycle. If the scope trace is ad justed so that one
complete ignition cycle starts at zero degrees and ends
at 45 degrees on the dwell scale of the scope screen,
any portion of the pa ttern can be accurately measured
in distributor degrees of rot ation.

T H E FIRING SECTION

It is during this pe riod that the actual firing of the
spa rk plug takes pl ace. This section of the pattern is

Look For: Look For:
POINT CLOSE, POINT OPEN,
short downward abrupt 90°
line followed by angle that begins
small oscillations. Firing line of

next cylinder.

SECONDARY WAVEFORM INTERPRETATIONS

Coil
Intermediate

Section

Tests:
Defect in coil,
condenser, or
primary circuit.

Line I
I
I Spark Plug
I Firing
I Section
I,
I
I
I Tests:
I Plugs, wires,
I cap, r~tor,

or engmeI condition
affecting

L
I plug firing.

Pull off plug wire-FIRING LINE should rise to 20 KV or
more for normal coil output. Pattern should also extend
below zero line indicating good insulation.

Zero

VOLTAGE AND TIME RELATIONSHIPS

On a scope, a pattern waveform is a picture of volt
age in relationship to time. All vertical movement of
the tr ace represents voltage of one polarity when the
trace is above the zero line and of the oppos ite polarity
when the trace moves below the zero line. Therefore,
an oscillating pattern waveform, above and below the
zero line, represents AC voltage. This vertical move
ment (voltage) can be measured by comparing it to
the gradua tions (the graticule) on the scop e screen.

Horizontal movement of the trace represents time.
Tim e, on a scope, is not measured in minutes or sec
onds; rather, the scope screen is equipped for measur
ing it in distributor degr ees of rotation. For example,
when testing the ignition system of an eight-cylinder

Look For: Look For: Look For:
FIRING LINE ISPARK LINE I INTERMEDIATE
that's 5 to Ithat's straight, l OSCILLATIONS
10 KV, no more ,level, lh as that gradually
than 3 KV Ihigh as Firing I diminish in size.
variation. Line. I
- I I

L!
I
I

Tests:
Plug and
rotor gap,
broken wires,
fuel mixture.

VOLTAGE AND TIME RELATIONSHIPS

On a scope, a pattern waveform is a picture of volt
age in relationship to time. All vertical movement of
the tr ace represents voltage of one polarity when the
trace is above the zero line and of the opposite polarity

- - - - -

engine , it will be rea lized that the system will cycle
eight times for each revolution of th e distributor.
Dividing 360 (degrees ) by eight results in 45 as the
number of degrees of distributor rotation for each
ignition cycle. If the scope trace is adjusted so that one
complete ignition cycle starts at zero degrees and ends
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This is a comparison of the secondary waveform (top) with
the primary waveform. The primary waveform shows a higher
trace because of the more sensitive scale that is used.

composed of only two lines: the Firing Line, which is
a vertical line indicating the voltage required to over
come the spark plug and rotor gaps , and the Spark
Line, a horizontal line indicating the voltage required
to maintain the spark.

Point A in the pattern represents the instant at which
the breaker points separate, causing the magnetic field
to collapse through the coil windings. The resulting
high voltage is indicated by the vertical rise from A
to B. The height at point B shows the voltage, some
times referred to as the "firing" or "ionization" voltage,
required to fire the spark plug and rotor gap. Once
the spark plug fires, there is a noticeable drop in sec
ondary voltage to point C. As the spark continues to
bridge the gap, the voltage remains at a fairly constant
low value until the spark extinguishes at point D.

THEINTERMEDIATE Sscrrox
This section, which immediately follows the firing

section, is seen as a series of gradually diminishing
oscillations that disappear or nearly disappear by the
time the dwell section begins. Beginning at point D,
the remaining energy in the coil dissipates itself as an
oscillating current, which gradually dies out as it ap
proaches point E. The oscillations result from the
eomhined eHed~ of th e coil and condenser in dissinat-

PRIMARY WAVEFORMS 59

THE DWELL SECrION
This section represents the period of time during

the ignition cycle in which the breaker points are
closed. The dwell section begins at point E when the
breaker points close. This causes a short downward
line, followed by a series of small, rapidly diminishing
oscillations. The oscillations represent the build-up of
the magnetic field around the coil that occurs when
the breaker points are closed. The dwell section con
tinues until the points open at the beginning of the
next waveform (point F).

PRIMARY WAVEFORM INTERPRETATIONS

The scales on the scope screen indicate 400 or 40
volts when the CIRCUIT SELECTOR is in one of the
PRIMARY positions. Although a resemblance exists
between the primary and secondary patterns, it should
be noted that the voltage values represented in the
primary patterns are considerably lower than those
in the secondary patterns, due to the ratio of the
primary to the secondary windings of the coil.

THEFIRING SECTION
This section displays the series of rapid oscillations

that take place in th e ignition primary circuit during
the period of time in which the spark plug fires. Point
A represents the instant at which the breaker points
separate. The vertical rise from A to B and the di
minishing oscillations that follow represent the initial
and repeated charging and discharging of the con
denser and the induced voltage surges in the primary
circuit while the spark plug is firing. As the spark
bridges the gap and energy is being drained from th e
coil, the amplitude of thes e oscillations diminishes
until the spark is extinguished, as indicated at point C.

THEINTERMEDIATE SECTION
The intermediate section is seen as a series of grad

ually diminishing oscillations that disappear or nearly
disappear by the time the dwell section begins. Be
ginning at point C, whatever energy remains in
coil dissipates itself as an oscillating current, whi
gradually dies out as it approaches point D.

THEDWELL SECrION
The dwell section begins when the distributor

tacts close and can be observed as a faint down
line from point D to point E. The dwell sectio
represented by the horizontal line that extends
noint E to noint F. It is during this neriod that

B

~
SPARK I

FIRING LINE I
LINE " I " .

SECONDARY
WAVEFORM

! POINTS CLOSE POINTS OPE'" !

THEDWELL SECrION
This section represents the period of time during

the ignition cycle in which the breaker points are
closed. The dwell section begins at point E when the
breaker points close. This causes a short downward
1 ~__ £_11 .1 1. ~ £ 11 :..Jl • • ..J:_:_ : _l.. : _ _
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B

B

DWELL SECTION ON THE 40-VOLT SCALE

An important diagnostic tool on some of the newer
scopes is the 40-volt scale. It is extremely valuable
in diagnosing primary circuit troubles because of the
expanded, more sensitive scale. Primary voltage, pri
mary resistance, and contact point and condenser
action can be analyzed with greater accuracy.

Two different types of patterns are obtained on the
40-volt scale, as shown in the drawings. The first, taken
with the test clip on the distributor side of the ig
nition coil, is not as useful diagnostically as 'the one
taken on the battery side of the coil. It is used to
adjust line E-F on the ZERO line of the graticule of
the screen so that th e next 40-volt pattern will be
positioned properly to read actual system operating
voltages.

To obtain the second 40-volt pattern, transfer the
test clip from the distributor to the battery side of the
ignition coil. The line C-D now represents the actual
charging system voltage of about 14 volts. Defects in
the charging system and voltage losses in the battery
circuit to the ignition coil can be instantly determined
by the voltage position of line C-D on the graticule.
Waviness of this line represents unrectified volta ges,
which indicate diode troubles in the alternator. A
depressed position of line C-D represents a voltage
loss in the primary circuit. NOTE: A one-volt loss to
the battery side of the ignition coil means a 5,000
volt loss in the secondary circuit output voltage. The
use of this diagnostic scale is extremely helpful in
finding otherwise difficult-to-Iocate voltage losses that
result in numerous related troubles.

On the bottom pattern, the line C-D represents the
time that the contact points are open. During this
time, no current is flowing in the primary circuit and
there will be no voltage drop through the primary
resistor. The contact points close at D and the line
from D to F represents dwell. Notice the relatively
slow decline in voltage after the contact points close)
which is due to the back EMF developed in the ig
nition coil. Note) too, that the primary operating volt
age of the coil is about 7 volts, after losing 7 volts in
the resistor. The concept that the ignition coil for a
12-volt system operates on about 7 volts is not gen
erally understood.

Important readings that can be obtained on this
sensitive scale are the system operating voltages and
the voltage drop. It provides a detailed picture of the
action of the contact points and the condenser. Be
cause the voltage reading is obtained at the input side
of the ignition coil (after the resistor) it shows defects
in thp TPc;:ic;:toT ~c;: UTPll ~c;: ~nv volbO'~ loc;:c;: r111P to ~

DWELL SECTION ON THE 40-VOLT SCALE

An important diagnostic tool on some of the newer
scopes is the 40-volt scale. It is extremely valuable
in diagnosing primary circuit troubles because of the
expanded) more sensitive scale. Primary voltage, pri
mary resistance, and contact point and condenser
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A superimposed pattern is the display obtained by simultane
ously placing the patterns of all cylinders one on top of the
other.

tended, the condition of the diodes is clearly shown
by the straightness or waviness of the rectified voltage
line.

PATTERN SELECTOR AND ITS FUNCTION

The PATTERN SELECTOR is the main operating
control of the scope. As its name implies, it is used to
select the typ e of pattern that is to be viewed. It also
serves as an on-off switch. The selector has three
positions: SUPERIMPOSED, RASTER, and DIS 
PLAY.

SUPERIMPOSED

i\. superimposed pattern is one obtained by simul
taneously placing the patterns of all cylind ers one on
top of the other. These patt erns provide a convenient
method of testing the ignition system for overall uni
formity. By expanding the display horizontally to fill
the space completely between the two vertical refer
ence lines on the screen , any variation in the basic
pattern can quickly be detected.

By turning the horizontal size control, it is possible to expand
the trace in order to study the pattern of an individual cylinder.
This trace represents two cylinders.

height of the scope screen by stacking the patterns of
each cylinder's ignition cycle one above the other so
that all of the individu al patterns are vert ically dis
tributed on the screen. This allows the mechanic to
make detailed, close-up comparisons of all engin e
ignition cycles simultaneously. The raster pattern is
especially helpful for individual cylinder identification
of variations in the pattern waveform observed with
a superimposed pattern.

With the Trigger Pick-up connected in the circuit
of No. 1 spark plug, the pattern waveform, represent
ing the ignition cycle of No.1 cylinder, will be dis
played at the bottom of the screen. The remainder
of the pattern waveforms will appear in a normal
firing order sequence, working up. This will position
the pattern waveform of the last cylinder in the firing
order at the top of the scope screen. It should be
noted that with the raster pattern, like the super
imposed pattern, the firing lines of the pattern wave
forms cannot be viewed. The DISPLAY position of
the PATTERN SELECTOR must be used for viewing
the firing lines.

RASTER

The raster pattern permits individual cylinder
identification while viewing all cylinders simulta
neously. The raster pattern makes use of the vertical

No.1 FIRING LINE

H ' 40 ' r s ) 0 ' H ' 20 ' is ' 0 ' s ~ . 8 cn.
~Io' ,10 , ' ,10, jo' sio ,10 , ~o· 210' ,10 , ·4 CYl.
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The display waveform shows all ignition cycles alongside of
each other. Although the waveform for No. 1 cylinder is at
the left side of the screen, the firing line for No. 1 cylinder is
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DISPLAY
With the PATTERN SELECTOR in the DISPLAY

position, the scope will trigger once for each complete
ignition cycle for each cylinder. With the Trigger
Pick-up connected in the circuit of No.1 spark plug,
the waveform viewed on the scope screen will begin
on the left with the pattern for No. 1 cylinder. The
trace moves from left to right, displaying ignition
cycles in the engine's firing order until all the cylinder's
ignition cycles have been completed.

It should be noted that the firing line of No. 1
cylinder will be at the extreme right, or at the end
of the trace. This is because it is necessary for the
No.1 spark plug to fire in order to trigger the scope
and begin a new trace.

The display type of pattern allows the firing volt
ages of all cylinders to be measured individually or
simultaneously. Whenever it is necessary to measure
secondary voltages, the display type of pattern must
be used. NOTE: For accurate voltage measurements,
the base of the pattern's {iring line must be adiusted
to the ZERO line on the scope screen graticule.

PRELIMINARY ADJUSTMENTS

We have seen that most of the controls of the scope
are classified as pre -set controls and are not necessarily
used each time the scope is operated. Once adjusted,
these settings will not change. The preliminary ad
justments are as follows:

PATIERN SELECTOR

Selects the type of pattern to be observed. Move it
from the OFF to the SUPERIMPOSED position.

PRIMARY P ATIERN HEIGHT

Controls the vertical height of the primary patterns
which are received from the red primary pick-up
lead. Tum the control to the 400-volt position.

CIRCUIT SELECTOR

Selects either the primary or secondary pattern. For
primary patterns, select the PRIMARY position that
matches the battery ground; then tum the knob to
the SECONDARY position for secondary patterns.

CONTROLS CLARITY
Of PATTERN

SELECTS PRIMARY OR
SECONDARY PATTERNS

SCOP[ r- @rmu l 0
INPUT

SElE CTOR

We have seen that most of the controls of the scope
are classified as pre-set controls and are not necessarily
used each time the scope is operated. Once adjusted,
rhoC'o C'orr~n rrC' n T~l1 n n r nh "nrro Tho ",rol~m~n"ru ,,;L

PRELIMINARY ADJUSTMENTS

~.........,- CONTROLS VERTICAL
SIZE OF SECONDARY

PATTERN

- (1)-(I) -tPAIi U N
POWII
INPU I

lUI II
SPACINC

CONTROLS VERTICAL
~

20KVjv CONTROLS BRILLIANCE
SPACING OF RASTER OF PATTERN
PATTERN SKV 10 KV/V
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POSITION Of THE SIZEOF PATTERN
PATTERN

CONTROLS VERTICAL ......iIooo.I..- .....n'
SIZE OF PRIMARY
PATTERN

CONTROLS VERTICAL
PQSITION Of PATTERN

SELECTS SUPERIMPOSED,
RASTER OR DISPLAY
PATTERNS

DISPLAY
With the PATTERN SELECTOR in the DISPLAY

position, the scope will trigger once for each complete
ignition cycle for each cylinder. With the Trigger
Pick-up connected in the circuit of No.1 spark plug,
thP 'W~vpform Vlp'Wp (1 on th p c;;('onp c;;('rppn 'Will hPQ'in
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DWELL METER SCOPE TACHOMETER

OHMMETER

VACUUM-PRESSURE GAUGE VOLTMETER AMMETER

This is the control panel of the Allen Tester.

S ECONDARY P ATIERN HEIGHT

Controls the vertical height of the secondary pat
terns, which are the patterns received from the high
tension pick-up lead. Set the knob to the 40-KV
position.

H ORIZ ONTAL CONTROL

Controls the horizontal position of the pattern. Ad
just the knob fully clockwise.

P ATTERN LENGTH

Controls the horizontal width of the pattern. Adjust
the knob fully counterclockwise.

R ASTER SPACING
rrmtrnl~ thp "prti["\~ 1 <:n ~["\inO" nf th p r~dpr n~ttprn

BRIGHTNESS CONTROL

Controls the brilliance of the pattern. Adjust the
knob fully clockwise.

VERTICAL CONTROL

Controls the vertical position of the pattern. Adju t
the knob until the pattern sweep aligns with the ZERO
line.

Focus CONTROL

Controls the clarity of the pattern. Adjust the knob
for the sharpest scope trace image. Now, readjust the
RRTf:HTNFSS c;ONTROT. llntil the d esired brilliance

DWELL METER

\
I G NI T I O N ADVANCE

METER

\
DYNAMIC

COMPRESSION METER

/
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VOLT-DWELL UN IT

VOLT-DWELL UNIT

TIMING LIGHT CONDENSER

SECONDARY
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DETAILED ENGINE TESTING WITH THE SCOPE

SCOPE CONNECTIONS TO THE ENGINE

CD Remove the high tension coil lead from the coil
tower and then insert the high tension lead of the
Pattern Pick-up into the coil tower. NOTE: Do not
insert the high-tension coil lead into the Pattern
Pick-up until the following coil output test has been
performed. Connect the black ground lead to a good
engine ground. Connect the red primary lead to the
distributor terminal or to the distributor terminal of the
coil. For engines equipped with a transistor ignition
system, always connect the red primary lead to the
distributor terminal or to the base circuit of the
transistor. Connect the Trigger Pick-up into the circuit
of No.1 spark plug. If this connection cannot con
veniently be made at the spark plug, connect the
Trigger Pick-up into the circuit of No. 1 spark plug
at the distributor cap by using an adapter.

PATTERN
PICK-UP--CLAMP
ONTO COIL WIRE

This is the way that the Autoscan tester is connected to the
engine. Because their pick-up devices are clamps, it is not
necessary to disconnect the wires to make the connections.

DETAILED ENGINE TESTING WITH THE SCOPE

SCOPE CONNECTIONS TO THE ENGINE

VOLTMETER

VACUUM-PRESSU R E ~~,= ..RPM INDICATOR

DWELL METERHORSEPOWERSPEED

CD Remove the high tension coil lead from the coil
tower and then insert the high tension lead of the
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CD
COIL OUTPUT TE ST DURING CRANKING SECONDARY POLARITY

® The height of the waveform seen while cranking
the engine is the measurement of the secondary
voltage available to fire the spark plugs. In instances
of har d starting or starting failure, it may be quickly
determined if the primary circuit or coil is at fault.
Turn the PATTERN SELECTOR to the DISPLAY
position. Align the pattern sweep to the ZERO line.
With the ignition switch ON, crank the engine. Ob
serve the waveform height, which should exceed 20
KV. A low voltage reading indicates a low battery,
defective ignition circuit, failure of the ignition resistor
by-pass circuit (not the resistor) , insufficient dwell,
excessive distributor resistance, or a defective coil or
condens er. After completing this test, insert the coil
lead into the Pattern Pick-up .

® Incorrect secondary polarity can require a 20
40% higher voltage to fire the spark plugs . To test the
polarity, star t the engine and allow it to idle. Turn
the PATTERN SELECTOR to the SUPERIMPOSED
position. Adjust the pattern length to align with the
vertical lines on the scope screen. Observe the pat
tern , which should be right side up. An inverted
pattern means that the ba ttery polarity is reversed,
that the coil is improperly connected, or that an in
correct coil is being used for the vehicle.

o With the PATTERN SELECTOR set to the
DISPLAY position, the inverted waveform will look
like this picture.

MAXIMUM COIL OUTPUT

I NV E RTED PATTERN

NORMAL PATTERN
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® "Maximum coil output" is a phrase used to
indicate the maximum secondary voltage that an
ignition system is able to produce under a given
operating condition. Due to its operating character
istics, an ignition coil will produce its maximum
secondary voltage whenever it attempts to fire an
impossible gap, such as when a spark plug wire is
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SECONDARY INSULATION

removed from a spark plug and held away from
ground. Set the CI RCUIT SELECTOR to the SEC
ONDARY position and the PATTE RN SELECTOR
to the D ISP LAY position. Adjust the engine speed to
approximately 2,500 rpm. Use insulated pliers to dis
connect a spark plug wire and hold the wire away
from the ground. Obs erve the height of the pattern,
which should be 20 KV or more. Red uce engine speed
to 1,000 rpm.

® Ins ufficient coil output voltage indicates excessive
resistance in the primary circuit, low primary input
voltage, a defective coil, dwell less than specified, or
defective secondary insulation.

® When an ignition coil produces a surge of high
voltage as a result of the collapse of its ma gne tic
field, th is voltage is transmitted from the coil tower,
through the coil wire, distr ibutor cap, rotor, and
secondary wire, to the spark plug. It must be realized
that the insulation of all parts of the secondary circui t
must be in good condition to insure reliable ignition
un der all ope rating conditions. Wi th a spark plug wire
removed, observe the downward extent of the pa ttern.
It should be equal to at leas t one-half of the upward
extent -and shou ld be consis tent. Reconnect the spark
plug wire and tes t the remaining cylinders in the
same manner.

® A short or intermittent lower extent or an absent
lower extent on one or more cylinders indicates in
sulation leakage in the dis tributor cap or spark plug
wires or (if on all cylinders ) in th e coil tower, roto r,
coil wire, or distr ibutor cap .
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SECONDARY CIRCUIT CONDITIONS

® Spark line analysis reveals the condition of the
secondary circuit. Excessive resistance uses up energy
th at is needed to maintain good ignition. The manu
facturers build a reasonable amoun t of resis tance into
th e secondary circuit for th e purpose of controlling
secondary current flow in order to extend spark plug
electrode life and for minimizing interference with
radio and television reception. Resistance of this
na ture is generally referred to as ignition suppression.
Set th e CIRC UIT SELECTOR to the SECO D RY
position and observe the spark line for height, length,
angle, and oscillations. For closer examination turn
th e PATTERN SELECTOR to the RASTER position
for individual cylinder identification. If abnorm al sp ar ~

lines, with "hash;' are observed, th e following detailed
tests should be performed to determine the cause.
Stop th e engine and install the spark plug con necto
be tween th e spark plugs and the leads on all ab normal
cylinders. Connect a jumper lead to th e ground and
to the large end of the resis tance test contactor . \ i
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the engine running at 1,000 rpm, touch the spark
plug connector with the point of the resistance test
contactor. Observe the spark line and repeat the test
on all cylinders with abnormal spark lines. If a spark
line appears normal after grounding the spark plug
wire, there is a defective spark plug or an engine
condition th at affects the spark plug. If the spark
line shows high resistance with the spark plug wire
grounded on each cylinder, there is a defect in th e
coil tower, coil wire, distributor cap towers, or rotor .
High resistance on one or more cylinders indicates
defective distributor cap towers or individual spark
plug wires. Ground the distributor cap tower to de
termine if the cap or wire is defective.

@> Another way to check the resistance in the
secondary circuit is to turn the PATTERN SELEC
TOR to the DISPLAY position. Note that one of these
spark lines is uneven. It hegins at a comparatively
high point on the firing line and then slants down
sharply toward the intermediate section, with exces
sive osciIIations or "grass" on it.
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COIL AND CON DENSER

@ By turning the PATTERN LENGTH control,
you can expand the display of the spark plugs to fill
the screen completely, making possible a detailed
comparison of the defective spark plug with a normal
one . Note the steepness of the spark line of the de
fective cylinder compared with the spark line of the
normal one, next to it.

@ The intermediate section, usuaIIy observed as
a series of diminishing oscillations, represents the
dissipation of the energy remaining in the coil after
the spark plug has ceased firing. Ignition trouble can
be analyzed by noting the rate at which the oscilla
tions diminish. Normally, these osciIlations should
diminish gradually . If the intermediate section is in
complete and the dweIl is normal, reduce engine speed
to observe the complete intermediate waveform. Lack
of oscillations in the intermediate section indicates a
short in the coil or a leaky condenser.

@ With the display typ e of pattern, the inter
mediate section also appears as a series of diminishing
oscillations. In this illustration, the intermediate sec
tion indicates an abnormally rapid dissipation of the
remaining coil energy, caused by a short in th e coil
or a leaky condenser.

@ The display pattern has been stretched out to
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the engine running at 1,000 rpm, touch th e spa rk
plug connector with the point of the resistance test
contactor. Observe the spark line and repeat the test
on all cylinders with abnormal spark lines. If a spark
line appears normal after grounding the spark plug
wire, the re is a defective spark plug or an engine
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SPARK PLUGS UNDER LOAD

@ When a load is applied to an engine, the re
quired firing voltage rises. This rise will be slight and
uniform if the plugs are in good condition and prop
erly gapped. However, if any unusual firing character
istics are observed while the engine is operating under
a load, it generally indicates a faulty spark plug. To

required voltage exceeds 5 KV when the spark plug
is grounded on each cylinder, there is a broken coil
wire or a wide rotor gap . Uneven firing voltages in
dicate broken spark plug wires or a cocked or worn
distributor cap. Ground the distributor cap tower to
determine if the cap or wire is defective. If the voltage
still exceeds 5 KV, the problem is in the cap ; if the
voltage is less than 5 KV, it is in the wire .

@ Firing voltages that are uniform but too high
indicate worn spark plugs , too large a rotor gap, a
break in the coil wire, late ignition timing, or a lean
fuel mixture.

@ Uneven firing voltages indicate worn spark
plugs, breaks in the spark plug wires, a cocked or
worn distributor cap , or an unbalanced fuel mixture.
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PARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE

@ Spark plug firing voltage is the voltage required
o overcome the rotor and spark plug gaps and to

ablish a spark across the spark plug electrodes. The
condition of the spark plugs and/or secondary circuit,

e temperature, the fuel mixture, and compression
ressures also affect the required firing voltage.

, et the PATTERN SELECTOR to the DISPLAY
osition. Observe the firing lines of all cylinders for

height and uniformity. Normally, the lines should be
from 5 to 10 KV, with no more than 3 KV variations
be tween cylinders. If abnormal firing lines are ob-
erved, proceed with the following detailed tests in

order to determine the cause:
@ Stop the engine and install the spark plug con

nectors between the spark plugs and the leads on all
bnormal cylinders. Connect the jumper lead to
ound and to the large end of the resistance test

eontactor. With the engine running at 1,000 rpm,
ouch the spark plug connector with the point of the

resistance test contactor. The required firing voltage
for the cylinder being test ed now should be less than
... KV. Repeat the test on all abnormal cylinders. If the
required voltage drops to less than 5 KV when the
spark plug is grounded, the spark plug is worn or there
is an engine condition affecting the spark plug. If the
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be noted particularly are individual firing voltages
tha t are considerably higher or lower than the firing
requiremen ts of the other cylinders . Momentarily load
the engine by snapping the accelerator. Obs erve the
rise of the firing voltages, which should be mod erate
and uniform.

@ One or more lines higher than the others in
dicates a wide plug gap, an open spark plug resistor,
or badly deteriorated electrodes.

® One or more lines lower than the others indi
cat es spark plug fouling, flashover, or a cracked in
sulator.
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pa ttern, secondary as shown at the top, primary as at
the bottom. Lower the superimposed pa tt ern until it
rests on the dwell scale to permit the distributor con
tact point dwell to be measured. Compare the length
of the dwell section with the dwell scale on the
scree n. The point-close signal will coincide with the
contact point dwell reading. If the dwell reading is
within specifications, the ignition points are spaced
properly. If the dwell reading is not within specifica
tions, there could be improper point spacing, a wrong
point assembly, a defective point rubbing block, a
misaligne d point rubbing block, or a worn distributor
cam.
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DWELL TEST
POINT CONDITIONS

SECONDARY

@ Dwell is the period during which the distri bu tor
points remain closed for each ignition cycle. Ei ther
the secondary or the primary pattern can be used .
Adjust the CIRCUIT SELE CTOR for the desired
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@ In analyzing the dwell section of the pattern,
the paint-close and poin t-open signals shou ld be care
fully observed . Normally, when the points close, this
action is seen as a short, downward line followed by a
series of diminishing oscillations. An unusual point
close signal indicates point bounce or weak point
spring tension.

@ This unusual paint-close signal is evid ence of
dirty, burned, or misaligned points.

@ An unusual point-open signa l indicates dirty or
pitted points.
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CONTACTS OPEN POINTS CLOSE POI NTS OP E N
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@ This point-open signal indicates point arcing
caused by faulty condenser action.
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DWELL VARIATIONS

CAM LOBE ACCURACY TEST
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DWELL TESTS ON THE 40-VOLT SCALE

@ Turn the PRIMARY PATTERN HEIGHT con
trol to the 40-volt scale and, with the engine running
at 1,000 rpm and the test clip connected to the dis
tributor side of the ignition coil, adjust the position
of line E-A with the VERTICAL CONTROL knob
until it rests on the ZERO line of the graticule.

@ Now, transfer the test clip from the distributor
to the battery side of the ignition coil. Line C-E must
be on or close to the 14-volt line on the scale or there
is a voltage loss in the. primary circuit. Move the test
lead clip back along the primary circuit wiring, from
unit to unit, to determine where the volta ge loss exists.
Remember that the scope is the only voltmeter that
represents actu al system operating voltage. Its value
as a diagnostic tool in locating this type of tro uble
cannot be overemphasized. Because of the extreme
sensitivity of this scale , the point-close signal will sho
some oscillations caused by play in the point support
plate. This pattern is normal for a good set of con a
points when using the sensitive 40-volt scale. By ex
panding and lowering the pattern un til it rests on e
degree scale, you can measure the dwell accura e y,

bent, uneven timing of the cylinders would result. Set
the engine speed at 1,000 rpm. Observe the point
close signals of the superimposed pattern for variations
in dwell. Variations indicate distributor cam lobe in
accuracies, and they should not exceed 2°.
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® Dwell variation is determined by noting any
change as the engine is operated at different speeds.
Excessive variation indicates 'a change in point open
ing that could result from shaft or bushing wear or
from the distributor plate's shifting because of wear or
looseness. Measure the distributor dwell at idle speed.
With engines on which the distributor vacuum line
is required to be disconnected for the initial timing
adjustment, disconnect the vacuum line for the dwell
reading tests and then reconnect the line. Note the
dwell reading at 1,000 rpm; it should not change more
than 3°.

@ Lowering the superimposed pattern until it
rests on the dwell scale permits the distributor con
tact point dwell to be measured, and any inaccuracy
of the distributor cam will be indicated and measured
on the dwell scale. The accuracy of the distributor
cam determines the ignition timing relationship of
all cylinders. Should one or more lobes of the distribu
tor cam be worn or should the distributor shaft be
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@ This is an indication of a bad condenser. This
defect shows up vividly in this expanded pattern.

@) A bad diode in the alternator causes waviness
of the voltage line.

TESTING TRANSISTOR IGNITION SYSTEMS

@ The information provided by secondary pattern
waveforms is the same for contact-controlled transistor
ignition systems and conventional systems. However,
the distributor contact points of the transistor system
must be tested separately by connecting the red in
sulated (primary) clip of the Pattern Pick-up to the
circuit of the contact points. With the CIRCUIT
SELECTOR in the PRIMARY position that matches
battery ground polarity and the PATTERN SELEC
TOR in the SUPERIMPOSED position, the scope
display should be like that shown for most systems.

® With the PATTERN SELECTOR in the DIS
PLAY position, the scope display should be like that
shown for most systems . The horizontal line that rests
on the ZERO line of the screen graticule represents
the time when the points are closed. The horizontal
line, equal to charging system voltage as measured on
the scope screen graticule, represents the time when
the points are open. The vertical lines of the square
wave patterns represent the opening or closing of the
contact points.

STATIC IGNITION TIMING

@ The static ignition timing is a mechanical ad-

justment of the distributor to synchronize the exact
point in the engine cycle at which the plug should
fire at a specified engine speed. The strobe-light flash
of the timing advance tester is simultaneous with the
firing of the No. 1 spark plug. When the timing is
properly set, the specified mark will appear to be
aligned with the pointer when the strobe-light flash
occurs. Connect the Trigger Pick-up in the circuit of
No.1 spark plug. Turn the RPM selector to the 900
rpm position. Rotate the timing advance control knob
counterclockwise to the TIME position. Start the en
gine and adjust engine speed to the rpm specified by
the manufacturer. Disconnect the distributor vacuum
line and tape the vacuum port closed. Push the button
on the hand grip of the timing advance unit to act uate
the light. Use the light flash to observe the position
of the timing mark in relation to the timing pointer.
If the timing mark does not align with the pointer, ad
just the position of the distributor until it does. If the
position of the timing mark is not steady, it indicates
pitted or misaligned points, low breaker point spring
tension, a worn or loose breaker plate, a worn distrib
utor shaft, or worn bushings.

DISTRIBUTOR ADVANCE TEST

® Correct timing under all speed and load cond i
tions is extremely important. As engin e speed is in
creased, the distributor advance mechanism causes
the spark plug to fire earlier in the engine cycle. As
a result, the timing mark moves away from the pointer,
when viewed with a timing light. Through the use of
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®
the timing advance control, the timing mark can be
electronically realigned with the timing pointer at any
specified test speed. At this point, the meter indicates
the number of degrees the plug is firing ahead of the
initial timing. Reconnect the distributor vacuum line,
if it had been disconnected for the initial timing test.
Tum the RPM selector to the 5,000-rpm position. Ad
just engine speed to 2,500 rpm. With the strobe light
directed at the timing pointer, rotate the timing ad
vance control knob on the timing light clockwise until
the timing mark returns to its original position. Note
the number of degrees of advance on the timing ad
vance test meter and compare it with the manufac
turer's specifications. On conventional distributors, if
the total advance is incorrect, disconnect the distrib
utor vacuum line and repeat the test to determine
whether the vacuum or centrifugal advance mecha
nism is at fault.

COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY TESTS

® Combustion efficiency is a reliable indication of
carburetor system operation on a mechanically sound,
properly timed engine with a good ignition system.
Combustion efficiency is tested by utilizing exhaust gas
samples picked up at the tail pipe to determine the
air-fuel ratio. This information is displayed on a meter.
To obtain accurate test results, the engine must be
warmed to operating temperature. NOTE: When test
ing, servicing, and adjusting vehicles equipped with
AIR exhaust emission control devices, it is important
to disconnect the air pump. This can be done by re
moving the drive belt or by pulling off the pump
outlet hose.

PREPARATION

Connect a tachometer to the engine and a vacuum

t
REMOVE TO CALIBRATE

tion and allow the unit to warm up. Connect one end
of the exhaust test hose to the exhaust condenser and
the other end to the EXHAUST fitting on the Tach
Combustion unit. Adjust the COMBUSTION CALI
BRATOR until the meter pointer reads on the SET
LINE (80%). Insert the metal pick-up hose of the
exhaust condenser into the tail pipe of the vehicle.
NOTE: With dual exhausts, use the side opposite the
manifold heat control valve.

IDLE MIXTURE

Adjust engine speed to the specified idle rpm. Note
the reading on the Combustion Efficiency meter. The
most desirable idle mixture for pre-controlled pas
senger vehicles is 72-76%.

The idle mixture on a CAS engine should be set to
85-86% (14.0-14.2) with a clamp on the hose between
the distributor vacuum control valve and the intake
manifold. NOTE: Refer to the special idle adjustment
instructions under each type of system in the chapte r
on Service Procedures.

CARBURETOR MIXTURE CURVE

Accelerate the engine slowly. To observe the read
ing, pause at each designated speed long enough to
permit the Combustion Efficiency meter to stabilize.

EFFICIENCY

RPM PRE-CONTROLLED CAS
800

1,000 78-82% 86%
1,200

1,500
1,800 84-88% 86-90%
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COMBUSTIO EFFICIENCY

The combustion analyzer measures the air-fuel mixture. Note the carbon monoxide scale at the bottom; it will become increas
. gly imp ortant as emission controls are extended.

CO ANALYZERS

the difference is greater than 5%, the air cleaner is
restricted. NOTE: Some air cleaners have a built-in
restriction that will cause considerable leanness of the
air-fuel ratio when the unit is removed.

Many foreign car man ufacturers are providing a car
bon monoxide reading for the exhaust gases in place
of the commonly used air-fuel ratio. The carbon
monoxide specification is helpful, of course, when
using a meter designed for this purpose. To help you
convert an air-fuel ratio specification to a carbon mon
oxide reading, or vice versa , use the following table :

These readings have been found to be the most
desirable for economy during no-load carburetor test
ing on most passenger cars and light trucks.

Meter readings that are too lean (to the left) in
dicate low Boat level, incorrect metering rod adjust
ment, wrong metering jets, plugged high speed pas

ges or jets, or manifold or carburetor air leaks .
Meter readings that are too rich (to the right) in

dicate high float level, a leaky power valve, a leaky
ccelerator pump or check valve, incorrect metering

rod adjustment, incorrect metering jets, plugged air
leeds, or a restricted air cleaner.
A meter reading that drifts indicates a worn needle

and seat, fuel pull-over from the high speed nozzle or
the accelerator pump jet, improper float level, or a
eaky power valve .

_ CCELERATOR P UM P TEST

Set the engine speed to 1,000 rpm and allow the
combustion reading to stabilize. Accelerate quickly to
pproximately half throttle, and then lower the speed

back to 1,000 rpm. Observe the meter for the amount
of temporary enrichment (deflection to the right),
.vhich should be a minimum of 8%.

If the meter shows little or no change in the read
ing, it indicates insufficient pump stroke, a leaky check
alve, worn linkage, or a worn plunger.

Am CLEANER TEST

With the engine operating at 2,000 rpm, observe
the combustion meter reading with the air cleaner in
place. Now, observe the meter reading with the air
cleaner removed.

COMBUSTION
EFFICIENCY

(In %)
87.0
86.0
85.5
84.2
83.5
82.0
80.8
79.2
78.0
76.5
75.0
73.8

AIR-FUEL
RATIO

14.5
14.3
14.1
13.9
13.8
13.6
13.4
13.2
13.0
12.8
12.6
12.4

CARBON
MONOXIDE

(In %)
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0



CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE

426.1. The State Department of Public Health shall,
before February I, 1960, develop and publish standards
for the quality of the air of this State. The standards
shall be so developed as to reflect the relationship be
tween the intensity and composition of air pollution and
the health, illness, including irritation to the senses, and
death of human beings, as well as damage to vegetation
and interference with visibility.

The standards shall be developed after the depart
ment has held public hearings and afforded an oppor
tunity for all interested persons to appear and file
statements or be heard. The department shall publish
such notice of the hearings as it determines to be rea
sonably necessary.

The department, after notice and hearing, may revise
the standards, and shall publish the revised standards,
from time to time.

426.3. The State Department of Public Health shall
by February 1, 1967, define and publish criteria con
cerning the levels, duration, and frequency of occurrence
of contaminants in the atmosphere, including those con
taminants emitted from motor vehicles, which, if oc
curring in the atmosphere of any area in this state, will
pose a substantial threat to the public health, including
irritation to the senses or will interfere with visibility
or damage vegetation.

The criteria shall be developed after the department
has held public hearings and afforded an opportunity
for all interested persons to appear and file statements

- - - -

public health authorities and doctors are concerned
about the long-term effects of air pollution.

In California, the initiative for doing something
about the problem was assumed by leaders of the Los
Angeles community. They presented their findings to
the legislature, which assigned to the State Department
of Public Health responsibility for developing stan
dards of atmospheric purity.

There is no question as to the present trend in air
pollution abatement. The nation is following Cali
fornia's lead.

California is now licensing service stations and me
chanics to inspect and service the new control devices,
and it will be only a short time until all service stations
and mechanics throughout the country will require
licenses. The era of regulation moves relentlessly
nearer. Thus, each mechanic must upgrade his skills
now so that he will not be left behind. In the event that
he delays, he is likely to find that he does not have the
necessary knowledge for securing a license to service
these systems and so may lose his livelihood.

Because California has pioneered in air pollution
abatement, let us see what is happening there and
th~n try to forecast the course that the rest of the
nation will pursue. While the following regulations
are taken from the California Administrative and
Vehicle Codes, it is quite certain that other states, and
the nation, too , will at least survey the California expe
rience. Therefore, the following discussion is amplified
by quoted excerpts from applicable California laws
(in small type).

THE PROBLEM

In the latter 1940's, the people of California realized
that increasingly polluted atmosphere was rapidly be
coming a health menace. Doctors were finding ever
more reason to suspect that air pollution made a num
ber of sicknesses worse. There had been instances
elsewhere of air pollution's becoming a mass killer. In
1952, two weeks of dirty fog killed more Londoners
than all of the cholera epidemics of the nineteenth
century. Previously, in 1948, in Donora, Pennsylvania,
near Pittsburgh, 20 people had been killed and thou-- - --- - iI
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of the hearings as it determines to be reasonably nec
essary.

The department after notice and hearing may revise
the criteria and shall publish the revised criteria, from
time to time.

A thorough investigation by the Department re 
vealed that the internal combustion engine was a
major contributor to air pollution. Through public
hearings, the department determined that it was nec
essary to establish standards for limiting the exhaust
emissions of the internal combustion engine.

CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE
426.5. It shall be the duty of the State Director of

Public Health to determine by February 1, 1960, the
maximum allowable standards of emissions of exhaust
contaminants from motor vehicles which are compatible
with the preservation of the public health including the
prevention of irritation to the senses, interference with
visibility and damage to vegetation.

The standards shall be developed after the depart
ment has held public hearings and afforded an oppor
tunity for all interested persons to appear and file state
ments or be heard . The department shall publish such
notice of the hearings as it determines to be reasonably
necessary.

The department after notice and hearing may revise
the standards, and shall publish the revised standards,
from time to time. In revising the standards the depart
ment shall, after February 1, 1960, take into account
all emissions from motor vehicles rather than exhaust
emissions only.

In 1959, the State Legislature directed the Depart
ment of Public Health to establish the necessary
standards for determining permissible legal limits of
emissions from internal combustion engines and for
developing uniform testing procedures for compliance.
Based on the knowledge of the times, the Department
set exhaust standards at 275 parts per million (ppm)
for unburned hydrocarbons (unburned gasoline) and
1.5% by volume for carbon monoxide. Small engines
under 50 cc. capacity were exempted from the regula
tions as the total amount of their emissions was small.
The goal of the 1959 standards was to return emissions
to the levels that had existed in 1940 in spite of a
continuous rise in the number of motor vehicles.

In 1966, the emission standards for the smaller en
gine sizes were revised by the State Department of
Public Health to conform to Federal standards, which
went into effect with the 1968 model cars. The new
standards were weighted to include quantity as well
as percentage of total emissions. The new standards
r

of the hearings as it determines to be reasonably nec
essary.

The department after notice and hearing may revise
the criteria and shall publish the revised criteria, from
time to time.

THE PROBLEM 77

monoxide, 2.3%by volume. For vehicles with an engine
displacement of 101 to 140 cubic inches, they are:
hydrocarbons, 350 ppm; carbon monoxide, 2% by
volume. All others must observe standards of 275 ppm
for hydrocarbons and 1.5% for carbon monoxide.

After the Department had established standards, it
presented the Legislature with a complete smog abate
ment program, which was enacted into law. Th e Legis
lature laid out a very comprehensive program to
minimize the effects not only of the internal combus
tion engine but of all sources of air pollution.

CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE
24378. The Legislature finds and declares:
(a) That the emission of pollutants from motor vehi

cles is a major contributor to air pollution in many por
tions of the State;

(b) That the control and elimination of such pollutants
is of prime importance for the protection and preserva
tion of the public health and well-being, and for the
prevention of irritation to the senses, interference with
visibility, and damage to vegetation and property.

(c) That, as the Department of Public Health has
established standards for air quality and for emissions
of contaminants from motor vehicles pursuant to Section
426.1 and 426.5, the State has a responsibility to estab
lish uniform procedures for compliance with these stan
dards.

24379. (b) As used in this chapter, "motor vehicle
pollution control device" means equipment designed for
installation on a motor vehicle for the purpose of reduc
ing the pollutants emitted from the vehicle, or a system
or engine modification on a motor vehicle which causes
a reduction of pollutants emitted from the vehicle.

(c) As used in this chapter, "certified device" means
a motor vehicle pollution control device for the control
of emissions of pollutants from a vehicle, including, but
not limited to, the exhaust system, the crankcase, the
carburetor, and the fuel tank, for which standards have
been set by the state department under Section 426.5
and for which a certificate of approval has been issued
by the Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board. When
ever under this chapter or any other law a motor vehicle
is required to be equipped with a certified device, such
requirement refers to the certified device for the control
of the specified pollutants from the parti cular source
involved.
The job of implementing the automotive part of th e

legislative program was divided into two spheres of
interest: (1) the testing, approval, and certification of
newly developed control systems and (2) the inspect
ing of vehicles already on the road to check on the
maintenance and effectiveness of these control devices.
For judging the effectiveness of newly designed control
devices, the Legislature established a Motor Vehicle

monoxide, 2.3%by volume. For vehicles with an engine
displacement of 101 to 140 cubic inches, they are:
hydrocarbons, 350 ppm; carbon monoxide, 2% by
volume. All others must observe standards of 275 ppm
for hydrocarbons and 1.5% for carbon monoxide.

AFter the Denartment hail established standards. it
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Board in 1967, and delegated the inspection aspects to
the California Highway Patrol. At the present time in
California, vehicle inspections are made at random
during normal stoppings of vehicles for traffic viola
tions. It will not be long , however, until specially
equipped stations will make mandatory annual in
spections on all cars.

To develop and enforce an efficient program for
minimizing air pollution, four California agencies have
become directly involved. They are: (1) the State
Department of Public Health, (2) the Air Resources
Board, formerly known as the Motor Vehicle Pollu
tion Control Board, (3) the Department of Motor
Vehicles, and (4) the California Highway Patrol. The
duties of each are as follows:

STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC HEALTH

The Board sets emission standards for contaminants
such as unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and
oxides of nitrogen after research and hearings have
been conducted by the Bureau of Air Sanitation.

AIR RESOURCES BOARD

Testing, approval, and certification of control sys
tems rest with the Board. By law, all new vehicles
must be equipped with approved devices unless ex
empted by the Board.

DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

For every vehicle subject to the law, the DMV re
quires a certificate of compliance during registration.
The certificate of compliance is secured at any of the
official installation-inspection stations throughout the
State. A new or used car dealer must supply such a
certificate when selling a vehicle.

CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL

Roadside, random inspection of vehicles may be
made by the Patrol. Also, during normal violation
stops, officers may check air pollution equipment. The
Patrol also tests, licenses, and inspects official installa
tion-inspection stations and personnel.

CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE
24386. The Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board

shall have the powers and authority necessary to carry
out the duties imposed on it by this chapter, including,
but not limited to, the following:

(1) To adopt rules and regulations in accordance
with the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act
(commencing at Section 11370 of the Government
Code), necessary for proper execution of the powers
and duties granted to, and imposed upon the board by
this chapter.

(2) To employ such technical and other personnel as

Board in 1967, and delegated the inspection aspects to
the California Highway Patrol. At the present time in
California, vehicle inspections are made at random
during normal stoppings of vehicles for traffic viola
tions. It will not be long , however, until specially
pf'lnlnnp,1 ~:t<::ltln1'"\C UT111 TY\<::Iln:> TY\<::ITl,i<::ltnr" <::11'"\1'"\11<::11 ;1'"\ _

(3) To determine and publish the criteria for ap
proval of motor vehicle pollution control devices. In
determining the criteria the board shall take into con
sideration the cost of the device and its installation, its
durability, the ease and facility of determining whether
the device, when installed on a motor vehicle, is prop
erly functioning, and any other factors which, in the
opinion of the board, render such a device suitable or
unsuitable for the control of motor vehicle air pollution
or for the health, safety, and welfare of the public.

(4) To issue certificates of approval for any motor
vehicle pollution control device where, after being tested
by the board or tested and recommended by a labora
tory designated by the board as an authorized vehicle
pollution control testing laboratory, the board finds th at
the device operates within the standards set by the state
department under Section 426.5 and meets the criteria
adopted under subdivision (3) of this section; provided
that no certificate of approval shall be issued for any
device required by subdivision (d) of Section 24390 of
this code if:

(a) The cost of such device, including installation,
is more than sixty-five dollars ($65):

(b) The annual maintenance cost of the device, in
cluding any adjustment necessary for its proper opera
tion in order to meet the standards set pursuant to
Section 426.5, is likely to exceed fifteen dollars ($15)
a year; or

(c) The device does not equal or exceed the perform
ance criteria established by the Motor Vehicle Pollution
Control Board for devices for new motor vehicles or,
in the alternative, have an expected useful life of 50,000
miles of operation.

(5) To exempt from Article 3 of this chapter desig
nated classifications of motor vehicles for which certi
fied devices are not available, and motor vehicles whose
emissions are found by appropriate tests to meet state
standards without additional equipment, and motor
driven cycles, implements of husbandry, and vehicles
which qualify for special license plates under Section
5004 of the Vehicle Code.

The Legislature stipulated that the control devices
were to be required on all new vehicles offered for sale
in the state of California only after two successful de
vices had been certified by the engineering staff of
the Air Resources Board.

CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE

24388. Whenever the Motor Vehicle Pollution Control
Board issues certificates of approval for two or more
devices for the control of emissions of pollutants from
a particular source of emissions from motor vehicles for
which standards have been set by the state department

(3) To determine and publish the criteria for ap
proval of motor vehicle pollution control devices. In
determining the criteria the board shall take into con
sideration the cost of the device and its installation, its
durability, the ease and facility of determining whether
the device, when installed on a motor vehicle, is prop-



Article 3. Certification, Sale and Installation of
Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Devices

24390. (a) Every 1966 or later year model motor
vehicle subject to registration in this state shall be
equipped with a certified device or devices to control
emission of pollutants from the crankcase and exhaust.

CRANKCASE EMISSION CONTROLS

Because it was relatively easy to develop crankcase
emission control devices, the Air Resources staff
worked on this project first. Two practical crankcase
emission control devices were approved in September
1961. Certification of the two devices made them man
datory on all 1963 and subsequent model vehicles sold
in the state of California. The Board's action in cer
tifying these two devices triggered an installation
timetable for used vehicles, retroactive to the 1955
models.

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
2000. Requirements. Crankcase emission control de

vices will be certified for approval pursuant to Health
and Safety Code Section 24386 (4) only if such devices
operate within the standards set by the State Depart
ment of Public Health pursuant to Section 426.5, Health
and Safety Code, and meet the criteria adopted by the
Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board pursuant to
Health and Safety Code Section 24386(3) .

2005. Board Action. The board upon review and
evaluation of appropriate tests shall make a finding at
a duly called public meeting as to whether a specific
device for control of crankcase emissions meets the
standards and criteria specified in this article. If a device
is found to be in compliance, a certificate of approval
will be issued for its operation on a classification or
classifications of vehicle.

2006. Notification. When two or more devices have
been granted a certificate of approval for a classifica
tion of motor vehicle, the Board shall notify the Depart
ment of Motor Vehicles by submission of an appropriate
Board Resolution within 30 days of the date of their
action.

The legislation provided that all used cars sold , as
far back as the 1955 models, had to have an approved
crankcase emission control device installed when
the car was resold. It is quite doubtful if a similar
regulation will be adopted for the rest of the nation
any time in the near future. California cars had carried
approved crankcase control devices since 1961 and,
because of the proven efficiency of these devices in
controlling noxious emissions, automobile manufac
turers voluntarily have installed these devices on all
models since 1963. By the time the Federal program

Article 3. Certification, Sale and Installation of
Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Devices

24390. (a) Every 1966 or later year model motor
vehicle subject to registration in this state shall be
equipped with a certified device or devices to control
emission of pollutants from the crankcase and exhaust.

EMISSION CONTROLS 79

EXHAUST EMISSION CONTROLS

Exhaust emission control presented a vastly more
complex problem than did crankcase emission control.
It was not until 1965 that two exhaust control devices
were developed that were sufficiently practical to be
certified by the Board, and this triggered an installa 
tion timetable of factory-installed de vices on all pas
senger cars and small trucks, starting with th e 1966
models. In one year, approximately 1 million vehicles
were thus equipped. Assuming they are operative,
these controls daily prevent an estimated 125,000 gal
lons of unburned gasoline and 2,200 tons of carbon
monoxide from being directed into the atmosphere.

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
2100. Requirements. Exhaust emission control devices

for controlling hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide will
be certified for approval pursuant to Health and Safety
Code Section 24386 (4) only if such devices operate
within the Standards for said pollutants set by the State
Department of Public Health pursuant to Section 426.5
Health and Safety Code, and meet the criteria adopted
by the Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board pursuant
to Health and Safety Code Section 24386 (3) .

2105. Board Action. The Board upon review and eval
uation of appropriate tests shall make a finding at a duly
called public meeting as to whether a specific device for
control of exhaust emissions meets the Standards and
criteria specified in this article. If a device is found to
be in compliance, a certificate of approval will be issued
for its operation on a classification or classifications of
vehicle.

2106. Notification. When two or more devices have
been granted a certificate of approval for a classification
of motor vehicle, the Board shall notify the Department
of Motor Vehicles by submission of an appropriate
Board Resolution.

The Board continues to seek an effective, desirable,
and economic method of exhaust control for used cars .
But this is a most difficult problem because of th e cost
limitation of $65 established by the Legislature and
because of the tremendous number of makes and
models of cars that require special engineering.

FUTURE PROGRAMS

The emission standards established in 1959 were
realistic in light of the elementary state of the art at
that time. As has been noted, the Board's 10-year goal
(1960--70) was to achieve an atmosphere whose pollu
tion levels would not exceed those of 1940. Since 1959,

EXHAUST EMISSION CONTROLS

Exhaust emission control presented a vastly more
complex problem than did crankcase emission control.
It was not until 1965 that two exhaust control devices
were developed that were sufficiently practical to be
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design and the anticipated increase in motor vehicle
population in the Los Angeles basin, the Department
of Health already has established new goals for the
second 10-year period, starting in 1970. The new goals
limit exhaust hydrocarbon emissions to 180 ppm and
carbon monoxide to 1.0% by volume.

OXIDES OF NITROGEN

The levels of oxides of nitrogen that are allowed to
flow from an exhau st were limited by the Department
of Public Health in October, 1965, to 350 ppm. The
Board immediately set about developing testing pro
cedures and criteria for this standard and on August
10, 1966, adopted such procedures for evaluating de
vices that controlled this type of emission. Although
a great deal of work presently is going on to develop
effective control devices for oxides of nitrogen, the
Board has received no applications to evaluate such
a control system. When two systems are certified by
the Board, the timetable of factory installation will go
into effect and control devices for oxides of nitrogen
will become part of the emission control hardware re
quired on all new cars sold in the State of California.

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
2200. Requirements. Exhaust emission control devices

for controlling oxides of nitrogen will be certified for
approval pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section
24386 (4) only if such devices operate within the Stan
dards for said pollutants set by the State Department of
Public Health pursuant to Section 426.5 Health and
Safety Code, and meet the criteria adopted by the Motor
Vehicle Pollution Control Board pursuant to Health and
Safety Code Section 24386 (3) .

2205. Board Action. The Board upon review and
. evaluation of appropriate tests shall make a finding at

a duly called public meeting as to whether a specific
device for control of exhaust emissions meets the Stan
dards and criteria specified in this article. If a device is
found to be in compliance, a certificate of approval will
be issued for its operation on a classification or classifi
cations of vehicle.

2206. Notification. When two or more devices have
been granted a certificate of approval for a classification
of motor vehicle, the Board shall notify the Governor
and the State Legislature by submission of an appropri
ate Board Resolution.

EVAPORATIVE LOSSES

Evaporative losses from the fuel tank and the car
buretor amount to as much as 15% of the total hydro
carbon emissions allowed to escape from a pre-
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design and the anticipated increase in motor vehicle
populat ion in the Los Angeles basin, the Department
of Health already has established new goals for the
second 10-year period, starting in 1970. The new goals
limit exhaust hydrocarbon emissions to 180 ppm and
carbon monoxide to 1.0% by volume.

Board and motor vehicle manufacturing engine ers.
The State Department of Public Health has established
the standard for allowable losses from each car at 6
grams per day from the fuel tank and 2 grams per "hot
soak" period from the carburetor vent. Test pr ocedu res
and criteria for controlling evaporative losses ha ve
been developed by the Board, and these standards
were adopted on November 16, 1966. Experimentation
is continuing but, to this date, a satisfactory system
has not been demonstrated to the Board.

LICENSED SERVICE STATIONS

It is most important that emission control de vices
be maintained and adjusted properly and that service
be performed at recommended intervals for this pur
pose. All service stations in California that work on
vehicles with control devices now require a special
license. When service has been performed as recom
mended and the device and vehicle are operating
properly, the licensed shop issues a Certificate of Com
pliance.

Direct responsibility for licensing the sta te's official
pollution device inspection and installation stations
rests with the California Highway Patrol. By 1967, there
were 5,077 licensed stations in the State. They have
been divided into two categories: "A" and "B." Th e
"A" station is licensed to inspect and service both
exhaust and crankcase control devices. The "B" station
may install and inspect crankcase devices only.

Each station must be equipped with the tools neces
sary to repair, inspect, or service all crankcase and

Many modern shops use a battery of testing devices in con

Board and motor vehi cle manufacturing engine ers.
The State Department of Public Health has established
the standard for allowable losses from each car at 6
grams per day from the fuel tank and 2 grams per "hot
soak" period from the carburetor vent. Test procedures
and criteria for controlling evaporative losses have



exhaust control devices, including equipment for major
engine tune-up analysis. At least the following are
required: an ignition analyzer oscilloscope , an am
meter, an ohmmeter, a voltmeter, a tachometer, a
vacuum gauge, a pressure gauge (0--10 psi), a cam
angle dwell meter, an ignition timing light, an engine
exhaust combustion analyzer, a compression tester, and
a distributor analyzer.

Unlicensed shops may work on parts of the engine
that affect emissions, but it is illegal for such a shop to
issue a Certificate of Compliance for the vehicle. To
secure a certificate, the owner must have the work
inspected and all adjustments remade by a licensed
mechanic in a licensed shop.

If a licensed shop is caught doing poor' work in con
trolling emissions, it can lose its license. An enforce
ment program is already in effect.

CALIFORNIA MOTOR VEHICLE CODE
28501. No person shall operate a station unless a

license therefor has first been issued by the department.
28502. (a) The department shall license, stations and

LICENSED SERVICE ST TIO~ -

shall designate, furnish instructions to, dev
tions for, and supervise licensed stations
repairing, inspecting, or recharging motor ,
lution control devices in conformity with the DlCW\isiaEli.!
of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section
Chapter 20 of the Health and Safety Code
and regulations of the department. The delJ)a.Ctmen~

establish standards for the qualifications. irlob1di~
ing, of licensed installers as a condition
and licensing the station as a licensed

An owner of a fleet of three or more 'I.·",~hv.l.....

be licensed by the department as a licensed
provided such owner complies with the ~,n;m:J'l[l5;

the department.
(b) The department shall license, furnish iJ:' LStr1~iaol

to, develop regulations for, and supervise U"ceI1sed
stallers as a condition for installing, rep airin
ing, or recharging motor vehicle pollution co tro d~'"l:a:sl

in licensed stations.
28503. The department may refuse to issue a .

to an applicant who has made application for
or an installer license when it determines;

(a) The applicant was previously the bolde

DIAGNO S

exhaust control devices, including equipment for major
engine tune-up analysis. At least the following are
required: an ignition analyzer oscilloscope, an am
meter, an ohmmeter, a voltmeter, a tachometer, a
vacuum gauge, a pressure gauge (0--10 psi), a cam
angle dwell meter, an ignition timing light, an engine

shall designate, furnish instructions to, develo
tions for, and supervise licensed stations or u" ~Llli:::;';!,.:

repairing, inspecting, or recharging motor
lution control devices in conformity with
of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section
Chapter 20 of the Health and Safety Code
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license issued under this chapter, which license was re
voked for cause and never reissued by the department,
or which license was suspended for cause and the terms
of the suspension have not been fulfilled ; or

(b) The information contained in the application is
incorrect.

28504. (a) The department after notice and hearing
may suspend, revoke, or refuse to renew the license is
sued to a licensed station upon determining th at the
licensee is not lawfully entitled thereto, has used a false
or fictitious name, knowingly made any false statements
or concealed any material fact in any application for
such license, has violated one or more of the regulations
developed by the department under this chapter, or has
failed to properly perform the business of a licensed
station.

28511. It is unlawful for any person, other than a
licensed station, to issue a certificate of compliance re
quired by this chapter.

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

612. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSED STA
TIONS. Licensed stations shall meet the following re
quirements:

(a) PERFORMANCE STANDARDS. The installation and
maintenance of each motor vehicle pollution control
device shall be performed in accordance with current
and appropriate specifications, instructions and direc
tives issued by the Department and by the manufac
turer of the device or vehicle. Satisfactory standards
and reputable business practices shall be maintained in
the performance of such work. The installation, adjust
ment, or modification of a certified device in a manner
rendering it less efficient or effective in the control of
air pollution is prohibited.

(b) MAINTENANCE STANDARDS. Each licensed station
shall be maintained in reasonably clean condition. Ade-

. quate space and readily accessible facilities shall be
provided for installing, repairing, inspecting, or servic
ing motor vehicle pollution control devices. With the
exception of a licensed station maintained by a fleet
owner as provided in Section 28502 (a) of the Vehicle
Code, all installing, repairing, inspecting, or servicing
of such devices shall be performed in this area of the
licensed premises.

(c) FLEET OWNER STATIONS. Fleet owner stations
shall not install, inspect, repair, or service motor vehicle
pollution control devices except on vehicles owned
and/or operated by the owner of the station.

(d) LICENSED INSTALLER REQUIRED. Each licensed
station shall have at least one licensed installer, of a class
equivalent to the class of station, employed at all times
it is ope rating as a licensed station. No installing, in
specting, repairing, recharging, or servicing of motor
vehicle pollution control devices shall be performed
at a Iicensed station exr.ent hv a liNmc:p.rl inc:hlllp.r ()f

license issued under this chapter, which license was re
voked for cause and never reissued by the department,
or which license was suspended for cause and the terms
of th e suspension have not been fulfilled; or

(b) The information contained in the application is
incorrect.

613. REQUIREMENTS FOR CLASS "B" STATIONS. Each
Class "B" station shall be equipped with those tools
necessary to properly install, repair, inspect, or servic e
all motor vehicle pollution crankcase control devices.

614. REQUIREMENTS FOR CLASS "A" STATIONS. Each
Class "A" licensed station shall meet the following mini
mum equipment requirements:

(a) TOOLS. Each Class "A" station shall be equipped
with those tools necessary to properly repair, inspect, or
service all motor vehicle pollution crankcase and exhaust
control devices .

(b) TUNE-UP EQUIPMENT. Each Class "A" licensed
station shall be equipped with those instruments neces 
sary for major engine tune-up analysis, which shall
include at least the following or equivalent, singly or in
combination: ignition analyzer oscilloscope, ammeter,
ohmmeter, voltmeter, tachometer, vacuum gauge, pres 
sure gauge (0-10 psi) , cam angle dwell meter, ignition
timing light, engine exhaust combustion analyzer, com
pression tester, and a distributor analyzer.

615. REGULATIONS FOR LICENSED STATIONS. Licensed
stations shall comply with the following regulations:

(h) CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE. In accordance
with the provisions of section 28508 of the Vehicle
Code, the licensed installer shall prepare and sign the
Certificate of Compliance in accordance with the follow
ing regulations:

(1) When a vehicle is required to be equipped with
both an exhaust device and a crankcase device, a Certifi 
cate of Compliance shall be issued only if both systems
are in compliance, and the certificate shall be marked
accordingly.

(2) When a vehicle is required to be equipped only
with a crankcase device, a Certificate of Compliance
shall be issued if the crankcase device is in compliance,
and the certificate shall be marked accordingly.

(3) With respect to a factory-delivered new motor
vehicle, the licensed installer shall rely upon the manu
facturer's certification that such new vehicle is in com
pliance, and shall issue a Certificate of Compliance
for such new vehicle in the name of the registered owner.

LICENSED MECHANICS

Without proper service, emISSIOn control devices
would soon deteriorate and their beneficial effects be
nullified.

Proper service presumes a knowledgeable and skilled
mechanic. There can be no assurance that a mechanic
has attained the necessary level of skill unless an ade
quate testing program is established. Only mechanics
who show satisfactory proficiency and knowledge will
be licensed and, as we have seen, only licensed me
chanics are allowed legally to service the devices that
affect emissions and to issue (;ertifi~ate~ ()f Cnm-

613. REQUIREMENTS FOR CLASS "B" STATIONS. Each
Class "B" station shall be equipped with those tools
necessary to properly install, repair, inspect, or service
all motor vehicle pollution crankcase control devices.

614. REQUIREMENTS FOR CLASS "A" STATIONS. Each
Class "A" licensed station shall meet the following mini-



Because of the complexity of modern engines and
especially of the emission control devices, much of
the work requires precision testing equipment. And
only a mechanic who has the skills and knowledge to
use this equipment will be allowed to work on the
new devices.

As noted earlier, a licensed shop must have licensed
mechanics to do the work. Only such mechanics will
be allowed to make the necessary adjustments and
perform the service work and only they can certify a
car and issue a Certificate of Compliance.

The California Highway Patrol has established the
following procedures for licensing a mechanic to install
or service emission control devices:

LICENSED MECHANICS

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
No person shall be licensed as an installer unless he

has demonstrated his experience, competence, and ab o
ity to the Department by such tests, examination, or
other standards as the Department may pres cribe. Suc
cessful completion of a test or examination shall require
a grade of not less than 80%.

CLASS "B" INSTALLER'S LICENSE
Persons wishing to become licensed Class "B" in -

stallers shall make application at an area office of the
California Highway Patrol, upon an application form
issued by the Department. Satisfactory completion of
the required examination is a prerequisite to issuance
of a Class "B" license, which will be issued to successful
applicants.

Modem shoos will have to emnlov skilled technicians in order

Because of the complexity of modem engines and
especially of the emission control devices much of
the work requires precision testing equipment. And
only a mechanic who has the skills and knowledge to
use this equipment will be allowed to work on the
new devices.

fun e·ups that will pass inspection.

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
No person shall be licensed as an installer unless be

has demonstrated his experience, competence, and abo
ity to the Department by such tests, examination, or
other standards as the Department may prescribe. Suc
cessful completion of a test or examination shall require
~ ~_~,.1~ ~£ ~ ~ .. 1~~~ .. 1.- ~~ O{\Cl'
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Modem service shops are well-equipped and adequately
lighted. They employ proficient service technicians. The up
grading of skills is a must if a mechanic intends to service the
engines of the future.

CLASS "A" I NSTALLER'S LICENSE

An applicant for a Class "A" installer's license may be
licensed by the Department when he has passed an
examination prescribed by the Department and has
submitted a certificate from the station licensee that
he has demonstrated his practical performance com
petence in the major automotive tune-up field to the
station licensee's satisfaction in accordance with ac
cepted industry practices.

At its option, the Department may accept, in lieu of
the certificate of experience, evidence that the applicant
has attended and completed satisfactorily a course of
instruction in engine tune-up procedures for smog con
trol conducted by a vehicle manufacturer, device manu
facturer, tune-up equipment manufacturer, automotive
aftermarket manufacturer industrial trade school pub-
lic high school, or junior college. '

DENIAL OF ApPLICATION
The Department may refuse to issue a license to an

applicant who fails to pass the examination or provide
satisfactory indication of ability and competence. An
applicant may also be refused a license under the pro
visions of Section 28503 of the Vehicle Code.

SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF INSTALLER'S LICENSE

The Department may suspend, revoke, or refuse to
renew the license issued to an installer upon determining
that the licensee is not lawfully entitled thereto, has used
a false or fictitious name, knowingly made any false
statements or concealed any material fact in any applica
tion for such license, has violated one or more of the
regulations developed by the Department, or has failed
to properly service or adjust the vehicle in compliance
with the motor vehicle pollution control program.

INSTALLER'S LICENSE-GENERAL

played under glass or other transparent material in the
licensed station where the installer is employed.

If a licensed mechanic does poor work in controlling
emissions, he can lose his license, and it cannot be
reinstated for one full year.

CALIFORNIA MOTOR VEHICLE CODE
28506. Any person may install a motor vehicle pollu

tion control device; however, no person who is not a
licensed installer shall install such a device for compen
sation. No such device shall be deemed to meet the
requirements of this code or of Chapter 3 (commencing
with Section 24378) of Division 20 of the Health and
Safety Code and the rules and regulations of the Motor
Vehicle Pollution Control Board unless it has been in
spected by a licensed installer in a licensed station and
a certificate of compliance has been issued by such
licensed station.

28508. Whenever a licensed installer in a licensed
station, in conformity with the instructions of the depart
ment, installs, inspects, repairs, or recharges a motor
vehicle pollution control device, and determines that the
device conforms with the requirements of Chapter 3
(commencing with Section 24378) of Division 20 of the
Health and Safety Code, and the rules and regulations
of the Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board, a certifi
cate of compliance shall be issued to the owner or driver
of the vehicle.

The certificate of compliance shall be signed by a li
censed installer who has installed, inspected, repaired, or
recharged the motor vehicle pollution control device.

28504. (b) The department after notice and hearing
may suspend, revoke, or refuse to renew the license
issued to a licensed installer upon determining that the
licensee is not lawfully entitled thereto, has used a false
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played under glass or other transparent material in the
licensed station where the installer is employed.

If a licensed mechanic does poor work in controlling
emissions, he can lose his license, and it cannot be
reinstated for one full year.



or fictitious name, knowingly made any false statements
or concealed any material fact in any application for
such license, has violated one or more of the regulations
developed by the department under this chapter, or has
failed to properly carry out the duties of a licensed
installer.

(c) The department shall not reinstate a revoked li
cense within less than one year from the date of revoca
tion.

INSPECTION

The job of inspecting motor vehicles, with respect to
maintaining the control devices in effective operating
condition, has been assigned to the Califo rnia Highway

INSPECTION 85

Patrol. As th e program goes nationwide, other types of
agencies may be authorized or new ones established to
do thi s work. In the 1966 Federal law, provision is
mad e for the withholding of highway funds from any
state that does not establish th e necessary compulsory
inspection system, though there is now an amendment
giving stat es more time and leeway to comply. Cali
fornia, which wish es to inspect via random spot checks,
is one of these states.

The present inspections are concerned only to make
sure th at a vehicle is equipped with emission control
devices, that they are correctly installed, and that they
have not been tampered with to reduce their effective
ness. However , it will be only a short time before scien-

~.<>... in.,n.. "'.n...e <I ..... t .. d inu v phi,..lpo;: th~t h~vp hp.en in oner ation for some time in ord er to determine just how much they deviate

or fictitious name, knowingly made any false statements
or concealed any material fact in any application for
such license, has violated one or more of the regulations
developed by the department under this chapter, or has
failed to properly carry out the duties of a licensed
installer.

Patrol. As the program goes nationwide, other types of
agencies may be authorized or new ones established to
do this work. In the 1966 Federal law, provision is
mad e for th e withholding of highway funds from any
stat e th at does not establish the necessary compulsory
insnection svstem. though there is now an amendment
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tific emission level testing equipment is perfected.
Then, a Certificate of Compliance will be refused if
the vehicle emissions are not within established limits.

CALIFORNIA MOTOR VEHICLE CODE
2813. Every driver of a commercial vehicle shall stop

and submit the vehicle to an inspection of the size,
weight, equipment, and smoke emissions of the vehicle
at any location where members of the California High
way Patrol are conducting tests & inspections of com
mercial vehicles and when signs are displayed requiring
such stop.

2814. Every driver of a passenger vehicle shall stop
and submit the vehicle to an inspection of the mechan
ical condition and equipment of the vehicle at any loca
tion where members of the California Highway Patrol are
conducting tests and inspections of passenger vehicles

and when signs are displayed requiring such stop.
The Commissioner of the California Highway Patrol

may make and enforce regulations with respect to the
issuance of stickers or other devices to be displayed
upon passenger vehicles as evidence that the vehicles
have been inspected and have been found to be in safe
mechanical condition and equipped as required by this
code and equipped with certified motor vehicle pollution
control devices as required by Section 24390 of the
Health and Safety Code which are correctly installed
and in operating condition. Any sticker so issued shall be
placed on the windshield within a five-inch square in
the extreme lower left comer thereof with respect to the
driver's position.

If, upon such an inspection of a passenger vehicle, it
is found to be in unsafe mechanical condition or not
equipped as required by this code and the provisions of

tific emISSIOn level testing equipment is perfected.
Then, a Certificate of Compliance will be refused if
the vehicle emissions are not within established limits.

CALIFORNIA MOTOR VEHICLE CODE
2813. Every driver of a commercial vehicle shall stop

and when signs are displayed requiring such stop.
The Commissioner of the California Highway Patrol

may make and enforce regulations with respect to the
issuance of stickers or other devices to be displayed
upon passenger vehicles as evidence that the vehicles
have been inspected and have been found to be in safe

1 1 1
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visions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section
of Divisio n 20 of said code.

27156. No person sha ll operate or leave stan .
upon any highway any motor vehicle which is req .
to be equipped with a certified motor vehicle pollu .
control device under Chapter 3 (commencing with
tion 24378) of Division 20 of the Health and Safe
Code unless the motor vehicle is equipped with a certi
fied motor vehicle pollution control device which is
correc tly installed and in operating condition. No person
shall disconnect, modify, or alter any such device in a
manner which will decrease its efficiency or effectiveness
in the control of air pollution.

40004. It is unl awful and constitutes a misdemeanor
for any person knowingly to make any false or fraudulent
sta tement on an application for registration or renewal
or tr ansfer of registration of a motor vehicle.

visions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section
of Division 20 of said code.

27156. No person shall operate or leave stan .
upon any highway any motor vehicle which is req .
to be equipped with a certified motor vehicle pollu .
control device under Chapter 3 (commencing with CC'-

CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE
24390. (a) Every 1966 or late r year mod el motor

vehicle subject to regi stration in this state shall be
equipped with a certified device or devices to control
emission of pollutants from the crankcase and exhaust .

(b ) On and after Decemb er 1, 1965, every motor
vehicle of 1963 or later year model subject to registra
tion in this state sha ll be equipped with a certified de
vice to control the emission of pollutants from th e crank
case.

(c) Every motor vehicle of 1955 through 1962 year
model subject to registration in thi s stat e up on transfer
of ownership and registration to an owner whose resi
dence is in a county or portion of a county within an air
pollution control district which may function and exer
cise its powers, shall be equipped with a certified device
to control the emission of pollutan ts from the crankcase.

(g) On and after December 1, 1967, every 1968 0

later year mod el passen er ehicle, except motorc
subject to registration and first sold and registered .
this state shall be equipped with a certified de Ore 01"

devices to control emission of pollutants from the
case and exhaust . otwithstanding any other pro
of this section or 386, the Motor Ve °

lut ion Control rna only grant an exem .
not to exceed t of a manufacturer'
vehicle . rnia in th e preceding

(h) December 1, 1966,
later ClJlDIDercial motor vehi

to registration
e shall be equip

to control e . .
calillcase and exhaust.

er December 1,
kt.__ '''-''''- .."""""'...... tru ck, truck-trac

-powered, subj
registered in this

cm~~ device or de .

Section 24390 of the Health and Safety Code, the pro
visions of Article 2 (commencing with Section 40150 )
of Chapter 1 of Division 17 of this code shall apply.

CALIFORNIA MOTOR VEHICLE CODE
4000. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS. No person shall

drive, move, or leave standing any motor vehicle upo n
a highway which has been registered in violation of
Chapter 3 (commencing at Section 24378) of Division
20 of the Health and Safety Code.

4000.1. (a ) On and after December 1, 1965 , the
department shall requ ire upo n transfer of ownership and
registration of any motor vehicle subject to Section
24390 of the He alth and Safety Code , a valid certificate
of compliance from a licensed motor vehicle pollution
control device installation and inspection station indi
catin g that such vehicle is pro perly equipped with a
certified device or devices which are in proper operating
condition and which are in compliance with the pro
visions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 24378 )
of Division 20 of said code.

4750. The dep artm ent shall refuse registration or
renewal or transfer of registration upon any of th e
following grounds:

(a ) That the application cont ains any false or fraudu
lent statement.

(b ) That the required fee has not been paid.
(c) That the registration or renewal or transfer of

registration is prohibited by the requirements of Ch apter
3 (commencing at Section 24378) of Division 20 of th e
Health and Safety Code.

24007. (b) No dealer shall sell a new or used motor
vehicle subject to the provisions of Section 24390 of the
Health and Safety Code which is not in compliance with
the provisio ns of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section
24378) of Division 20 of said code and the rules and
regulations of the Motor Vehicle Pollution Control
Board, unless the veh icle is sold to another dealer or for
th e purpose of being wrecked or dismantled. The dealer
shall, with each applicatio n for transfer of registra tion of
every 1955 or later year model motor vehicle subject to
Section 24390 of the Health and Safety Code, tr ansmit
to the Department of Motor Vehicles a valid certificate
of compliance from a licensed motor vehicle pollu .
control devi ce installation and inspection station indi
ing th at such vehicle is properly equipped with a certi-

Section 24390 of the Health and Safety Code, the pro-
visions of Article 2 (commencing with Section 40150)
of Chapter 1 of Division 17 of this code shall apply.

MOTOR VEHICLE REG ISTRATION

Enforcement of the entire program rests with the
Department of Motor Vehicles, which yearly registers
cars and issues license plates. The Vehicle Code grants
the Department the right to refuse registration to any
vehi cle that does not comply with established emis
sion standards.

MOTOR VEHICLE REG ISTRATION
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24386, the Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board may

only grant an exemption for not to exceed 1 percent of a
manufacturer's truck, truck-tractor and bus sales in

California in the preceding model year.

24391. No new motor vehicle required pursuant to

this chapter to be equipped with a certified device to

control the emissions of pollutants from the crankcase

or exhaust shall be sold in this state unless the manu

facturer thereof has filed a certificate with the board
within the preceding 12 months stating that all new

motor vehicles of that make, model, and year will be
equipped at the factory with certified devices as re

quired by this chapter.

24396. Any violation of this article is a misdemeanor.

24386, the Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board may

only grant an exemption for not to exceed 1 percent of a
manufacturer's truck, truck-tractor and bus sales in

California in the preceding model year.

24391. No new motor vehicle required pursuant to

THE FEDERAL PROGRAM

As a result of hearings held in 1965 by the United
States Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollu
tion, the Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Act of 1965
was adopted. The Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare was authorized to adopt and enforce emission
standards for 1968 model vehicles. In March, 1966,
Federal standards (virtually the same as California's
except for smaller engine sizes) were published in the
Federal Register. The standards provide that, starting
with the 1968 models , no new vehicle may be sold
in the United States tha t does not meet these require
ments. In October, 1966, the California State Depart
ment of Public Health changed its emission standards
for engine sizes under 140 cubic inches to conform
with those of the Federal government.

THE FEDERAL PROGRAM

As a result of hearings held in 1965 by the United
States Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollu
tion, the Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Act of 1965
U'~H: !Hl o n t p rl T'hp ~p("lrphlr" of Hp~ lth 'Rrlll("l~tion ~nrl



The following qu estions typify those on the Califor
nia examination for licensing mechanics. These ques
tions follow the text sequence and this section can be
used, therefore, as a workbook. Or the qu estions can
be used as an examin ation to determine the areas in
which additional study is necessary.

The correct answers are provided in the last part
of this section.

THE SMOG PROBLEM

8. In a closed crankcase system, blow-by gases are
burned in the: a ) exhaust manifold, b ) combustion
chamber, c ) afterburner.

9. In a closed crankcase system, the blow-by gas
are routed through the: a ) intake manifold, b ) air
clean er, c) both.

10. Wh enever the amount of blow-by exceeds the
How-rate of the PCV valve, the excess is directed to
the: a) intake manifold, b) carburetor, c ) air cleaner.

11. A closed crankcase system has: a) a road draft
tube, b ) a PCV valve, c ) an air filter element in the
oil filler cap .

EXHAUST EMISSIONS

12. Initial exhaust emission limit levels of h, dr
bons were set at : a) 275 ppm, b ) 180 ppm c )
ppm.

13. Th e 1970 goal is to reduce the carbon mono 'de
level to: a ) 1.0%, b ) 1.5%, c ) 2.5%.

14. Which operat ing circuit of the carburetor
emitte d the least unburned hydrocarbons from the
exhaust system? a ) idle, b) range, c ) deceleration.

15. A significant hydrocarbon emis ion reduction
can be achieved by increasing engin e coolant opera ting
temperatures: a ) 5°, b) 10°, c ) 25°.

16. To raise the efficiency of the idle circuit, en
ginee rs are specifying idle speeds that are : a) lower
than, b) the same as, c) higher than pre-controlled
engines.

17. To prevent an excessively rich idle mixture ad 
justment, engineers have modified the idle circuit by:
a ) a stop screw on the idle mixture adjustment, b ) an
extend ed taper on the idle mixture adjustment, c )
both.

18. To reduce exhaust emissions during idle, the
ignition timing: a) should be advanced, b) should beo -

IT~~IT rm~~~~IT~rmfi\n~

1. The word "smog" was coined from what two
words? a) hydrogen and carbon dioxide, b ) hydrogen
and carbon monoxide, c) smoke and fog.

2. Smog is a photochemical combination of what two
gases? a) smoke and fog, b ) hydrogen and carbon
monoxide, c) hydrocarbons and nitrous oxide.

3. How much pollutant is emitted from each uncon
trolled car per day ? a) 1.25 pounds, b) 16 gallons ,
c) 1.4 tons.

4. Exhaust control devices were installed on all new
cars manufactured since: a) 1961, b) 1966, c) 1968.

CRANKCASE EMISSIONS

5. Which of the following is not a source of pollu
tants from an internal combustion engine? a ) blow-by
gases, b) exhaust gases, c ) fuel pump gases.

6. The "PCV" in "PCV valve" means: a ) Positive
Crankcase Vacuum, b ) Potential Carbon Values , c )
Positive Crankcase Ventilation.

7. Blow-by gases enter the crankcase past the: a)
piston rings, b) exhaust valves, c) crankcase ventila-
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19. To reduce exhaust emissions during deceleration,
the ignition timing: a) should be advanced, b) should
be retarded, c ) has no effect.

20. CAS means: a) Cleaner Afterburner System,
b ) Crankcase Air System, c) Cleaner Air System.

21. The CCS approach to exhaust emission control
means : a ) Climatic Combustion System, b ) Cleaner
Combustion System, c) Combustion Control System.

22. The CCC system means: a) Climatic Combus
tion Control, b) Cleaner Combustion Control, c)
Calibrated Carburetor Control.

23. The IMCO approach means: a ) Improved Mod
ulator Control Operation, b ) Improved Combustion
Exhaust Emiss ion Control System, c) Improved Matrix
Combustion Operation.

24. The "Engine Mod" system uses : a) a sensing
valve, b ) an air pump, c) a modified carburetor and
distri butor.

25. Two methods of consuming free hydro carbons
in the exhaust system are: a ) afterburners and CCC,
b ) afterburners and AIR, c ) afterburners and CCS.

26. catalytic afterburner consumes free hydrocar-
bons b : a) a flame, b) air injection, c ) chemical
mean .

2 . " ich exhaust emission control system uses an
air pump? a ) CCS, b ) CAS, c ) AIR.

. , hich exhaust emission control system uses a
backfire-suppressor valve? a) CCS, b ) CAS, c ) AIR.

29. On some AIR engines, with a double-acting dia
phragm on the distributor, from which point is the
vacuum source taken? a) below the throttle valves ,
b) above the throttle valves, c) both.

30. On some engines with AIR that use a sensing
valve in conjunction with the dual-acting distributor,
the purpose of this valve is to: a) advance the ignition
timing during deceleration, b) retard the ignition tim
ing during deceleration, c) advance the ignition timing
during acceleration.

31. On some models with AIR and an air condi
tioner, a thermal-sensing vacuum swit ch is used to ad
vance the ignition timing: a) during acceleration, b )
du ring deceleration, c ) whenever overh eating occurs.

EVAPORATIVE LOSSES

32. What percent of the total hydrocarbon losses is
attributable to evaporation? a) 5%, b ) 15%, c ) 25%.

33. To wha t temp erature could the fuel in a carbure
tor bowl rise during a ''hot soak" period? a ) 1250

, b )
Of\f\O _ \ 1)01='0

19. To reduce exhaust emissions during deceleration,
the ignition timing: a) should be advanced, b) should
be retarded, c) has no effect.

20. CAS means: a) Cleaner Afterburner System,
b ) Crankcase Air System, c ) Cleaner Air System.

21. The (;(;S annroach to exhaus t emission control

evaporative losses from this source? a) 2 grams, b) 7.5
grams , c) 8 pounds.

SERVICE PROCEDURES

35. When should crankcase ventilating systems be
serviced? a ) every six months, b ) every 1,000 miles,
c ) never.

36. What effect will a clogged PCV valve have on
the engin e idling speed? a ) increase it, b) decrease it,
c) no effect.

37. Wh en tuning an engine with CAS, what must be
done to the vacuum line between the vacuum control
valve and the intake manifold? a) it must be discon
nected, b ) it must be clamped shut, c ) it must not be
disturbed.

38. To what air-fuel ratio should the idle mixture
adjustment be set when tuning an engine with CAS?
a) 14.2, b) 1.42, c ) 0.142.

39. What is the purpose of the distributor vacuum
control valve on the CAS engine? a ) to advance the
timing during acceleration, b ) to retard the timin g
during acceleration, c ) to advance the timing du ring
deceleration.

40. Where is the vacuum source for a ported spark
advance as used on the CCS system? a) intake mani
fold, b ) below the throttle valves, c ) above the thro t
tle valves.

41. To wha t designed temperature is the inlet air
controlled in the CCC system? a) 1000

, b) 2000
, c )

3000
•

42. When adjusting the idle mixture on the IMCO
system, what should the exhaust gas analyzer read for
the 200 cu. in. engine? a ) 14.2, b ) 13.8, c ) 13.2.

43. Wh en tuning an "Engine Mod" system, what
idle speed is specified for setting the ignition timin g on
the 232 cu. in. engine? a ) 725 rpm, b ) 600 rpm , c ) 500
rpm.

44. In order to obtain an accurate reading on a com
bustion .analyzer when tuning an engine with AIR, it
is necessary to: a) disconn ect the backfire-suppressor
valve, b ) disconnect the air pu mp, c ) disconnect the
ported vacuum line.

45. When troubleshooting an AIR system in order to
be able to check out the oth er engine components first
as a possible source of trouble, it is necessary to dis
connect the: a) air pump, b) backfire-suppressor valve
c ) ported spark advance.

46. The output pressure of the air pump in an AIR
system should be about: a ) 4 psi, b ) 10 psi, c ) 100 psi.

47. In the AIR system, the exhaust check valve rna
flutt er at idle speed under which of the following condi-

C"'\ \ ' '1 • • ,. . • .. , _ . 't

evaporative losses from this source? a) 2 grams, b) 7.5
grams , c) 8 pounds.

SERVICE PROCEDURES

35. When should crankcase ventilating systems be



TUNING TECHNIQUES

48. When testing the compression, how much of a
pressure variation is considered normal? a) 20 psi, b)
35 psi, c) 50 psi.

49. If you inject a tablespoon of engine oil into a
cylinder with low compression and the retest reading
improves, then the trouble is due to: a) defective
valves, b) defective piston rings, c) a leaking cylinder
head gasket.

50. Ignition adjustments: a) must be made before
carburetor settings are made, b) must be made after
carburetor settings are made, c) may be made either
time as they have no effect on each other.

51. To compensate for rubbing block wear on a new
set of contact points, it is important to set the contact
point gap: a) 0.001" less than specifications, b) 0.003"
more than specifications, c) 0.006" more than specifi
cations.

52. Which spark plug service is the most important
in restoring efficient operation? a) sand blasting, b)
cleaning the threads and seats, c) filing the electrodes.

53. Which is not a method of freeing up a frozen
exhaust manifold heat control valve? a) using lubricat
ing oil, b) using a special solvent, c) tapping on the
end of the shaft.

54. When servicing filters, how often should the
pev valve be inspected? a) every 10,000 miles, b)
every six months, c) once each year.

55. The air pump drive belt in the AIR system
should be tensioned to: a) 30 psi, b) 60 pounds, c)
120 Hg.

56. The vacuum kick adjustment affects carburetor
calibration during: a) idle, b) deceleration, c)
warm-up.

57. If a dwell meter is to be used for setting the
contact point gap , this operation: a) must be done
before setting the ignition timing, b) must be done
after setting the ignition timing, c) may be done either
time because it does not affect ignition timing.

58. In emission-controlled engines, the specified
static spark timing is: a) ported, b) advanced at idle,
c) retarded at idle.

59. On pre-controlled engines, the idle speed and
mixture adjustments were made to obtain: a) the
smoothest idle, b) the highest vacuum gauge reading,
c) both.

60. On emission-controlled engines, the idle speed is
generally adjusted: a) 100 rpm higher, b) 100 rpm
lower, c) at the same rpm as for pre-controlled en
gines.

TUNING TECHNIQUES

48. When testing the compression, how much of a
pressure variation is considered normal? a ) 20 psi, b)
35 psi, c) 50 psi.

49. If you inject a tablespoon of engine 'oil into a
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smoothly with the highest vacuum and then turning
the mixture adjustment until: a) there is ~" Hg drop,
b) there is a 25 rpm drop, c) either one.

PRECISION TUNE-UP PROCEDURES

62. Which of the following is not true of the oscil
loscope used for diagnosing engine troubles? a) It is
a voltmeter. b) It shows electrical troubles visually.
c) It provides a visual trace pattern representing the
operation of the ignition system.

63. A one-volt loss to the primary of the ignition coil
will result in a voltage loss in the secondary circuit of:
a) 1,000 volts, b) 2,500 volts, c) 5,000 volts.

64. A poor connection in the primary circuit wiring
to the ignition coil can result in: a) hard starting, b)
poor fuel mileage, c) both.

65. A break in the high-tension wiring to one of the
spark plugs will result in : a) a miss on acceleration, b)
hard starting, c) poor fuel mileage.

THE OSCILLOSCOPE

66. To gain skill in the use of the scope as a diagnos
tic tool, a mechanic must learn: a) the meaning of the
pattern waveforms, b) the distortion of a pattern wave
form caused by an electrical defect, c) both.

VOLTAGE AND TIME RELATIONSHIPS

67. Horizontal movement of the trace represents:
a) time, b) voltage, c) current.

68. How many degrees of distributor rotation result
. for each ignition cycle of an 8-cylinder engine? a)

45°, b) 60°, c) 90°.

SECONDARY WAVEFORM INTERPRETATIONS

69. In the firing section of the secondary trace, the
actual firing of the spark plug is represented by the :
a) firing line, b) spark line, c) both.

70. The intermediate section of the secondary trace
can be seen as: a) a series of gradually diminishing
oscillations, b) a straight line until the contact points
open, c) a rising line until the contact points close.

71. The dwell section of the secondary trace repre
sents the period of time in the ignition cycle during
which the breaker points are: a) starting to open, b)
starting to close, c) closed.

PRIMARY WAVEFORM INTERPRETATIONS

smoothly with the highest vacuum and then turning
the mixture adjustment until: a) there is W' Hg drop,
b) there is a 25 rpm drop, c) either one.

PRECISION TUNE-UP PROCEDURES
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73. The firing section of the primary trace shows:
a) a firing line, b) a spark line, c) a series of rapid
oscillations.

74. The intermediate section of the primary trace
can be seen as: a) a series of gradually diminishing
oscillations, b) a straight line until the contact points
open, c) a rising line until the contact points close.

75. The dwell section of the primary trace represents
the period of time in the ignition cycle during which
the breaker points are: a) starting to open , b) starting
to close, c) closed.

DWELL SECTION ON THE 40-VOLT SCALE

76. The 40-volt scale is especially useful for de
termining defects in: a) the primary circuit, b) the
charging circuit, c) both.

77. The ignition coil for a 12-volt system operates
on: a) 14 volts, b) 12 volts, c) 7 volts.

PATfERN SELECTOR AND ITS FUNCTION

78. A superimposed pattern is the displa y obtained
by placing the patterns: a) on top of each other, b)
each one over the other, c) alongside of each other.

79. A raster pattern is the display obtained by plac
ing the patterns: a) on top of each other, b) each one
over the other, c) alongside of each other.

80. A display pattern is the type obtained by placing
the patterns: a) on top of each other, b) each one
over the other, c) alongside of each other.

PRELIMINARY ADJUSTMENTS

81. Most of the scope controls are: a) always used,
b) pre-set, c) extremely critical.

DETAILED ENGINE TESTING
WITH THE SCOPE

82. When testing the coil output during cranking,
you must turn the PATTERN SELECTOR to the: a)
display position, b) raster position, c) superimposed
position.

83. Incorrect secondary polarity can require a higher
voltage to fire a spark plug in the order of: a) 10%,
b) 30%, c) 50%.

84. Maximum coil output can be measured by: a )
removing a spark plug wire, b) grounding a spark
plug wire, c) removing the high-tension wire from the
coil tower.

85. Secondary insulation can be tested by noting:
a ~ ~.he ?eight of, the trace , b) hash on the firing line,

73. The firing section of the primary trace shows:
a) a firing line, b) a spark line, c) a series of rapid
oscillations.

74. The intermediate section of the primary trace
can be seen as: a) a series of gradually diminishing
nCf"\;llatinnc h) a ctraiO''ht linp nntil t'hp f'()nt~f't n()int~

as: a) hash , b) lack of a firing line, c) lack of a down
ward trace.

87. A defect in the ignition coil can be seen as: a)
a lack of oscillations in the intermediate section, b)
hash, c) a high spark line.

88. The spark plug firing voltages should be between
5 KV and 10 KV, with no more than a: a) 1 KV, b)
3 KV, c) 5 KV variation between cylinders.

89. When testing the spark plugs under load, a firing
line higher than the others indicates: a) a spark plug
with a wide gap, b) a spark plug with a narrow gap,
c) a fouled spark plug.

90. When measuring the dwell, you must use: a)
a primary pattern, b) a secondary pattern, c) either
one.

91. Dwell variation must not exceed: a) 1°, b) 3°,
c) 6°.

92. The cam lobe accuracy must be within: a) 1°,
b) 2°, c) 3°.

93. Dwell tests on the 40-volt scale are made with
the test clip on: a) No.1 spark plug, b) the distributor
side of the coil, c) the battery side of the coil.

94. The pattern seen on the scope when testing a
transistor ignition system is: a) a square wave, b) a
sine wave, c) an AC wave.

95. When setting the static ignition timing: a) the
engine must be idled at the specified rpm, b) the
vacuum line to the distributor must be disconnected
and taped shut, c) both.

96. To make the distributor advance test: a) the
vacuum line must be removed and taped shut, b) the
vacuum line must be reconnected, c) either way will
do.

97. When making a combustion efficiency test on
a vehicle equipped with AIR: a) the air pump must be
disconnected, b) the,air-gulp valve must be removed,
c) nothing special needs to be done .

98. On engines with dual tail pipes, the sampling
pick-up hose must be inserted into: a) the left tail pipe,
b) the right tail pipe, c) the tail pipe on the side op
posite the manifold heat control valve.

99. The CAS idle mixture must be adjusted within
the limits of: a) 14.0-14.2, b) 1.40-1.42, c) 0.140
0.142.

100. The carburetor mixture curve at 2,000 rpm for
a CAS engine should be within: a) 86--90%, b) 14.2
]5.5, c) both.

101. When making the accelerator pump test, the
meter must deflect to the rich side by: a) 4%, b) 8%;
c) 25%.

102. An air cleaner is not restricted if the difference

as: a) hash , b) lack of a firing line, c) lack of a down
ward trace.

87. A defect in the ignition coil can be seen as: a)
a lack of oscillations in the intermediate section, b)
hash, c) a high spark line.

RR The snark nluz firinz voltazes should be between
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103. Initial exhaust emission stand ards for unburned
hydrocarbons were set at : a) 1.5%by volume, b) 1.0%
by volume, c) 275 parts per million.

104. The initial exhaust emission standards for car
bon monoxide were set at: a ) 1.5%by volume, b) 1.0%
by volume, c) 275 parts per million.

105. The job of implementing the legislative pro 
gram in regard to testing, approval, and certification
of newly developed control systems was assigned to
the: a) Highway Patrol, b) MVPCB, c) Board of
Health.

106. The job of implementing the legislative pro
gram, in regard to inspection of vehicles already on the
road, to check on the maintenance and effectiveness
of the control devices was assigned to the: a) Highway
Patrol, b) MVPCB, c) Department of Health.

107. Because of the relative ease of developing them
for the purpose, emission control devices were first
required on all vehicles sold in California, starting in
1961, for: a) the crankcase, b) exhaust , c) evaporation
losses.

108. After two successful devices were certified, an
installation timetable for used vehicles became retro
active to the: a) 1946 models, b ) 1950 models, c) 1955
models.

109. In the Federal program, crankcase emission
control devices will not be required on used cars be
cause: a) they are relatively ineffective in controlling
these emissions, b) they are too expensive, c) there is
a lag in the Federal program.

110. The 1970 goals for limiting exhaust hydrocar-

AIR POLLUTION ABATE ME T LE GISLATION

103. Initial exhaust emission standards for unburned
hydrocarbons were set at : a) 1.5%by volume, b) 1.0%
by volume, c) 275 parts per million.
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bons were set at: a) 1.5% by volume, b) 1.0% by volume,
c) 185 ppm.

Ill. The 1970 goals for limiting exhaust carbon
monoxide were set at: a) 1.5% by volume, b) 1.0% by
volume, c) 185 ppm.

112. The present goals for the levels of oxides of
nitrogen from an exhaust system are limited to: a) 185
ppm, b) 275 ppm, c) 350 ppm.

113. Evaporative losses from the fuel tank and car
buretor amount to the following percentage of the
total hydrocarbon emissions allowed to escape from
a pre-controlled motor vehicle: a) 15%, b) 30%, c) 75%.

114. Evaporative losses from a "hot soak" period
have been limited to : a) 2 grams, b) 10 grams, c) 25
grams.

115. A motor vehicle pollution control device may
be installed by: a) anyone, b) a licensed installer,
c) both.

116. A Certificate of Compliance for an installed
emission control device may be issued by: a) a licens~d

shop, b) anyone , c) the Highway Patrol.
117. In California, two licensed station classifica

tions have been established, A and B. The B station
may inspect and service: a) both exhaust and crank
case control devices, b) only exhaust control devices,
c) only crankcase control devices.

118. The installer's license is valid: a) for 1 year , b )
for 4 years, c) forever.

119. If a mechanic loses his license becaus'e of poor
work, it cannot be reinstated: a) for 1 year; b ) for 4
years, c) at all.

120. Final enforcement of the entire program rests
with: a) the Public Health Department b ) e
MVPCB, c) the Department of Motor Vehicles.

bons were set at: a) 1.5% by volume, b) 1.0% by volume,
c) 185 ppm.

Ill. The 1970 goals for limiting exhaust carbon
monoxide were set at: a) 1.5% by volume, b) 1.0% by
volume, c) 185 ppm.

119. Thp nrpe;:pnt O'()!:l]e;: f()r th"" ]"""",,]e;: nf ()vir1;:>" nf
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TEST ANSWERS

1. 0 41. a 81. b
2. 0 42. b 82. a
3. a 43. 0 83. b
4. 0 44. b 84. a
5. 0 45. b 85. 0

6. 0 46. a 86. a
7. a 47. a 87. a
8. b 48. a 88. b
9. 0 49. b 89. a

10. 0 50. a 90. 0

11. b 51. b 91. b
12. a 52. 0 92. b
13. a 53. a 93. 0

14. b 54. b 94. a
15. b 55. b 95. 0

16. 0 56. 0 96. b
17. 0 57. a 97. a
18. b 58. 0 98. 0

19. a 59. 0 99. a

20. 0 60. a 100. 0

21. 0 61. 0 101. b
22. a 62. b 102. a
23. b 63. 0 103. 0

24. 0 64. 0 104. a
25. b 65. 0 105. b
26. 0 66. 0 106. a
27. 0 67. a 107. a
28. c 68. a 108. 0

29. c 69. 0 109. 0

30. a 70. a 110. c
31. c 71. 0 Ill. b
32. b 72. 0 112. 0

33. b 73. 0 113. a
34. a 74. a 114. a
35. a 75. 0 115. 0

36. b 76. 0 116. a
37. b 77. 0 117. 0

38. a 78. a 118. b
39. c 79. b 119. a
40. 0 80. 0 120. 0

94 TEST ANSWERS
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This Appendix contains all of the specifications and
instructions that are essential for making the special
adjustments to the ignition and carburetors of the 1968
model cars so as to obtain a smooth-running engine
with a minimum of exhaust emissions.

In the first part, the material is listed alphabetically
according to the various American car manufacturers.
The second part contains vital information on cars of
European manufacturers.

AMERICAN MOTORS

All 6-cylinder engines, and V-8 engines with an
automatic transmission, use an Engine Mod system of
exhaust emission control. It has an emission-calibrated
distributor and carburetor. The V-8 engines use, in
addition, a thermostatically controlled air cleaner.

All V-8 engines with a manual transmission have an
Air Guard exhaust emission control system, with an
air pump to burn the excess hydrocarbons in the ex
haust por ts. A thermostatically controlled carburetor
air cleaner is used on engines with 4-barrel carburetors.

IGNITION TIMING NOTES

Set the ignition timing at 500 rpm, with the vacuum

hose to the distributor disconnec ed and the 0 «J'

plugged.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

The engine must be operating at its normal tem
perature , with the air cleaner in place, air conditioner
turned OFF, and the selector lever in DRIVE.

Set the idle speed 50 rpm less than specified. Turn
the idle mixture adjusting screw (s) counterclockwi e
(richer) until a loss of speed is indicated, or until the
idle limiter reaches the fixed stop position (full rich ) .
Turn the screws clockwise (leaner ) until the idle
speed is regained. Continue clockwise until the speed
just begins to drop, and then turn the mixture screw ( )
back out counterclockwise until the speed is just
regained at a "lean-as-possible" mixture ad justment
If any change of over 30 rpm occurs, readjust the idle
mixture adjusting screw (s ) . Readjust the idle speed
to the specified rpm.

BUICK

All 1968 Buick engines use the Controlled Comb 
tion System ( CCS) for exhaust emission control.
system uses a retarded spark at idle, plus leaner carb -

TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS-AMERICAN MOTORS
SPARK PLUGS DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING®

ENGINES B = Before Top Dead
(Carb.) Type Gap Point Gap Dwell Center

(Champion) (Inches) (Inches) (Degrees)
Auto. Trans. Man. Trans.

199 (1V) N14Y .035 .016 32 58 TOC 525

232 (1V) N14Y .035 .01 6 32 TOC <D TOC <D 525

232 (2V) N14Y .035 .016 32 TOC TOC 525

290 (2V) N12Y .035 .016 30 TOC TOC 550

290 (4V) N12Y .035 .016 30 TOC TOC 550

343 (2V) N12Y .035 .01 6 30 TOC TOC 550

343 (4V) N12Y .035 .016 30 TOC TOC 550 650

ro~~~~~~~
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ezM

THIS ENGINE IS EQUIPPED TO REDUCE EXHAUST EMISSIONS
THE fOllOWING AOJUSTMENTS ARE NECESSARY TO MAINTkIN THE EfFECTIVENESS OF THE SYSTEM ;

(With ~ngine at op era t ing temperature, choke open,o;r d ea ner insto ned, ai , condit ion ing off) ~

1. Set mixture suew(s) for max. idl e rpm ond adtust speed screw to obtain 150 RPM IN NEUTRAL g:
1. Set ignition timing at ~ .. aTe with va cuum advance line plugged . ..,
3. Adjust mixture screw in to obtain a 20 rpm drop (leon roll).
4. Ad;ust mixture screw out 1/4 turn.
S. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for second mixture screw (if so equipped).
·6 . Readjust speed .crew if necessory to specified id le rpm.

See Service Manual fo r Additional Tune -Up Instruction s



BUICK

OUTLET

Many 1968 mod el engines use the air by-pass type of backfire
suppressor valve in place of the gulp type formerly used. This
valve is illustrated in the open position, which allows air to
enter the exhaust manifolds. When it closes, air is directed to
the atmosphere.

retor and choke calibrations. All engines use the
ported spark advance, with th e vacuum take-off just
ab ove the throttle valve so that there is no vacuum
advance at closed throttle.

Because of the greater heat rejection to th e coolant
during idle, a thermo-sensing valve is located in the
coolant passage at the left front comer of the intake
manifold. When the engine coolant is at normal
operating temperatures, the thermo-sensing valve sup
plies ported vacuum to the distributor. However, if
the coolant temperature rises above 230°F., the thermo
sensing valve supplies full intake manifold vacuum to
the distributor, even at closed throttle. This causes an
immediate timing advance of 14-18°, which results
in a faster idle to improve fan and water pump action.

The leaner-than-normal carburetor calibration is
possible because of the thermostatically controlled air
intake system, which is regulated to about 115°F

(105°F. on six-c linder engines). The control is ace
plished by two air door : a cold air door and a hot air
door. The temperature door are moved by a vacu
motor. Without acuum the sprin g force s the cold
air door open and the ho air door closed. When the
engine is operating, the amoun t of vacuum present in
the circuit depends on th e tempera ture sensor in the
air cleaner.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTME TS

Carburetor adjustments must not be atte mpted until
it is known that engine igni tion and compression are in
good order. Any attempt to adjust the carbur etor to
compensate for faulty conditions elsewhere will result
in reduced economy and poor overall performance.

The air cleaner must be left in place while idle speed
and mixture adjustments are made. The positive
crankcase ventilator system must also be in good oper
ating condition, as both of th ese items affect the air
fuel ratio at idle.

If the engine has a thermo-sensing valve, always
remove the vacuum hose from the distributor and
plug it with a pencil while making the idle adjust
ments. This is to insure that the thermo -sensing valve
has not switched the distributor over to full manifold
vacuum du e to an excessively high coolant tempera
ture.

If the carburetor is equipped with a hot-idl e com
pensator valve, press it closed with your finger when
making the adjustments. If the idle speed drops as you
close the valve, the carburetor temperature is too high
or the valve is defective; either condition makes a good
idle adjustment impossible.

If the vehicle has an automatic leveling control it
has a vacuum regulator valve that should shut off all
vacuum to the air compressor during engine idle. Be
fore adjusting the idle, feel th e compressor to see if
it is operating. If the air compressor is operating during
engine idle, the shut-off valve is defective and must

MUFFLERVACUUM
SIGNAL
CONNECTOR_~r--

INLET c)

OUTLET

TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS-BUICK
DISTRIBUTOR

TOC 2.5 A 600 700

TOC TOC 550 700

4°8 TOC 500 700

Man. Trans.
(Rpm)

IDLE SPEED

Auto. Trans.
(Rpm in Drive)Man. Trans.

IGNITION TIMING <D

B = Before Top Dead Center

Auto. Trans.

TOC 550
(105°F. on six-c linder engines). The control is acco
plished by two air doo : a cold air door and a hot .
door. The tempera ture doors are moved by a vacu
motor. Without acuum, the spring forces the cold
air door ope n and the hot air door close d. When the
engine is operating, the amo un t of vacuum present in

30

30

32

30

Dwell
(Degrees)

.016

VAIV~

.016

.019

.016

Point Gap
(Inches)

SPARK PLUGS

ENGINE Type Gap
(AC) (Inches)

250-6 Cyl. 46N .035

350-Y·8 45TS .030

400-Y·8 44TS .030

430-Y·8 44TS .030
OUTLET

{J

~~
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be replaced before any adjustments are made.
With the transmission selector lever in DRIVE,

adjust the throttle stop screw to set the idle speed to
specifications. Adjust the idle mixture needles, one
at a time, to obtain the high est tachometer reading.
Now rea djust the throttle stop screw to obtain an
idle speed that is 20 rpm faster than the specified
speed. Next, turn each mixture needle in ( lean) as
required to reduce engine speed 10 rpm. NOTE: The
idle speed should be reduced 20 rpm after both
needles are adjusted. This will lower the speed to the
recommended rpm while keeping the hydrocarbon
and carbon monoxide emissions to a minimum.

CADILLAC

All 1968 Cadillac engines use the Air Injection
Reactor (AIR) system for exhaust emission control.

The air pump contains the new centrifugal-fan type
air filter. The air injection manifold is held in the
cylinder heads by clamps, which must be installed
with the right-hand side clip (alternator side) having
the flanges pointing towards the cylinder head in
order to insure proper sealing. The left-hand clip
should be installed with the flanges pointing away
from the head.

A diverter valve allows the air from the air injection
pump to pass to the atmosphere during sudden decel
eration. The approximate duration of the valve open
ing is two seconds.

A thermal-sensing valve is used in th e cooling system
to change the distributor source of vacuum from the
ported carburetor type to full man ifold vacuum when
the coolant temperature reaches 230°F. This advances
the ignition timing to increase idle speed and, thereby,
fan and water pump action.

TEMP SENSING SPRING

VACUUM FROM
MANIFOLD

~-~~

-~-f.OT AI; PIPE
HOT AIR FROM HEAT STOVE

AIR BLEED VALVE

VACUUM CHAMBER

DIAPHRAGM SPRING

~--- FROM BASE OF CAR8URATOR

-~~_.::::-----"

COLD ~
AIRINLET .."",..

SNORKEL TUBE

AIR CLEA NER ASSY

T 1...:.... :,. .... ,J : ....._ _ .....__c ...L ..... ...L ..... _a...! __ 11_. ......... _11_...l _!_ _ , ..J ,.,.... _ _ • _ T . W I 'I 'I .. . .. ... ... _

be replaced before any adjustments are made. The air pump contains the new centrifugal-fan type
With the transmission selector lever in DRIVE, air filter. The air injection manifold is held in the

adjus t the throttle stop screw to set the idle speed to cylinder heads by clamps, which must be installed
specifications. Adjust the idle mixture needles, one with the right-hand side clip (alternator side) having
at a time, to obtain the highest tachometer reading. the flanges pointing towards the cylinder head in
Now readjust the throttle stop screw to obtain an order to insure proper sealing. The left-hand clip



CHEVROLET

CRE RO

With the engine running at operating temperature
( air cleaner installed and the pre-heater aI e
choke valve wide open), adjust the idl e spe
to bring the idle speed to specifications. ehie
an automatic transmission must have the selec 0

in DRIVE. The air conditioner must be OFF e
on the 4- and 6-cylinder engines with automa ie
missions and in the 325 and 350 Hp, 32 cu.
gines, where the idle speed is adjusted \ ith
conditioner ON.

The idle speed adjustment for a 6-cylinder en
with a Powerglide transmission and an idle so

All Chevrolet engines use the Air Inj ection R
(AIR) system for controlling exhaust emission .
diverter valve is used to dump the air from the
when the engine is decelerated.

Some Chevrolet engines are equipped with a
mostatically controlled air cleaner, which is designed
to improve the operation of the carburetor and
warm-up characteristics. It achieves this b
the air entering the carburetor at a tempera
at least 100°F.

The thermostatic air cleaner includes a temperature
sensor, a vacuum motor and a control damper assembtv
mounted in the air cleaner, vacuum con tro l ho
manifold heat stove, and connecting pip .
vacuum motor is controlled by the temperature "~LJIIUJ. ~

and it operates the air control damper as em
order to mix the flow of hot air and under-hood .
the carburetor. The hot air is obtained from
stove on the exhaust manifold.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

drops 20 rpm, which is the lean idle speed
point. Back the idle mixture adjustment sere ou
and one-half turns from the lean idle speed f
point. Repeat the procedure with the other adj
needle. The idle speed must now be 550 rp m.
should be readjusted, after which it will be ne·.--cCC~T~J

to readjust the air-fuel mixture as before. Ins
air cleaner and recheck the idle speed; it must
rpm or the entire process must be repeated.

IGNITION TIMING ADJUSTMENTS

Disconnect the vacuum advance unit hose at the
distributor and place a piece of paper over the end
of the hose to prevent a vacuum leak, which would
affect the timing adjustments. Disconnect the parking
brake vacuum hose at the diaphragm and place a piece
of paper over the end of the hose to prevent an air
leak. Adjust the idle speed to 550 rpm with the trans
mission selector lever in DRIVE.

A timing tab is secured to the chain case cover, and
it has three notches: 10°, 5°, and TDC. Adjust the
distributor position so that the timing light flashes
when the notch on the pulley and the center notch of
the front cover tab are aligned. NOTE: The center
notch is 5° before TDC.

Vehicles with air conditioning have a vacuum
operated speed-up control attached to the carburetor
to increase engine idle speed to 900 rpm when the air
conditioner is ON. This provides additional cooling
when the engine is idling. This control has an adjusting
screw to obtain the 900-950 rpm idle speed.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

Before making any adjustments, disconnect the
vacuum advance hose at the distributor and plug the
opening to eliminate any possibility of advancing the
ignition timing, which would result in increased engine
speed. Disconnect the parking brake vacuum hose at
the vacuum release cylinder and plug the hose. CAU
TION: This hose must be disconnected at this location
only in order to include the calibrated leakage in the
rest of the system.

Remove the air cleaner to make sure that the throttle
dashpot is not holding the throttle valves open. Place
the transmission selector lever in DRIVE. The hot
idle compensator valve must be closed during the ad
justment, and this can be accomplished by pressing
your finger on the compensator pin, located just in
front of the primary throttle bores. Adjust the idle
speed to 550 rpm.

Turn one idle mixture adjustment screw clockwise
( lean) until you obtain the highest tachometer read
ing, and then continue turning it in until the idle speed

TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS-CADILLAC

ENGINE
SPARK PLUGS

Type Gap
(AC) (Inches)

DISTRIBUTOR
Point Gap Dwell
(Inches) (Degrees)

IGNITION TIMING<D
B = Before Top

Dead Center

IDLE SPEED
(Rpm

In Drive)

COMPRESSION
(Psi)

run
PRESS

Disconnect the vacuum advance unit hose at the
distributor and place a piece of paper over the end
of the hose to prevent a vacuum leak, which would
affect the timing adjustments. Disconnect the parking

472 em 44N .035
IGNITION TIMING ADJUSTMENTS

30 58 550 165-185 5.2-6.5
drops 20 rpm, which is the lean idle speed
point. Back the idle mixture adjustment sere ou
and one-half turns from the lean idle speed f
point. Repeat the procedure with the other ad j
needle. The idle speed must now be 550 rpm.
should be readjusted, after which it will be neeessarv
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TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS-CHEVROLET
SPARK PLUGS DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING CD IDLE SPEED

B = Before Top Dead CenterENGINE DISPLACEMENT
(and Hp)

153 (90)

164 (95) <D

164 (110) <D

164 (140) <D

230 (140)

250 (155)

302 (290)

307 (200)

327 (210)

327 (250)

321 (275)

327 (300)

327 (325)

327 (350)

350 (295)

396 (325)

396 (350)

396 (375)

427 (385)

427 (390)

427 (400)

427 (425)

427 (430)

427 (435)

Type
(AC)

46N

46FF

44FF

44FF

46N

46N

43

45S

44

44S

44

44

44

44

44

43N

43N

43N

43N

43N

43N

43N

43XL

43N

Gap
(Inches)

.035

.035

.030

.030

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

.035

Point Gap
(Inches)®

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

.016

Dwell
(Degrees)

31-34

31-34

31-34

31-34

31-34

31-34

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

28-32

Auto.Trans.

48

148

128

48

48

48

28

28

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

Man.Trans.

ToC

68

48

48

ToC

ToC

48

28

2A

48

ToC

48

48®

48®

ToC

48

ToC

48

48

48

48

48

128®

48

Acto. Trans.
(Rpm in
Drive)

600

600

600

600

600

600

600

600

600

600

600

600

600

600

600

Man.Trans.
(Rpm)

750

700

700

700

900

700

700

700 @

750 @

750 @

700

700

700

750

700

700 ®

750 ®

750

1000

750

<D Corvair.
® At idle speed with vacuum advance hose disconnected and taped shut.
® Adjust timing at 800 rpm.
CD With air conditioner ON.
® Set new points to 0.019".
® Specification is for distributor No. 1111444. Set timing to 8°8ToC for distributor No. 1111478.
®Specification is for distributors No. 1111438 (mechanical) and No. 1111441 (transistor). Set timing to 8°8ToC for distributors

No. 1111477 (mechanical) and No. 1111475 (transistor).
® On vehicles with air conditioning, set the idle speed to 1,000 rpm with the air conditioner turned ON. The low-idle setting, with the

solenoid disconnected, should be adjusted to 500 rpm.
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TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS-CHEVROLET

nCIN£ DISPLACEMENT

SPARK PLUGS DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING CD IDLE SPEED



Some engines are sensitive to after-run, and these have a special
idle speed solenoid to decrease the idle speed to about 400 rpm
after the ignition switch is shut off. This restriction on the
amount of air-fuel mixture entering the engine prevents after
run.

is as follows: Adjust the idle speed to 500 rpm by
adjusting the hex plunger of the solenoid. Disconnect
the wire at the solenoid, which should allow the
throttle lever to seat against the carburetor idle screw.
Adjust the carburetor idle screw to obtain 400 rpm.

Adjust the idle mixture screw (s) to obtain the
highest steady idling speed. Turn the idle mixture

CHRYSLER PRODUCTS 101

screw (s) in (lean) to obtain a 20 rpm drop in engine
speed (lean-roll position). Turn the idle mixture
screw (s) out ~4 turn from the lean-roll position. Re
adjust the idle-speed screw to obtain the specified idle
speed, if necessary.

CHRYSLER PRODUCTS

All Chrysler engines use the Cleaner Air System
(CAS) of exhaust emission control. This system con
sists of modifications of the carburetor and distributor,
advance of the latter being modified during periods
of deceleration by a distributor vacuum control valve.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

Before making any carburetor adjustments, make
sure that the ignition timing is correct, the air
cleaner installed, the selector lever in DRIVE position,
and the air conditioner turned OFF. (The air condi
tioner and the headlamps must be turned ON' for
adjustments to the 6-cylinder engines only.)

With a thoroughly warmed engine, connect a
tachometer and an exhaust gas analyzer. Make sure
that the probe is pushed into the exhaust pipe at least
two feet. On a dual-exhaust system, use the left-side
tail pipe, which is the side opposite the heat valve.
Place a clamp on the hose between the distributor
vacuum control valve and the intake manifold.

Adjust the idle speed to specifications. Adjust the
idle mixture screw (s) until the air-fuel ratio is 14.2.

TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS-CHRYSLER PRODUCTS

SPARK PLUGS DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING ® IDLE SPEED
ENGINES IDLE AIR·FUEL

Type Gap Point Gap Dwell B = Before Top Dead Center Auto. Trans. Man. Trans. RATIO
(Champion) (Inches) (Inches) (Degrees) Auto. Trans. Man.Trans. (Rpm in Drive) (Rpm)

170 N14Y .035 .017-.023 40-45 2.5A 5A 650 CD 700 CD 14.2

225 N14Y .035 .017-.023 40-45 TOC TOC 550CD 550CD 14.2

273 N14Y .035 .014-.019 28-33 2.5A 5A 650 700 14.2

318 N14Y .035 .014-.019 28-33 2.5A 5A 600 650 14.2

340 (4V) N9Y .035 .014-.019 27-32 ® 58 TOC 650 700 14.2

383 (2Y) 114Y .035 .014-.019 28-33 7.58 TOC 600 650 14.2

383 (4V) 111Y .035 .014-.019 28-33 58 TOC 650 650 14.2

426 (8Y) Hemi N10Y .035 .014-.019 27-32 ® TOC TOC 750 750 14.2

440 (4V) 113Y .035 .014-.019 28-33 7.58 TOC 550 650 14.2

440 Hi Perf 111Y .035 .014-.019 27-32 ® 58 TOC 650 650 14.2

CD With the headlamus and air conditioner ON.
screw (s) in (lean) to obtain a 20 rpm drop in engine
speed (lean-roll position ). Turn the idle mixture
screw( s) out ~4 turn from the lean-roll position. Re-
adjust the idle-speed screw to obtain the specified idle
speed, if necessary.
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If the idle speed changes as the mixture is corrected,
readjust the idle speed so that the 14.2 air-fuel ratio
is obtained at the specified idle speed.

Remove the clamp from the distributor vacuum con
trol valve hose. If the idle speed changes materially,
check and set the valve as described below.

DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM CONTROL
VALVE ADJUSTMENT

Connect a tachometer to the engine and a vacuum
gauge to the distributor vacuum tube. Adjust the dash
pot so that it does not contact the throttle lever at idle
speed. Clamp the vacuum tube closed, which connects
the valve to the intake manifold. Remove the distribu
tor vacuum tube at the distributor and clamp the tube
closed.

Adjust the idle speed and mixture screws to obtain
the specified speed and mixture. CAUTION: The igni
tion timing must have been set to specifications first.
The distributor vacuum must now be below 6" Hg at
curb idle.

Remove the clamps from the vacuum tubes and
reconnect the vacuum tube to the distributor. Remove
the vacuum control valve cover. Speed the engine up
to 2,000 rpm and hold this speed for approximately
5 seconds. CAUTION: Make sure that the selector
lever is in NEUTRAL. Release the throttle and ob
serve the distributor vacu um, which must increase to
above 16.1f Hg and remain there for a minimum of one

second. The distributor vacuum must fall below 6"
Hg within three seconds after the throttle is released.

Adjust the valve, if necessary, by turning the adjust
ing screw in the spring end counterclockwise to
increase the time that the distributor vacuum remains
above 6" Hg after the throttle is released. NOTE: One
turn of the adjusting screw will change the valve set
ting by approximately 1/2" Hg. If the valve cannot
be adjusted to specifications, replace it.

Replace the vacuum control valve cover. Readjust
the dashpot and recheck the distributor vacuum con
trol valve as before. If the distributor vacuum reading
does not fall below 6" Hg within .4 seconds after re
leasing the throttle, readjust the dashpot or replace it.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY PRODUCTS

Ford engines have either the IMCO (Improved
Combustion) system or the Thermactor system (AIR)
for exhaust emission control. Generally, the IMCO
system is used on vehicles with an automatic transmis
sion and the Thermactor on high-performance vehicles
and those with a manual-shift transmission.

In the IMCO system, the exhaust gas emissions are
reduced in the combustion process rather than by
burning in the exhaust manifold, as is done in the
Thermactor system. The Thermactor system contains
an air pump with a centrifugal-type filter fan and the
new-style by-pass air valve, which operates during

TEMPERATURE-MODULATED
AIR CLEANER

Tn thp Fnrtl TUr.O (Tmnrnvptl r.nmhlldinn) pmi~cinn I'nntrnJ

This drawing shows the placement of parts on the Ford Therm
actor Exhaust Emission Control System. The pressure-relief
v~lvp (hv_n~~~ v~Jvp) i~ lI~ptl in nJ~I'P nf thp O'lIJn_tvnp h~I'Jr~..p_

1. ADDED RIBS TO HEAT SINK
2. REDUCED AREA OF INTAKE

RUNNER AND PORTS
3 . REDUCED QUENCH ZONE

IN COMBUSTION CHAMBER
4 . REDUCED COMPRESSION RATIO

OTHER REVISIONS

CARBURETOR
CAMSHAFT
THERMOSTAT
EXHAUST SYSTEM

If the idle speed changes as the mixture is corrected,
readjust the idle speed so that the 14.2 air-fuel ratio
is obtained at the specified idle speed.

Remove the clamp from the distributor vacuum con
trol valve hose. If the idle speed changes materially,
check and set the valve as described below.

second. The distributor vacuum must fall below 6"
Hg within three seconds after the throttle is released.

Adjust the valve, if necessary, by turning the adjust
ing screw in the spring end counterclockwise to
increase the time that the distributor vacuum remains
above 6" He: after the throttle is released. NOTE: One
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BYPASS TIMING ORIFICE

DIAPHRAGM RETURN
SPRING

¢::l¢:J

FROM AIR PUMP

¢::l¢::l

FROM AIR PUMP

AIR PASSAGE TO
ATMOSPHERE

DIAPHRAGM BYPASS TIMING ORIFICE.u=======::-.
CHECK VALVE

___---++--AIR -S ILENCING
CHAMBER

INTAKE MANIFOLD
~m-~:b..I!!~¢::l ¢::l VACUUM

~~~r:&'==;)1

C:>C:> TO AIR MANIFOLD
~~~~ CHECKVALVE

AIR BYPASS AND
PRESSURE RELIEF

VALVE PLATE

AIR PASSAGE TO
ATMOSPHERE

TO AIR
MANIFOLD

CHECKVALVE

NORMAL POS ITION c::::J PARTIAL VACUUM
.. HIGH VACUUM
c:=J AIR

BYPASS POS ITION

This drawing shows the action of the air by-pass valve in its normal condition (left), where the outlet of the air pump is passed into
the exhaust manifold to consu me the excess hydrocarbons. In the by-pass condition (during dec eleration), the output of the air pump
is diverted to the atmosphere .

engine deceleration periods to divert the supp ly of the
air pump to the atmosphere rather than into the
exhaust ports.

Most Ford engines use a thermostatically controlled

air cleaner, which mixes heated and cool air and
blends the mixtur e so that the carburetor inlet air is
approximately 100°F. A vacuum motor over-ride
system is bu ilt into the blending door controls so that,

TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS-FORD PRODUCTS

ENGINE

SPARK PLUGS

Type Gap
(Autollte) (Inches)

DISTRIBUTOR ®
IMCO THERMACTOR

Point Gap Dwell Point Gap Dwell
(Inches) (Degrees) (Inches) (Degrees)

IGNITION TIMING

B = Before Top Dead Center

IMCO THERMACTOR

IDLE SPEED

IMCO THERMACTOR

(Rpm) (Rpm)

IDLE AIR·FUEL RATIO

IMCO THERMACTOR
@

6-170 (1V) BF42 .035 .027 35-40 .027 35-40 6B 6B 550<D 700 <D 14.2 14.0

6-200 (1V) 8F82 .035 .027 35-40 .027 35-40 6B 6B 550<D 700 <D 14.2 14.0

6-240 (1V) BF42 .035 .027 35-40 .027 35-40 6B 6B 500 600 14.2 13.8

8-289 (2V) BF42 .035 .021 24-29 .021 24-29 6B 6B 550 625 13.8 14.2

8-302 (2V) BF32 .035 .021 24-29 .021 24-29 6B 68 550 <D 625 <D 13.8 14.2

8-302 (4V) BF32 .035 .017 26-31 .021 24-29 6B 68 550 625 14.4 14.2

8-390 (2V) BF32 .035 .017 26-31 .021 24-29 68 68 550 625 14.7 13.8

8-390 (4V) 8F32 .035 .017 26-31 .021 24-29 6B 6B 550 625 14.4 13.2

8-390 GT BF32 .035 .016 26-31 68 700 @ 13.2

8--427 (4V) BF32 .035 .017 26-31 6B 600 13.2

8--428 (4V) BF32 .035 .017 26-31 .021 24-29 6B 6B 550 625 14.4 13.2

8--429 (4V) 8F42 .035 .017 26-31 6B 550 14.4

8-462 (4V) BTF42 .035 .017 26-31 lOB 550 14.4

INTAKE MANIFOLD
~m-~:b..I!!~¢::l ¢::l VACUUM

~~~~==;) I

~~~~c:>c:> TO AIR MANIFOLD
~, CHECKVALVE

TO AIR ¢:;J¢:J
MANIFOLD lsm=~~

DIAPHRAGM RETURN
SPRING

<D Adjusted with the air conditioner turned off. "
@ With air pump disconnected.

or n -\.:>.:> IIIVIII'l u UK Ir-I\"t:. I'?-""===~ DIAPHRAGM BY PA::>::> l iMIN G ORIFICE u====~

CHECK VALVE
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MOTOR RETAINING NUT

This drawing shows the thermostatically controlled air cleaner
with the hot-air plate open. This action takes place during the
warm-up period of operation.

HOT AIR (PRE-HEATED
BY EXHAUST MANIFOLD)

MANIFOLD
VACUUM

1
111
III
~Il
I II
IIJ " ,
~ ~~ --CLOSEO POSITION

I (OPEN POSITION-
LOW ORNO VACUUM)

One of the features of the IMCO system is the use of a thermo
statically controlled air cleaner. This drawing shows the vacuum
motor used to control the hot-air plate.

VACUUM MOTORPLATE

during cold acceleration periods, additional carburetor
intake air is provided by the vacuum motor control.
The decrease in intake manifold vacuum during accel
eration permits the vacuum motor to over-ride the
thermostat control to admit both engine compartment
air and heated air.

A special vacuum motor system is used on the 390
GT engine. It is designed so that, during heavy engine
loading, a spring in the vacuum motor opens the
motor valve plate to the air cleaner. This provides the
optimum air supply for greater volumetric efficiency
during full-power operation.

All Ford carburetors are equipped with idle fuel
mixture adjustment limiters. These control the maxi
mum idle fuel richness and help prevent unauthorized
persons from making overly rich idle adjustments. Two
types of idle limiters are used: external and internal.

The external-type plastic idle limiter caps, installed
on the head of the idle fuel mixture adjusting
screw(s), are used on all Autolite and 4V Carter car-

buretors. A satisfactory idle should be obtainable
within the range of the idle adjusting limiters if all
other engine systems are adjusted to specifications.
CAUTION: Under no circumstances should the lim
iters be removed or deformed.

The internal needle-type limiter, used on the Carter
1V and Holley 4V carburetors, is located in the idle
channel, which is not externally visible. The limiter
is installed, adjusted, and sealed during manufacture.

GENERAL CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENT
CONDITIONS

The carburetor adjustments have a decided effect
on the amount of exhaust emissions, and it is extremely
important for these adjustments to be made according
to the instructions of the manufacturer, as follows:

TEMPERATIJRE

The engine and underhood temperatures must be
stabilized before you make any adjustment.

~l

HOT AIR

HOT AIR

As the engine warms up, the thermostat allows underhood air
tn ~n.D'" .1."l'\l1a" .lu:. Y·HIl....:ollu n TU U ',\o ,.1 'ua lu~ ~IQ"'4 TJ..-:c 0 " . : ""' ....

After the engine reaches ope rati ng temperature and the under-
1.""""...1 .. ; .. ;" l 0e:0li' 110... I.:al. "".. . 1."" 1.""0. "o1,u~ : " ...1110"""...1 l..v t'h ..

VACUUMMOTOR PLATE



LIMITER CAPS

Limiter caps are installed over the idle mixture adjusting screws
to prevent an over-rich mixture adjustment. CAUTION: Don't
force the plastic caps over the stops. If the engine has been
tuned properly, you should be able to obtain a satisfactory
mixture adjustment within the limited movement of the limiter
caps.

Am CONDITIONER

Before making any adjustments, run the engine for
20 minutes with the air conditioner set for maximum
cooling. Set the idle speed with the air conditioner
in operation on all vehicles except those with the 170
and 200 CID-6 Cyl. and the 302 CID-VB engines
with an automatic transmission.

PARKING BRAKE
Set the parking brake while making the idle mixture

adjustments. On a vehicle with a vacuum-release
parking brake unit, remove the vacuum hose from the

. Ie
_~.......--:--- I 0 LE

ADJUSTING SCREW
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The limiter is covered with a lead seal on the Carter IV car
buretor.

power unit and plug the line. NOTE: The vacuum
power unit must be deactivated to keep the parking
brake engaged while the engine is running.

TRANSMISSION

With a manual-shift transmission, all adjustments
must be made with the shift lever in NEUTRAL.
With an automatic transmission, first make the adjust
ments with the selector lever in NEUTRAL, and then
make the final ad justments with the selector lever in
DRIVE.

IDLE AIR
ADJUSTING SCREW

I
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INTAKE
MANIFOLD
VACUUM

AIR INLET (FROM AIR PUMP)

This illustration shows the connections to the by-pass valve
used on the Thermactor system.

HEADLAMPS

In order to place the alternator under load, turn the
headlamps ON during the adjusting procedure.

THERMAL-SENSING VALVE

On an engine with a thermal-sensing valve, the valve
must be bypassed by disconnecting the distributor
and the manifold vacuum hoses at the sensing valve.
Plug or pinch off the manifold vacuum hose, and then
adjust the idle speed.

HOT-IDLE COMPENSATOR

On a carburetor with a hot-idle compensator, make
sure that the valve is seated during the adjustment.
This can be accomplished by depressing the valve
with your finger.

D ASHPOT

When making the idle-speed adjustment on a vehicle
with a dashpot, make sure that the throttle lever is not
contacting the stem of the dashpot, and that the fast
idle screw is not contacting the fast-idle cam.

AIR CLEANER

Adjust the engine idle speed to specifications with
the air cleaner installed. If it is not possible to reach
the adjustments with the air cleaner in place, check
the tachometer and air-fuel analyzer readings before
and after removing the air cleaner to note the effect
it has on the adjustments. Use this change as a correc
tion factor when making the final adjustments without
the air cleaner in place.

On the Autolite Model 4,300 carburetor, the idle air adjusting
screw is located in the back of the bowl.



On a vehicle with a dashpot, make sure tha t the throttle lever
is not contacting the stem of the dashpot.

a Thermactor exhaust emission control system, it is
necessary to disconnect the air pump discharge hose in
order to obtain a correct air-fuel mixtur e rea ding on
the gauge.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

Turn the idle mixture adjusting screw( s) inward
(lean) to obtain the smoothest idle possible within
the range of the idle limiters. NOTE: On two- and
four-barrel carburetors, turn the two mixture adjusting
screws inward equal amounts . Check for idle smooth
ness by replacing the air cleaner.

UNSATISFACTORY ADJUSTMENTS

If a satisfactory idle cannot be obtained after per
forming the normal idle fuel settings detailed above,
then the following additional checks of the engine
systems must be performed: (1) vacuum leaks, (2)
ignit ion system wiring continuity, (3 ) spark plugs ,
(4) distributor point condition, (5) dwell angle, (6)
ignition timing.

If the idle condition is not improved after checking
the items above, perform the following engine and
fuel checks: (1) carburetor fuel bowl level, (2) fuel
bowl vent adjustment, (3) crankcase ventilation sys
tem, (4) valve lash on mechanical tappets, (5) col
lapsed lifter clearance on hydraulic lifters, (6) engine
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If a satisfactory idle mixture cannot be obtained after having
tuned the engine, it is possible that the idle mixture may be
too lean. If this can be verified by a combustion analyzer, the
plastic limiter caps can be removed and the adjustment made
in line with the analyzer readings. After making the adjustment,
it is necessary to install new colored plastic limiter caps by
pressing them on with a 3/8" socket wrench extension, as shown.

systems are operating properly and a satisfactory
idle still cannot be obtained due to a lean idle fuel
mixture, check the air-fuel ratio with the aid of an
exhaust gas analyzer. CAUTION: The air cleaner
must be in place for checkin g the air-fuel ratio. If the
ratio is incorrect, and the various engine systems are
functioning properly, an adjustment may be made by
altering the control limits of the carburetor idle fuel
system as follows:

IDLE-LIMITER CAPS

On all Autolite carburetors and on Carter 4V car
buretors, it is possible to remove the plastic limiter
caps by cutting them with a knife and side cutters.
Pry the plastic limiter caps apart to remove them.
Now, adjust the carburetor to the specified air-fuel
ratio with the exhaust gas analyzer. CAUTION: Th e
air cleaner must be in place.

Install a colored plastic service limiter cap . CAU
TION: Be careful not to turn the idle mixture screw
when installing the cap. Position the service cap so
that it is in the maximum counterclockwise posit ion,
with the tab of the limiter against the stop on the
carburetor. NOTE: When correctly installed, the idle
mixture adjusting screw will be at the maximum
allowable outward (rich) setting.

LEAD-SEAL LIMITER

3/8-INCH SOCKET
WRENCH EXTENSION

\
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-.
IDLE ADJUS TING SCREW

After making the idle mixture adjustment on the Carter IV
carburetor, press in a new lead seal to prevent unauthorized
tampering with the mixture.

body with a sharp -pointed tool. With the idle mixture
adjusting needle at the maximum rich setting, slowly
back out the idle-limiter needle, 1/16 tum at a time,
until the specified air-fuel reading is obtained on an
exhaust gas analyzer. Install a new lead seal over the
idle-limiter adjusting needle by driving the seal into
the hole with a small punch until the lead just con
tacts the head of the screw.

HOLLEY 4V CARBURETOR

This enrichment alteration should be performed only
after it has been firmly established that the rough idle
is caused by a lean condition, as indicated on an
exhaust gas analyz er.

Remove the carburetor and enlarge the secondary
idle discharge ports with a No. 70 (0.028") drill. Hold
the drill in a pin vise and coat it with grease to catch
the chips. Rotate the drill through the port slowly to
prevent enlarging the hole too much.

Replace the carburetor and adjust the speed and
mixture to specifications, using a tachometer and an
exhaust gas analyzer.

OLDSMOBILE

All Oldsmobile engin es use the Controlled Combus
tion System (CCS ) to warm the intake air to about
100°F. This is done by means of a special air cleaner
with thermostatically controlled air mixing doors. Some
p.nlJ'lnp.1: n~vp. ~ tnprrno_cpnclna "-:l h "" in tha rvrvr ...l"nt

SECONDARY IDLE
DISCHARGE PORTS

On the Holley 4V carburetor, the idle modification discussed
in the text can be carried out as shown.

temperature reaches 230°F. The increased ignition
advance causes the engine to speed up, resulting in
more efficient cooling at idle.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

SOLENOID

The one-barrel and two-barrel carburetors have a
solenoid which is activated by turning on the ignition
switch. When the ignition switch is turned OFF, the
solenoid allows the throttle blade( s) to close com
pletely so that the engine does not continue to run
after it is shut off. To adjust the solenoid, move it in
its bracket so that the lower shoulder is flush with
the bracket or protrudes from it up to 0.060". Rotate
the electrical connection 30° outboard for the six
cylinder engine in order to clear the air cleaner.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTING INSTRUCTIONS

All Engines
Remove the air cleaner and disconnect the air

cleaner vacuum hose at the intake manifold. Plug the
vacuum fitting on the manifold. Disconnect the vacu
um hose at the distributor and plug the end of the
hose. Close the hot-idle compensator hole inside of
the air horn with the eraser of a pencil or with your
finger.

With the engine at normal operating temperature,
C'at tho T"\" ..1,~,.,.". 1..... ,.,1,,," ,.,~,1 1-..1,,~1, ~1-..~ n.1-..~~l_ C'1-..:c~

PIN VISE

NO. 70 DRILL
(0.028 11

)

SECONDARY IDLE
DISCHARGE PORTS



tioner OFF, the choke valve fully open, and the fast
idle cam follower in the clearance section of the cam,
adjust the idle mixture and idle stop screw at the
solenoid to obtain the best idle at the specified initial
idle speed-as discussed below according to engine
transmission combination.

6-Cylinder Engine
The initial idle speed setting should be 725 rpm

with a manual-shift transmission in NEUTRAL, or 520
rpm with the selector lever in DRIVE. Tum the idle
mixture screw in (lean ) to obtain a 20-25 rpm drop
in idle speed. Now, tum the idle mixture screw out
(richer) 1/4 tum. The idle speed should be 10-20
rpm less than the initia l speed.

Disconnect the wire to the solenoid terminal, and
then adjust the throttle stop screw to obtain an idling
speed of 400 rpm with the selector lever in NE UTRAL.

V8-2 GC Carburetor
Adjust the solenoid idle stop screw to obtain an

initial idling speed of 675 rpm with a manual-shift
transmission in NEU TRAL or 575 rpm with the selec
tor lever in DRIVE. Tum in each idle mixture adjust-
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ing screw to obtain a 10-15 rpm reduction. NOTE:
The total reduction should be 20-30 rpm with both
mixture screws adjusted as above. Disconnect the wire
to the solenoid terminal, and then adjust the thro ttle
stop screw to obtain an idling speed of 400 rpm with
the selector lever in NE UTRAL .

V8-4MV Carburetor
The air inlet for the hot-idle compensator valve is

located under the air valves, and a pin extends through
the compensator cover to facili tate closing the valve
when making the idle adjustments. Adjust the idle
stop screw and the idle mixture screws alternately to
obt ain the best initial idle at : 725 rpm with a manual
shift transmission in NEUTRAL (400 cu. in. engine ),
675 rpm with a manual-shift transmission in NEU
TRAL (350 and 455 cu. in. engines ), or 575 rpm
with an autom atic transmission in DRIVE (all VB
engines ) .

Turn the idle mixture screws in (lean) to obtain a
10-15 rpm reduction with each screw . NOTE: The
total reduction should be 20-30 rpm with both screws
adjusted as above. Now, tum each idle mixture ad
justing screw out ( riche r ) 1/4 tum.

TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS-OLDSMOBILE
SPARK PLUGS DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING ® IDLE SPEED

ENGINES B = Before Top Dead Center INITIAL FINAl
(Carb.) TIpe Gap Point Gap Dwell Auto. Trans. Auto. Trans.( C) (Inches) (Inches) (Degrees) Auto. Trans. Man. Trans. (Rpm Man. Trans. (Rpm Man. Trans.

in Drive) (Rpm) in Drive) (Rpm)

250 (1V) 46N .035 .019 31-34
4B@ loC@

520 725 500 710500 rpm 700 rpm

350 (2V) 45S .030 .016 30 5B@ 5B@ 575 675 550 650850 rpm 850 rpm

350 (4V) 44S .030 .016 30 7.5B@ 7.5B@ 575 675 550 650850 rpm 850 rpm

400 (2V) 45S .030 .016 30 5B@ 5B@
575 675 550 650850 rpm 850 rpm

400 (4V) 44S .030 .016 30 7.5B@ 2.5B@ 575 725 550 700
850 rpm CD 850 rpm

455 (2V) 45S .030 .016 30
5B@ 5B@ 575 675 550 650

850 rpm 850 rpm

455 (2V) H.C. 44S .030 .016 30 7.5B@ 575 675 550 650
850 rpm

455 (4V) 44S .030 .016 30 7.5B@ 7.5B@ 575 675 550 650
® 850 rpm ® 850 rpm

CD Set ignition timing to 100 BlOC @ 1.250 rpm with special ram air induction system.
tioner OFF, the choke valve fully open, and the fast- ing screw to obtain a 10-15 rpm reduct ion. NOTE:
idle cam follower in the clearance section of the cam, The total reduction should be 20-30 rpm with both
adjust the idle mixture and idle stop screw at the mixture screws adjusted as above. Disconnect the wire
solenoid to obtain the best idle at the specified initial to the solenoid terminal, and then adjust the throttle
idle speed-as discussed below according to engine- stop screw to obtain an idling speed of 400 rpm with
transmission combination. the selector lever in NEUTRAL.



FOLDED H OSE

In order to reduce exhaust noise levels, improve idle character
istics, and eliminate downshift "clunk" on a two-speed auto
matic transmission, the modifications suggested in the text can
be made.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

Six-Cylinder Engines
With the selector lever in DRIVE, the air condi 

tioner turned OFF, the hot-idle compensator valve
held closed, and the idle-stop solenoid energized,
adjust the mixture and solenoid stop screws to obtain
the idle speed in column "A." Turn the mixture adjust
ing screw( s) in (lean) to obtain the speed listed in
column "B." Disconnect the solenoid wire, and then
adjust the throttle lever stop screw on the carburetor
to obtain the idle speed in column "C." CAUTION:
Don't readiust the idle mixture screw(s).

Y-8 Engines
With the selector lever in DRIVE, the air condi

tioner turned OFF, and the idle -stop solenoid ener
gized, adjust the mixture screws .to the best lean car
buretor setting, using the solenoid stop screw for the
idle speed adjustment. Disconnect the wire to the
idle-stop solenoid, and then adjust the carburetor
throttle lever stop screw to obtain the idle speed in- _. -

FOLDED HOSE

THERMOSTATIC
VACUUM SWITCH

PONTIAC III

SERVICE NOTE

1968 Y-8 Engines with a Two-Speed
Automatic Transmission

In order to reduce the exhaust noise level, improve
idle characteristics, and eliminate downshift "clunk"
on two-speed automatic-transmission-equipped ve
hicles, the following factory modifications have been
authorized. NOTE: The changes do not apply to
vehicles with a synchromesh transmission or to any
with a 428cu. in. engine.

Remove the hose from the TVS (Thermostatic
Vacuum Switch) to the retard port on the distributor
and discard it. Remove the yellow-striped hose from
the carburetor to the TVS and discard it. Cap the two
tubes using caps, part No. 9781338, to prevent the
entrance of dirt. Cap the open vacuum port on the
carburetor below the throttle plates. CAUTION: Don't
cap the retard port on the distributor vacuum unit.

Check and adjust the ignition timing with the vacu
um hose to the advance side of the distributor discon
nected and plugged, and with the solenoid made
inactive by removing the wire. Adjust the solenoid
"active" speed to 650 rpm. On the V-8 engines with
a 2-barrel carburetor, the solenoid "inactive" speed
should be adjusted to 575 rpm.

IMPORTED CARS

This section deals with the emission control systems
that are used on the 1968 vehicles that are imported
into the United States. The cars are discussed in alpha
betical order; each car section contains the manufac
turer's instructions and specifications for making the
special adjustments to keep the emissions within the
legal limits.

BMW

These engines use an AIR system, with an air-gulp
type of backfire-suppressor valve.

ADJUSTMENTS
To make the ignition timing adjustment, remove

the vacuum line from the distributor, and then adjust
it so that the steel ball on the flywheel is aligned with
the pointer at 2,000 rpm.

To make the idle adjustments, disconnect the hose
from the air pump. Adjust the idle speed to 1,000 rpm,

SERVICE NOTE

1968 Y-8 Engines with a Two-Speed
Automatic Transmission

In order to reduce the exhaust noise level, improve
idle characteristics, and eliminate downshift "clunk"
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FOREIGN CAR TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS
SPARK PLUGS DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING IDLING SPEED VALVE LASH

H = Hot C = Cold
ENGINES B = Before Top Dead Center Auto. Trans. IDLE AIR·FUEL

Type Gap Point Gap Dwell (Rpm Man. Trans. RATIO Intake Exhaust(Inches) (Inches) (Degrees) Static Strobe (Degrees in Drive) (Rpm) (Inches) (Inches)(Degrees) @ rpm)

BMW: 1,600 Ch.N9Y .026 .01 6 60 23@ 1,000 12.7 .006- .006-
2,000 <D® .008C .008C

British Motor Cars:

Austin·Healey Ch.N9Y .025 .014- 57- TOC 5B@ 1,000 13.2- .012C .012C
Sprite MK IV .016 63 1,000 <D 13.6

MGB Ch.N9Y .025 .014- 57- lOB 19B@ 900 12.6- .015C .015C
.016 63 1,000 <D 12.8

MGC Ch.N9Y .025 .014 34- TOC 4B@ 850 13.4- .015C .015C
.016 37 1,000 <D 13.8

M.G. Midget Ch.N9Y .025 .014 57- TOC 5B@ 1,000 13.2- .012C .012C
Mk III .016 63 1,000 <D 13.6

M.G. Sports Ch.N9Y .025 .014 57- TOC 3B@ 900 13.2- .012C .012C
Sedan .016 63 1,000 <D 13.6

Citroen:

1019 &OS19 Ch.L85S .025 .016 10.B ® 750 .008C .010C

DS21 Ch.L87Y .025 .016 TOC ® 750 .008C .010C

Datsun:

Sedan; OHC 1,600 NGK .030 .020 49- 5A@ 650 700 .008C .010C
BP6E 55 650

Station Wagon; NGK .030 .020 49- 5A@ 650 700 .008C .010C
OHC 1,600 BP6E 55 650

Sports Car; NGK .030 .020 49- TOC@ 700 .017H .017H
SPL 311U BP6E 55 700
OHV 1,600

Sports Car; NGK .030 .020 49- TOC@ 700 .008H .012H
SRL 311U; BP6E 55 700
OHC 2,000

Patrol NGK .030 .020 35- TDC@ 600 .016H .016H
BS48E 40 600

Pick-Up NGK .030 .020 49- TOC@ 700 .014H .014H
BP6E 55 700

Fiat:

850 Sedan Ch.N4 .022 .018 lOB 950 .006C .006C

850 Sports Ch.N3 .022 .018 lOB 950 .006C .008C
Coupe &Spider

124 Sedan Ch.N4 .024 .018 60 TOC@ 800 13.6 .008C .ooac
800

124 Sports Ch.N6Y .022 .018 60 10B@ 850 13.6 .01aC .020C
Coupe &Spider 850

CD With the vacuum line to the distributor disconnected and the opening plugged.

FOREIGN CAR TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS
SPARK PLUGS DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING IDLING SPEED VALVE LASH

H = Hot C = Cold
B = Before Top Dead Center Auto. Trans. IDLE AIR·FUELENGINES

II _~~_' P~'.!':..~!.P I"~!_~!_\ Ma~.;._T~ns. RATIOTYDe ...&_ &:- ..& _ _ ... - , .. _ - -- - - {RDm Intake Exhaust
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BRITISH MOTOR CARS

This English manufacturer imports the following
1968 models: Austin-Healey Sprite, M.G. Midget,
MGB, MGC, and M.G. Sports Sedan. The engines of
all of these cars are equipped with an AIR system to
control exhaust emissions and use a gulp-type, back
fire-suppressor valve. The carburetors have a fuel
adjustment limiter to prevent an excessively rich ad
justment. The throttle valves have a poppet valve
which prevents the intake manifold vacuum from
exceeding 20.5" Hg during deceleration.

IGNITION TIMING

The timing marks are located on the timing case
cover with a notch in the crankshaft pulley, except
for the M.G. Sports Sedan, where the marks are on
the flywheel, with a pointer on the flywheel housing
beneath the inspection cover.

Clean and adjust the contact points before setting
the timing. The contact point gap should be adjusted
to 0.014"-0.016", with a dwell angle of 57°-63° for
all 4-cylinder engines and a dwell angle of 34°-37°
for the 6-cylinder engine used in the MGC.

BR EATHE R HOSE

OI L

M ANIFOL D CONNECT iON

::

~- SPRING CLIP{6:- .:
~;~~~COVER PLATE

BRITISH MOTOR CARS

This En glish manufacturer imports the following
1968 models: Austin-Healey Sprite, M.G. Midget,
MGB, MGC, and M.G. Sports Sedan. The engines of
all of these cars are equipped with an AIR system to

- - - - --

PISTON- LI FTING

PISTON ~ e1 PIN~
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The ignition timing may be set either of two ways:
a static setting with a 12-volt timing light or at 1,000
rpm with a strobe light. Specifications are given for
both methods. The setting at 1,000 rpm must be
accomplished with the vacuum line to the distributor
disconnected and plugged.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

GENERAL C ONDITIONS

Carburetor adjustments must be carried out with
the engine emission control systems connected and
operating properly. The engine must be at operating
temperature, and this can be achieved by warming
the engine at a fast-idle with the vehicle standing in
an ambient temperature of 60°-80oF. Run the engine
for at least 5 minutes after the thermostat has opened.
NOTE: This point can be determined by holding your
hand on the radiator header tank. The temperature
will rise suddenly when the thermostat opens.

AIR I NJECTION
MAN I F O L D

The ignition timing may be set either of two ways:
a static setting with a 12-volt timing light or at 1,000
rpm with a strobe light. Specifications are given for
both methods. The setting at 1,000 rpm must be
accomplished with the vacuum line to the distributor
r1i~f'nnnpf'tprt !:lnrt nl11O'O'prt

Fill the piston damper with SAE 30 engine oil until
the level is 1/2" above the top of the hollow piston rod.
On dust-proofed carburetors, identified by a transverse
hole drilled in the neck of the suction chamber and
the absence of a vent hole in the damper cap, the oil
level must be 1/2" below the top of the hollow piston
rod.

Check to see that the piston is free by lifting it up
with the piston-lifting pin and then allowing it to
drop. There will be a distinct metallic click if the
piston is free. If it is not, the carburetor must be dis
assembled to check the centering of the main jet. If
the carburetor does not have a piston-lifting pin , re
move the air cleaner and lift the piston with your
finger through the air intake.

Adjust the engine speed to 2,500 rpm, and hold this
speed for 1 minute. The tuning operations must be
carried out in less than 3 minutes, or it will be neces 
sary to stop and rev the engine to 2,500 rpm again.
This speed must be maintained for 1 minute, and then

VALVE

\ .,:lI....-""-'-..........lQ,-~J...-_ _ V ACUUM-SENSING

TUBE

BACKFIRE -SUPPRESSOR
VALVE

Fill the piston damper with SAE 30 engine oil until
the level is ~/2" above the top of the hollow piston rod.
On dust-proofed carburetors, identified by a transverse
hole drilled in the neck of the suction chamber and
the absence of a vent hole in the damper cap, the oil
lp"pl Tl11H:t hp 1 /9." ho7rl111 thp tnn nf thp hnlln\XT n idnn
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SCREWIDLE SPEED

connecting rod. With both jet levers at their lowe st
position, adjust the jet-control interconnecting rod
lever clamp bolts so that both jets commence to mo ve
simultaneously. Run the engine at 1,500 rpm and,
using a balance meter, check to see that the carbure
tors are balanced. If they are not balanced, reset the
levers, rebalance at idle speed, and then recheck again
at 1,500 rpm.

® If the engine do es not idle correctly, shut it off
remove the air cleaners, and loosen both of the clamp
bolts on the throttle-spindle interconnecting rod an d
the jet-control interconnecting rod. Start the engin e
and adjust the idle speed adjusting screw on each
carburetor to give th e specified idling speed.

@) Turn the jet adjusting nut on each carburetor
( wi thin the limits of the restrictor) to the point where
maximum speed is recorded on the tachometer, con
sistent with smooth running. Readjust the idle speed
adjusting screws equal amounts to correct th e idle
speed, if necessary. CAUTION: Be sure to turn each
idle speed adjusting screw an equal amount. If a
correct balance cannot be obtained, check the brake
servo, the crankcase emission control syst em, and the
intake manifold for air leaks.

CD

IDLE SPEED
ADJUSTING SCREW

JET ADJUSTM ENT
RESTRICTOR

THROTTLE-SPINDLE
INTERCONNECTING
ROD CLAM P BOL T

L

Single Carburetors
CD Adjust the idling speed to specifications by turn

ing the idle speed adjusting screw in to increase speed.
Turn the jet ad justing nut ( within the limits of the
restrictor) to the setting where maximum speed is
recorded. Readjust the idle speed adjusting screw, if
necessar y.

the tuning can be resumed. Repeat this clearing opera
tion if further periods of 3 minutes are exceeded .

IDLE SPEED
ADJUSTING SCREW

Dual Carburetors
® Check the idle speed against specifications. If the

engine runs smoothly and at the specified idle speed,
it is only necessary to check and/or adjust the syn
chronization. To do this , position the clamp levers of
the throttle-spindle interconnecting rod so that the
link pin is 0.012" away from the lower edge of the
fork, as shown in the inset. Tighten the clamp bolts,
ma king sure that 1/32" end play exists on the inter-

JET ADJUSTM ENT
RESTRICTOR
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THROTTLE-SPINDLE

® With both carburetors adjusted properly, it is
now necessary to synchronize the throttle shafts and
the jets so.that the carburetors function together. To
do this, position the throttle-spindle interconnecting
rod clamp levers so that the link pin is 0.012" away
from the lower edge of the fork, as indicated in the
inset. Tighten the clamp bolts, making sure that about
1/32" end play exists on the interconnecting rod. With
both jet levers at their lowest position , adjust the jet
control interconnecting rod lever clamp bolts so that
both jets commence to move simultaneously. Run the
engine at 1,500 rpm and , using the balance meter to
check, see that the carburetors are balanced. If they
are not, reset the levers, rebalance at idle speed , and
then recheck at 1,500 rpm.

® To adjust the fast-idle speed, first make sure that
the mixture-control wire has approximately 1/16" free
play before it starts to pull on the jet levers. Pull the
mixture control knob out slightly until the linkage is
about to move the carburetor jets. Using the balancing
meter to ensure an equal adjustment at each carbure
tor, tum the fast-idle speed adjusting screws to give
the following fast-idle speeds: Sprite, Midget, and
M.G. Sports Sedan, 1,100-1,200 rpm; MGB and MGC,
1,300-1,400 rpm. Re-install the air cleaners.

CITROEN

This French manufacturer makes thre e models : ID
19, DS 19, and DS 21. All engines use an AIR system
of exhaust emission control.

IGNITION ADJUSTMENTS

Position the auxiliary clutch control lever in the
engaged position by pushing it forward. Lock it in
that position by lifting it up (DS 19 and DS 21). In-

THROTTLE-SPINDLE ~

INTERCONNECTI NG IIf/ J~
ROO CLAM P BOLT 1- l /.} \

~
~. \~ l "" <;
) ~" . - ~ '~

~~~ ~ .'~ <.r>: "-<\ ~.,

hand crank until the rod drops into a recess in the fly
wheel . Adjust the position of the distributor control
bracket until it is midway in its travel, and then adjust
the distributor so that the contact points just open.
Remove the locating pin from the hole in the clutch
housing.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

Adjust the idle speed to 775 rpm. Adjust the idle
mixture for the best operating condition. Readjust the
idle speed to 775 rpm if it has changed, and then re
adjust the mixture . Now, turn the idle mixture adjust
ing screw in (richer) until the idle speed drops to
750 rpm.

DAFF

The Daff 55 is powered by the Renault 1,100 cc.
engine. See the Renault section of this chapter for the
adjustments.

DATSUN

Two types of exhaust emission-control devices are
used on these Japanese imports: The AIR system, with
a gulp-type backfire-suppressor valve, is used on the
Sportscars , Sedans, and Station Wagons. The Patrol
is equipped with a Chrysler Cleaner Air System (CAS)
of carburetor and distributor modifications, along with
a vacuum-controlled distributor valve to advance igni
tion timing during deceleration.

The emission control system on the Pickup is
unique because of the special solenoid valve at the- - --

FAST-IDLE SPEED
ADJUSTING SCREW



CUT-OFF VALVE

This is the carburetor used on the Datsun Pickup, showing the
placement of the fuel cut-off valve and the throttle valve switch,
both of which are discussed in the text.

DATSUN 117

is controlled by four switches connected in parallel so
that the opening of any one of them does not affect
the flow of fuel. However, if all four switches are
opened simultaneously (which occurs during decelera
tion only), then the solenoid cut-off valve is de
energized, and the return spring forces the needle
valve in to shut off the flow of fuel in the idle system.
Fuel cut-off occurs only when: (1) the throttle valve
is in its idling position, (2) the clutch pedal is not
depressed, (3) the transmission is in gear, and (4) the
intake manifold vacuum is high. If anyone of the
switches is turned ON during deceleration (i. e., in
depressing the clutch pedal) , current flows to the fuel
cut-off solenoid, and the needle is retracted so that
fuel flows in the idle circuit.

FUEL CUT-OFF SYSTEM TESTS

To check the operation of the fuel cut-off system,
test the operation of each of the switches, as follows :

TRANSMISSION CLUTCH
NEUTRAL SWITCH SWITCH" r/

THROTTLE VALVE
SWITCH

SOLENOID
CUT-OFF VALVE

is controlled by four switches connected in parallel so
that the opening of any one of them does not affect
the flow of fuel. However, if all four switches are
opened simultaneously (which occurs during decelera
tion only), then the solenoid cut-off valve is de
pnPTP'l7P,l ~nr1 thp TPhlrn c;:nrin P' fnTf'PC;: thp n pptllp
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/1-
BATTERY -:;:-

VACUUM

This gauge and hose set-up is required to test the operation of
the manifold vacuum switch on the Datsun Pickup.

TRANSMISSION NEUTRAL SWITCH

Disconnect the wires at the fuel cut-off solenoid on
the carburetor and connect the wires to a test lamp.
Disconnect the wires to the clutch switch, throttle
switch, and vacuum switch on the intake manifold.
NOTE: The transmission neutral switch should not be
disconnected. Tum the ignition key to the ON posi
tion. CAUTION: Don't start the engine. Check to see
that the test lamp is on when the transmission is in
neutral, but goes out whenever the shift lever is moved
into any gear.

THROTI'LE VALVE SWITCH

Reconnect the wires to the throttle valve switch, and
then shift the transmission into any gear. With the
ignition switch turned on, the test lamp should not be
lit. Depress the accelerator pedal, and the test lamp
should light. If an adjustment is required, position the
switch so that the throttle arm depresses the contact
arm by approximately 0.020".

CLUTCH SWITCH

Reconnect the wires to the clutch switch, and the
test lamp must remain out until the clutch pedal is
depressed. If an adjustment is required, position the
switch so that the clutch pedal arm depresses the con
tact arm by approximately 0.020".

I NTAKE MANIFOLD VACUUM SWITCH

The engine must be operating for this test , so it is
necessary to remove the test lamp at the carburetor
and reconnect the two wires to the fuel solenoid valve.
For this test, it is necessary to connect up a self
Dowered test lamn as shown in thp ::lC'C'omn::lnvin{!

CARBURETOR

~

manifold line to the vacuum switch. CAUTION: Use
a ~~T' fitting with a hole that has the same inside di
ameter as the line.

Start the engine and warm it to operating tempera
ture. Race the engine, and then close the throttle
rapidly. The intake manifold vacuum should rise, and
the test lamp should go out at 21.6" Hg , otherwise,
the switch is defective.

FUEL CUT-OFF VALVE

With all switches connected properly, start and
warm the engine to operating temperature. With the
engine idling, disconnect one wire to the fuel cut-off
valve on the carburetor, and the engine must stop;
otherwise, the valve is defective and must be replaced.

IGNITION AND CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

Sedan and Station Wagon with AIR
With the air cleaner in place, engine warm, and the

transmission in NEUTRAL, adjust the idle mixture
and idle speed screws until the best idle is obtained
at 700 rpm. Check and/or adjust the ignition timing
to 5° ATDC.

Turn the idle mixture adjusting screw clockwise
(leaner) until engine speed drops 10-15 rpm. Now,
turn the idle mixture adjusting screw out (richer)
exactly one and one-half (1 1/2) turns. Readjust the
idle speed to 700 rpm with the throttle stop screw.

Pickup
Position the throttle valve switch so that the contact

point does not touch the throttle arm . With the air
cleaner in place, engine warm, and the transmission in
NEUTRAL, adjust the idle mixture and idle speed
screws until the best idle is obtained at 750 rpm. Tum
the idle mixture adjusting screw in (leaner) until the
idle speed drops to 700 rpm. Check and/or adjust the
ignition timing to TDC. Check the intake manifold
vacuum, which must be 19.3-20.0" Hg; otherwise,
check for an air leak.

Patrol
Pinch off the vacuum line to the distributor with a

clamp, or disconnect it and plug the opening. With the
air cleaner in place, engine warm, and the transmission
in NEUTRAL, adjust the idle mixture and idle speed
screws until the best idle is obtained at 600 rpm .
Check and/or adjust the ignition timing to TDC. Tum
the idle speed adjusting screw in until the engine runs
at 650 rpm, and then tum in (lean) the idle mixture
::l(JindinO' w'rpw nntil thp pnO'inp nme !:It AOO rnm Tti e,

manifold line to the vacuum switch. CAUTION: Use
a "T' fitting with a hole that has the same inside di
ameter as the line.

Start the engine and warm it to operating tempera
ture. Race the engine, and then close the throttle
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FIAT FAST-IDLE SPEED ADJUSTING SCREW

Fiat will import the 850 and 124 models for the 1968
model year. The 850 model comes in a Sedan, Sports
Coupe, and Spider version. The Sedan is powered by
a 42 Hp engine with a single-barrel carburetor, while
the other 850 models have a 52 Hp version of the same
engine, with a two-barrel carburetor and a modified
cylinder head. Because the 850 cc. engine is less than
50 cu. in., it is exempt from the U.S. exhaust emission
control standards.

The 124 model comes in a Sedan and Station Wagon
with a push-rod type engine of 1,197 cc. or in a Sports
Coupe or Spider version with belt-driven, overhead
camshafts. The OHC engine has a capacity of 1,438 cc.

Carburetor and distributor modifications are used to
control exhaust emissions on the 124 models. Provision
is made to limit the deceleration rate in 3rd and 4th
gears by admitting air into the intake manifold during
this mode of operation. The air leans out the overly

IDLE SPEED ADJUSTING SCREW

The fast-idle speed adjusting screw must be adjusted while the
button on the fast-idle adjusting switch is depressed.

ACCELERATED-IDLE SPEED
ADJUSTING SWITCH-----....

(
THROTTLE

l.---J~~~~l VALVE

VACUUM-CONTROL
SOLENOID VALVE

CLUTCH PEDAL
SWITCH

4 TH GEAR3RD GEAR

TRANSMISSION SWITCH

+
BATTERY

FIAT FAST-IDLE SPEED ADJUSTING SCREW

Fiat will import the 850 and 124 models for the 1968
model year. The 850 model comes in a Sedan, Sports
Coupe, and Spider version. The Sedan is powered by
a 42 Hp engine with a single-barrel carburetor, while
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rich fuel mixture and causes the engine to idle faster
than normal. Switches in the transmission and on the
clutch pedal actuate a vacuum-control solenoid valve

during deceleration so that the engine is made to idle
at 1,500 + 50 rpm for the Sedan model, or at 1,400 +
50 rpm for the Sports Coupe and Spider models.

FAST-IDLE AIR BLEED SOLENOID AIR CLEANER

HEATED AIR INTAKE EXHAUST MANIFOLD BATTERY

The fast-idle switch is located on the fender side wall on the Fiat 124 model. Note the fast -idle air bleed solenoid just over the
carburetor. It bleeds air into the intake manifold during deceleration in 3rd or 4th gear, caus ing the engine to speed up. The fast
idle speed adjusting screw is accessible after removinz the air cleaner. This adiustment must he made while the fast-idle switch

rich fuel mixture and causes the engine to idle faster during deceleration so that the engine is made to idle
than normal. Switches in the transmission and on the at 1,500 ± 50 rpm for the Sedan model, or at 1,400 +
clutch pedal actuate a vacuum-control solenoid valve 50 rpm for the Sports Coupe and Spider models.



FAST-IDLE SPEED ADJUSTMENT

Depress the button on the fast-idle speed adjusting
switch, and then partially open the throttle. Release
the throttle (but not the button) and the fast-idle speed
should be 1,500 -+- 50 rpm for the Sedan and Station
Wagon or 1,400 -+- 50 rpm for the Sports Coupe and
Spider.

An adjustment can be made by turning the screw on
top of the carburetor vacuum diaphragm unit. NOTE:
Turning the screw out increases the speed. Open the
throttle again (keeping the switch button depressed)
and release it to determine whe ther the fast-idle speed
remains within specifications.

FORD

The 1968 Ford Cortina uses the AIR system for con
trolling exhaust emissions . These engines have differ
ent carburetor and ignition calibrations from the ve
hicles built for sale in other countries.

The new Ford carburetor, used on the 1600 HC en
gine, incorporates a float chamber with a removable
gasket; the float level must now be measured from
the casting surface, rather than from the gasket. The
Weber carburetor used on the 1600 GT model has been
modified; the power circuit now operates in the pri
mary barrel instead of the secondary. An idle mixture
limiter prevents an excessively rich idle mixture ad
justment from being made.

The distributor advance curve has been modified to
permit a retarded static ignition timing setting, while
restoring the normal advance curve at cruising speeds.

IGNITION TIMING

Chalk the timing marks on the front pulley and tim
ing case cover. Disconnect the vacuum line to the dis
tributor. With the engine idling at 750 rpm , shine a
strobe light on the pulley to determine the position of
the timing marks. Adjust the initial timing setting to 4°
BTDC for all engines with an exhaust emission control
system. After making the adjustment, tighten the dis
tributor body clamp. CAUTION: Don't overtighten it.
Connect the vacuum line to the distributor.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

With the engine at normal operating temperature ,
turn the idle speed adjusting screw to obtain an idling
speed of 750 rpm. Tum the idle mixture adjusting screw

., . .H·, , .,

FAST-IDLE SPEED ADJUSTMENT

Depress the button on the fast-idle speed adjusting
switch, and then partially open the throttle. Release
the throttle (but not the button) and the fast -idle speed
..1-,."..1,.1 'h ...... 1 ~f'I ...l- E:::f'I ~ ....... ~,...¥ ..1-."" <;:"",.10"" n,..,,.1 <;:f-ohr\T\

FORD 121

This shows the timing marks that are to be aligned for 4 0

BTDC for the Ford engine. The notches in the pulley are
spaced 6 0 apart and the bosses on the timing chain cover are
spaced 4 0 apart.

mixture screw in (lean) until you obtain a noticeable
drop in idling speed, and then back it out just enough
to obtain the highest idling speed possible.

If the vehicle has an automatic transmission, let the
idle mixture adjusting screw remain in this position;
with a manual transmission, turn the idle mixture ad
justing screw out (rich) ~ turn. On vehicles with an
automatic transmission, apply the foot brake and move
the selector level into DRIVE. The idling speed must
drop to 650 rpm. If necessary make this final idling
speed adjustment.

JAGUAR

Jaguar engines have been modified in relation to
carburetion, intake manifold, and ignition. A Duplex
manifolding system is used which feeds fuel to the
combustion chambers through two manifolds. Two
throttles are employed; the primary one is in its nor
mal position in the carburetor and the second one is
located in the secondary throttle housing. The linkage
between the two throttles is so arranged that, on part
throttle, the secondary throttle remains closed, routing
the mixture through the primary mixture manifold to
an exhaust-heated conditioning chamber, and then re
turning it to the intake manifold, downstream of the
secondary throttles.

The advantage of this system is that it ensures com
plete homogeneity of the fuel mixture, resulting in the
distribution of a constant air-fuel ratio to the cylinders
_ _ L 1• • •_ • __ _ _ _ _ _ n 1 _ _ , _ __ _ 1 • _ _ _1
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PRIMARY
THROTTLE PLATE

The Jaguar Duplex system for limiting exhaust emissions is de
signed about a dual manifold, the primary side of which is
attached to the exhaust manifold in order to heat the air-fuel
mixture during normal operation. At higher speeds, the second
ary throttle plate is opened so that the fuel mixture can flow
directly into the engine without restriction.

of the intake manifold, which is a major cause of en
gine emissions.

After about 20° of primary throttle opening, the
secondary throttle begins to come into operation until,
at full throttle, both butterflies are fully opened and

. the mixture passes straight through both manifolds to
ensure maximum power.

During periods of deceleration, high emission values
generally occur. To overcome this problem, a device
is used on the front carburetor which consists of a by
pass formed in the carburetor body around the pri
mary throttle. This system is under the control of a
vacuum-operated valve.

With the throttle remaining on its stop, only the
primary induction circuit is in use, ensuring that an
even mixture is fed through the primary system to all
six combustion chambers. Manifold depression, acting
on the valve diaphragm, causes the valve to open
when a value is reached that overcomes the valve
spring tension. This allows fuel to feed from the mix
ing chamber to the downstream side of the primary
throttle, enriching the air-fuel ratio to a combustible
level.

This valve is pre-set and requires no adjustments.
TJ. ~n ~~nn~l...l~ 1.,.~n.~u~_ £~ z: l _ _ L L_ ..l 1 _

causing leakage and consequently a higher idling
speed. The valve cover must be removed, and the
valve and seat cleaned to restore it to proper opera 
tion.

IGNITION TIMING

A modified distributor, with a redesigned power
curve, is used in conjunction with this system. The
static ignition timing should be set to 5° BTDC, or
to 10° BTDC at 1,000 rpm with a timing light.

Adjust the distributor vernier scale to the central
position. With the engine running at exactly 1,000
rpm, adjust the ignition timing by means of the vernier
control on the distributor to 10° BTDC. NOTE: The
timing scale is located on the rim of the crankshaft
damper.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

Before making any adjustments to the carburetor, it
is important that all of the intake manifold system
retaining nuts are tightened properly to prevent air
leaks, which would affect the idle adjustments.

The idling adjustments must be made with the en
gine thoroughly warmed to operating temperature}
with the shift lever or selector lever in NEUTRAL.
Adjust the idling speed to 750 rpm with a standard
shift transmission, or to 650 rpm with an automatic
transmission in NEUTRAL. Check the synchronization
of the carburetors with a balance meter.

FAST-IDLE

Adjust the position of the choke control cam by

During deceleration. a vacuum-onerated valve ooens a _bv-nass

causing leakage and consequently a higher idling
speed. The valve cover must be removed, and the
valve and seat cleaned to restore it to proper opera
tion.

IGNITION TIMING



MERCEDES-BENZ 123

operating the lever until the cable swivel on the cam,
the cam retaining nut, and the fast-idle abutment
screw are in line . Retain this position, release the lock
nut, and then adjust the fast-idle by turning the abut
ment screw to give a fast -idle speed of 1,100 rpm, with
a cold engine. Tighten the locknut to secure the screw.

MERCEDES-BENZ

MIXTURE ADJUSTMENT

Turn the idle "trim" (mixture adjustment) screw to
obtain the best idling condition.

(_r-.,II /I
I DLE S P E ED

ADJUSTING S CREW - --------i

@

Several techniques are used to limit exhaust emis
sions, according to the engine type. For the four 
cylinder engines, the distributor vacuum port is taken
below the throttle plate. The ignition timing must be
set at 4,500 rpm, with the vacuum line disconnected.
The idle mixture orifice of the carburetor is calibrated
so that an excessively rich mixture cannot be attained
with the adjusting needle.

The six-cylinder carbureted engines use AIR injec
tion, with a gulp-type backfire-suppressor valve. The
igniti on timing must be set at 4,500 rpm with the
vacuum line disconnected. The idle mixture orifice is
calibrated so that an excessively rich mixture cannot

The choke control cam should be adjusted so that the cable

operating the lever until the cable swivel on the cam,
the cam retaining nut, and the fast -idle abutment
screw are in line. Retain this position, release the lock
nut, and then adjust the fast-idle by turning the abut
ment screw to give a fast-idle speed of 1,100 rpm, with
a cold engine. Tighten the locknut to secure the screw.

This is the position of the idle speed adjusting screw on the
Jaguar carburetor.

This is the position of the idle mixture adju sting screw.

ADJUSTING SCREW

The choke 'linkage adjustment can be changed for warm or cold
weather by changing the position of the cross pin, as shown

/' t ~.
~ l \\\\\\dr

/ (f <\\ \\\( n
~ f,rt r t ( ru (\ i); ~

.', .::::-~ ~/, :!/,'W__"';"oK-::;~~~
IDLE SPEED 1/

-, ADJUSTING SCREW
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FOREIGN CAR TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS
SPARK PLUGS DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING IDLING SPEED VALVE LASH

ENGINES B=Before Top Dead Center Auto. Trans. IDLE AIR·FUEL H=Hot C=ColdType Gap Point Gap Dwell (Rpm Man. Trans. RATIO Intake Exhaust(Inches) (Inches) (Degrees) Static Strobe (Degrees in Drive) (Rpm) (Inches) (Inches)(Degrees) @ rpm)

Ford:

1600HC AI.AG22 .025 .025 38- 4B@ 650 700- .010H .017H
40 750 740

1600GT AI.AG22 .025 .025 38- 4B@ 700- .012H .022H
40 750 740

Jaguar:

4.2 Engine Ch.NllY .025 .015 35 5B 10B@ 650 750 .004C .006C
1,000

Mercedes·Benz:

200 Bosch .027 .018 50 43B@ 600 850-900 13.6- .003C .007C
W215T28 4,500 <D 13.7

230/230S/250S Bosch .027 .014 38 37B@ 650 800-850 14.0- .003C .007C
W215T28 4,500 <D 14.2

250SE/250SL Bosch .020 .014 38 30B@ 700 700-750 13.3- .003C .007C
WG235T28 4,500 <D 13.6

600 Bosch .014 .014 36 26B@ 400 13.4- .004C .010C
W215P21 3,000@ 13.7

Opel:

1,100-55 hp AC43FS .030 .018 50 TOC@ 850-900 .006H .010H
500®

1,500-80 hp AC42XLS .030 .018 50 TOC@ 750-800 .012H .012H
500 ®

1,900-102 hp AC43FS .030 .018 50 TOC@ 750-800 .012H .012H
500®

Peugeot:

404 Bosch .025 .016 57 11B 750 •004C .010C .
W160T·2 ®

Porsche:

911L Bosch .014 .012 38 5B 2-5A@ 950- .004C .004C
W250P21 950 1,050

912 Bosch .024- .016 50 3B 3A@ 900- .004C .006C
W200P35 .028 900 950

Renault:

R·l0 Ch.L87Y .028- .016- 54- 6A 650- 650- .006C .008C
.035 .020 58 700 700

® An 8mm. bar drODS into a recess in the flvwheel.

FOREIGN CAR TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS
SPARK PLUGS DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING IDLING SPEED VALVE LASH

ENGINES
Type Gap Point Gap Dwell

(Inches) (Inches) (Degrees)
B= Before Top Dead Center Auto. Trans.

. (RpmStatic Strobe (Degrees in Drive)(Degrees) @ rpm)



be attained with the adjusting needles. The rear car
buretor contains a vacuum-controlled idle speed-up
device which operates whenever an accessory is in
operation.

The six- and eight-cylinder, fuel-injected engines
required very few modifications because of their exact
air-fuel calibration during all operating conditions. The
six-cylinder engine injector has been modified by add
ing a solenoid , which actuates the main rack during
deceleration to shut off the fuel to the injection nozzles.
The eight-cylinder engine (Model 600) does not re
quire this solenoid. The ignition timing must be set at
4,500 rpm for the six-cylinder engines, and at 3,000
rpm for the 600 model. In both cases, the vacuum line
to the distributor must be disconnected.

BASIC ADJUSTMENTS

Type 200
Adjust the ignition timing to 43° BTDC at 4,500

rpm, with the vacuum line disconnected. At idle speed
with the vacuum line connected, the timing should
return to TDC ± 2°, or the vacuum control unit is
defective.

Adjust the idle speed to 850-900 rpm in NEUTRAL,
or to 600 rpm in DRIVE. Adjust the idle air-fuel mix
ture to 13.6-13.7.

Type. 230/230S/250S
Adjust the ignition timing to 37° BTDC at 4,500

rpm, with the vacuum line disconnected. At idle speed
with the vacuum line still disconnected, the timing
should return to TDC.

Adjust the idle speed to 800-850 rpm with the trans
mission in NEUTRAL, or to 650 rpm in DRIVE. Ad
just the idle air-fuel ratio to 14.0-14.2.

250SE/250SL
Adjust the ignition timing to 30° BTDC at 4,500

rpm, with the vacuum line disconnected. At idle speed
with the vacuum line connected, the timing should
return to 2° ATDC -I- 2°, or the vacuum control unit
is defective.

Adjust the idle speed to 700-750 rpm with the selec
tor lever in NEUTRAL or to 700 rpm in DRIVE. Ad
just the injector full-load air-fuel ratio at 3,000 rpm
to 13.4-13.7. The partial-load mixture at 2,500 rpm
should be adjusted to 14.0-14.2 at 12" Hg (300 mm.
Hg). The partial-load mixture at 1,500 rpm should be
adjusted to 13.7-14.0 at 12" Hg (300 mm. Hg). The
idle air-fuel ratio should be adjusted to 13.3-13.6 at
~2":-16~' Hg (300-400 mm. Hg) by regulating the idle

be attained with the adjusting needles. The rear car
buretor contains a vacuum-controlled idle speed-up
device which operates whenever an accessory is in
operation.

The six- and eight-cylinder, fuel-injected engines
reauired verv few modifications because of their exact
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Model 600
Adjust the ignition timing to 26° BTDC at 3,000

rpm, with the vacuum line disconnected. At idling
speed with the vacuum line disconnected, the timing
should return to 2°-4° ATDC.

Adjust th e.idle speed to 550-600 rpm with the trans
mission selector in PARK, or to 400 rpm in DRIVE.
Adjust the idle air-fuel mixture to 13.4-13.7.

OPEL

Opel uses three engines for 1968: 1,100, 1,500, and
1,900 cc. engin es. All have the AIR system for mini
mizing exhaust emissions.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

1,100 cc. Engine
Adjust the idle speed to 850-900 rpm with the

throttle stop screw. Adjust the idle mixture needle,
located in the lower throttle body, until the highest
possible rpm is achieved. If the idle speed is now over
900 rpm, readjust the throttle stop screw. Whenever
the idle speed is changed, it is necessary to readjust
the idle mixture.

1,500 and 1,900 cc. Engines
These carburetors use an adjustable idle air by-pass

system. An air passage enters above the throttle valve
and exits below it. The throttle stop screw is adjusted
during manufacture and must never be adjusted in the
field.

Adjust the idle speed to 750-800 rpm by turning the
idle air by-pass adjustment. Adjust the idle mixture
needle to the highest possible rpm. If the idle speed
is now over 800 rpm, readjust the idle air by-pass
screw. Whenever the idle speed is changed, always re
make the idle mixture adjustment.

PEUGEOT

The Coppolair exhaust emISSIOn control system is
used on Peugeot 404 engines. It contains a special car
buretor, the position of the throttle valve of which is
controlled by a vacuum diaphragm to provide a nor
mal idle speed of 750 rpm or a fast-idle speed of 1,350
rpm. A governor-controlled relay determines the func
tion of a two-way vacuum control valve according to
the speed of the vehicle.

NORMAL IDLE

When the vehicle is not in motion, the contact

Model 600
Adjust the ignition timing to 26° BTDC at 3,000

rpm, with the vacuum line disconnected . At idling
speed with the vacuum line disconnected, the timing
should return to 2°-4° ATDC.

Adjust the.idle speed to 550-600 rpm with the trans-
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is a diagram of the Coppolair exhaust emission control system used on the Peugeot 404 model. Its function is to provide an
elerated-idle speed during deceleration. The operation of the parts is discussed in the text.

cuum control valve. The piston of the two-way
. cuum control valve moves up to shut off the open

to the intake manifold. At the same time, it un
co er the atmospheric port, which bleeds off vacuum

low the throttle control vacuum diaphragm, allow
the carburetor throttle valve to return to a normal

idle position.

relay to lift the solenoid , closing off the intake mani
fold vacuum port and opening the atmospheric port.
This depletes the vacuum in the throttle control
vacuum diaphragm and allows the carburetor throttle
plate to assume its normal idle position (750 rpm) .

IGNITION ADJUSTMENTS

T EHICLE I MOTION

"hen vehicle speed reaches 21 mph, the points in
e go ernor open, which breaks the circuit to the

e a and deactivates the two-way vacuum control
-ah e solenoid coil. The piston moves down to close

the atmospheric port, and at the same time, it opens
e \ acuum port to the intake manifold. The vacuum

. applied to the bottom of the throttle control vacuum
.aphragm, which pulls the fast-idle pull rod against
e thro ttle lever stop pin to open the carburetor
ottIe valve to its fast-idle position.

DEcEu:RATING

During deceleration, the throttle is opened to the
-idle position ( 1,350 rpm) to limit the amount of

. cuum within the intake manifold, thus avoiding the
orm ally rich mixture which leads to excessively high

• ·OD S.

Before making any carburetor adjustments, the igni
tion system must be serviced properly. The spark plugs
should be cleaned and gapped to 0.025". The distribu
tor points should be adjusted to 0.016", or 57° dwell.
The ignition timing should be set to 11° BTDC.

Thi" ~rln.,inu "hnUT" hnUT thA f$ld_iillA lAvAr nnp.nl: thp. throttle

GOVERNOR

I

THROTTLE VALVE

THROTTLE-CONTROLLV
VACUUM DIAPHRAGM

, ~ n1r------.
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FAST- I D L E SPEED .........._
ADJ US T I N G NUT

~

IDLE SPEED
A DJUSTI NG SCR EW

IDLE MIXTURE
ADJUSTING SCREW

These are the idle adjustments on the Peugeot carburetor.

NOTE: This position is attained when an 8 mm. bar,
inserted through a hole in the flywheel housing, drops
into a recess in the flywheel.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

The engine must be warm and the fan clutch en
gaged. Disconnect the alternator supply lead so as to
eliminate engine speed variations, which can interfere
with the accuracy of tachometer readings.

Adjust the idle speed screw to obtain 790 rpm. Tum
the idle mixture adjusting screw to obtain the best
idle position, and then readjust the idle speed to 790
rpm. Now, tum in (richer) the idle mixture adjusting
screw until an idle speed of 750 rpm is reached. Re
connect the alternator supply lead.

FAST-IDLE

Disconnect the relay power lead (or the wire to the
two-way vacuum control valve) to obtain the fast
idle position. Adjust the 10 mm. nut on the control rod
to obtain 1,350 rpm, and then tighten the locknut.

PORSCHE

Porsche imports two models into this country for the
year 1968. The 911L model has a 6-cylinder engine
while the 912 model has a 4-cylinder engine. Both
engines are equipped with an AIR system for reducing
exhaust emissions. In addition, a throttle valve com
pensator keeps the throttle valves open slightly when
the engine is decelerating to reduce the high vacuum
in the induction system. This prevents the intake of
an over-rich mixture during this phase of engine
operation.

The ignition distributor vacuum control port is lo
cated below the throttle valves so that the ignition
timing is retarded about 6° at idle, which makes it
possible to keep the throttle valves opened slightly
more than normal. This faster idle results in a more
combustible mixture.

To improve combustion efficiency, the carburetor
intakes are supplied with heated air.

IG ITION TIMING
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THROTTLE
COMPENSATOR VALVE OIL FILLER TUBE

ADJUSTING SCREW GENERATOR

Placement of parts on the 1968 Porsche 912 engine. The throt
tle compensator valve keeps the throttle valves open slightly
when the engine is decelerating.

tact points and gap them to 0.016". The dwell angle
should be 50°. The static firing point is 3° BTDC, and
this is equivalent to 0.150" or 5/32" on the outer cir
cumference of the crankshaft pulley. Mark this point
with a piece of chalk on each side of the TDC mark
on the pulley.

911L Engine
Before adjusting the ignition timing, check the con

tact points and gap them to 0.012". The dwell angle
should be 38°. The static firing point is 5° BTDC, and
this is equivalent to 5/32" on the outer circumference
of the crankshaft pulley. Mark this point with a piece
of chalk on each side of the TDC mark on the pulley.

Common Timing Instructions
Tum the crankshaft until the mark on the right side

of TDC is in line with the notch in the crankcase
housing. Connect a 12-volt test lamp with one test
lead to the primary terminal of the distributor and the
other to ground. With the ignition switch turned 0 ,
turn the distributor body clockwise until the points are
closed, and then counterclockwise until they just open
(test lamp lights). Tighten the distributor clamp
screw.

To check the static timing, turn the crankshaft
counterclockwise about 30°, and then slowly clockwise
until the test lamp lights, which should be at the point
where the chalk mark on the right of the TDC mark is
aligned with the notch in the crankcase housing. If
np(,pc;:c;:~rv lnnc;:pn t-hp r1ic;:trihl1tnr "l-::.mn ",,,rOUT <:>nrl ro_

THROTTLE
COMPENSATOR VALVE OIL FILLER TUBE

ADJUSTING SCREW GENERATOR

VACUUM-CONTROL UNIT

To check the operation of the distributor vacuum
control unit, connect a timing light to No. 1 spark
plug. Allow the engine to idle and direct the timing
light on the crankshaft pulley. The chalk mark made
to the left of the TDC mark should now appear op
posite the notch in the crankcase housing if the dis
tributor vacuum-control unit is operating properly.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

Remove the air cleaners and detach the throttle con
trol linkage from the carburetor control levers. Turn
the idle speed adjusting screws on both carburetors
until the engine is running at about 1,000 rpm. Tum
the idle mixture adjusting screws in lightly until they
are all seated. CAUTION: Don't force them against
the seats, or you will damage them. From this position,
turn out each adjusting screw for the best idling posi
tion. NOTE: When you achieve the proper adjust
ment, leave that screw alone.

Back off the idle speed adjusting screws until the
engine is idling at 900-950 rpm for the 912 model or
950-1,050 rpm for the 911L model. Position a carbure
tor balancer in the center of the throat of one carbure
tor, and then adjust the glass tube to a vertical posi
tion. Turn the adjusting disc in the balancer unit until
the indicator plunger in the glass is 'about halfway
between the two ring marks. CAUTION: Don't change
the balancer unit setting, which is now adjusted for
this particular engine.

Place the balancer in the center of the other throat
of the same carburetor, and the indicator should move
up to the same position in the glass tube. If the read
ing differs, the two throttle valves are not synchro
nized; this can be adjusted at the throttle valve
coupling.

Position the balancer in each throat of the other
carburetors, and adjust the position of the throttle
valves until the indicator moves to the same position
in the glass tube.

Reconnect the linkage to the carburetor control
levers. Adjust the length of the control links so that
the ball sockets can be reconnected without tension.
After making the linkage adjustments above, it is
necessary to check the adjustment of the throttle valve
compensator.

Check the idle air-fuel ratio with an exhaust gas
analyzer; the reading should be 13.4 with the air pump
h,",,,~ rl; .. ,..,",Y>Y>,..,..~,....:I n,..,..",y>y>~",~ ~h~ ~;_ ~ .........~ h",,,,.. ~Y>rl

VACUUM-CONTROL UNIT

To check the operation of the distributor vacuum
control unit, connect a timing light to No. 1 spark
plug. Allow the engine to idle and direct the timing
l!_1..L __ L1.. l __1.._£L _ •• 11~.. 'T'1..._ ~h~l1r ....... ~_lr ....... ~..:I'"
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TUBE TO CARBURETOR

FLAME ARRESTOR

AC METERING

Placement of parts on the Renault R-IO engine for reducing crankcase emissions.

THROTILE VALVE COMPENSATOR

The throttle valve compensator is properly adjusted
when the engine speed drops from 3,000 rpm to 1,000
rpm within 4-6 seconds. If this condition cannot be
attained, it is necessary to check the adjustment of the
throttle compensator linkage as weII as that of the
vacuum-control unit.

With the engine running, push the drag lever back
until the stop disc of the connecting link comes to rest
against the body of the throttle compensator. At this
point, engine speed should be 2,000-2,200 rpm. If the
speed is too high , lengthen the link of the comp en
sator; if it is too low, shorten the link.

To adjust the throttle compensator, loosen the set
screw, and then turn the adjusting screw clockwise to
lengthen the throttle return time lag. Tighten the set
screw after making the adjustment. CAUTION: Check

. , .. -

TUBE TO

FLAME

RENAULT

The Renault system of exhaust emission control con
tains a special "accelera ted-idle" system which main
tains a fast engine idling speed of approximately 1,500
rpm during deceleration. This prevents high intake
manifold vacuum from drawing excessive amounts of
raw fuel into the engine. A special carburetor and dis
tributor are used in conjunction with the accelerated
idle system.

The operation of the accelerated-idle system is con
troIIed by five units: (1) an accel erated-idle vacuum
diaphragm unit, (2) a vacuum-control solenoid valve,
(3) an electronic tachometer (manual-shift transmis
sion) or a governor (automatic transmission) , (4) a
transmission neutral switch (manual-shift transmis
sion ), and (5) a progressive throttle linkage.
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THROTTLE LINKAGE
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•
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+
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Diagram of the accelerated-idle control system for a Renault with a standard-shift transmission. The operation of the parts is dis
cussed in the text.

the throttle valve on the primary side of the dual
carburetor to maintain an engine speed of approxi
mately 1,500 rpm during high-speed deceleration. The
vacuum supply to this diaphragm unit is controlled by
a solenoid valve.

V ACUUM-CONTROL SOLENOID VALVE

The vacuum-control solenoid is in series with the
vacuum line between the intake manifold and the
accelerated-idle vacuum diaphragm unit. Its purpose
is to open or close the vacuum line, depending on the
engine or car speed. The signal for the operation of
the vacuum-control solenoid valve is given by the
electronic tachometer (manual-shift transmisson) or
by the governor (automatic transmission).

ELECTRONIC TACHOMETER

The electronic tachometer (manual-shift transmis
sion ) takes its signal from the distributor side of the
ignition coil. The contact points open or close at en-

THROTTLE LINKAGE

VACUU M
~DIAPHRAGM

THROTTLE LEVER

ACCE LERATED-IDLE
~PE:E: D AD_lUSTING ~CR E:W

VACUUM DIAPHRAGM
UNIT

\, ACCELERATED-IDLE

ll\::/TMENT SCREW
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/
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+
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Diagram of the accelerated-idle system for a vehicle with an automatic transmission.

or close between road speeds of 11.&-13.5 mph. The
electric signal is sent to the vacuum-control solenoid
valve, which regulates the flow of vacuum to the
accelerated-idle vacuum diaphragm unit.

PROGRESSIVE THROTI'LE LINKAGE

When the vehicle is decelerated from higher speeds,
high intake manifold vacuum flows through the
vacuum-control solenoid valve and thence to the
accelerated-idle vacuum diaphragm unit, which moves
the progressive linkage on the primary throttle lever
so that the engine idles at the accelerated-idle rate of
1,450-1,530 rpm.

When engine speed is reduced to 1,400-1,500 rpm,
the electronic tachometer contact points close (man
ual-shift transmission). Current is sent to the vacuum
control solenoid valve, which shuts off the vacuum
supply to the accelerated-idle vacuum diaphragm
unit. This action allows the carburetor throttle plates
to return to the normal slow idle speed position.

When vehicle speed is reduced to 11.&-13.5 mph,

THROTTLE LINKAGE

/r VACUUM DIAPHRAGM

UNIT

~
ACCEL ERATED - ID LE

ADJUSTMENT SCREW

\ /
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Position of the transmission neutral switch in the standard-shift
transmission of the Renault R-IO.

TRANSMISSION NEUTRAL SWITCH

Because the accelerated-idle range is from 1,450
1,530 engine rpm, it is possible for an engine with its
electronic tachometer set to the low end of the scale
to cut out at 1,400 rpm , in which case the engine
would not return to a normal slow idle speed. To
prevent this, a transmission neutral switch is installed
on the trans-axles of vehicles with a standard-shift
transmission.

When the driver shifts into NEUTRAL, the switch

ACCELERATED-IDLE SPEED
ADJUSTING SCREW

Adjustments on the diaphragm unit for the accelerated-idle
speed on the Renault R-IO carburetor.

is turned ON, sending current to the vacuum-control
solenoid valve, which shuts off the How of vacuum and
cuts out the accelerated-idle so that the engine returns
to its normal slow idle speed whenever the transmis
sion is shifted into NEUTRAL. A transmission neutral
switch is not required on vehicles with an automatic
transmission because the cut-out point is determined
by the governor.

IGNITION TIMING

The initial static timing of the distributor is ob
tained by indexing the tooth (without the hole) of the
pointer on the timing chain cover with the notch on
the crankshaft pulley. Rotate the distributor so that
the contact points just begin to open, and then lock it
in this position. CAUTION: Don't use the tooth with
the hole as an index, as was done with all former
models.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

NORMAL IDLE

The idle speed adjustment on the 1968 model car
buretors is made by turning an air adjustment screw
which by-passes air around the closed throttle plate.
CAUTION: Don't change the throttle lever stop screw,
which is factory adjusted. Tum the air adjustment
screw until the engine idles at 715 rpm. Tum the
gasoline (mixture) adjustment screw for the best idle ,

l ~EXSHOULDER

DIAPHRAGM UNIT_ II \ ~\ \OCKNUT

~~PJ ~~ I
~~~~~L. \_



the engine is idling properly at 715 rpm. Now, tum
the gasoline (mixture) adjustment screw clockwise
(lean) until the idle speed is reduced to 675 rpm.

ACCELERATED-IDLE

With the engine warm and idling, disconnect the
gray wire which feeds the vacuum-control solenoid
valve. The engine speed should increase to 1,450-1,530
rpm . If the accelerated-idle speed is not within limits,
hold the hex shoulder of the diaphragm unit with a
17 mm. wrench, loosen the locknut with a 10 mm.
wrench, and then turn the adjusting screw to obtain
the specified accelerated-idle speed.

Accelerate the engine several times to see that the
adjustment did not change when the locknut was
tightened. Connect the gray wire to the solenoid valve.

Service Procedures
The transmission neutral switch, electronic tach

ometer, governor, and vacuum-control solenoid valve
cannot be adjusted. Replace the unit if it is defective.
The accelerated-idle speed adjustment is all that can
be changed on the accelerated-idle vacuum diaphragm
unit.

ROVER

The Rover 2,000 operates within legal exhaust emis
sion limitations through alterations to the carburetor
and distributor.

CARBURETOR MODIFICATIONS

CD Jet adjustment restrictors are used to limit the
amount that the adjusters can be turned. The factory
setting is at a point which gives the maximum richness
in order to comply with the emission limitations.

ACCELERATED-IDLE

With the engine warm and idling, disconnect the

ROVER 133

® A fuel return system is used to prevent the fuel
from getting too hot while passing through the under
hood area. Fuel is always flowing at a constant rate
from the fuel tank to the fuel pump, and then back
to the tank again. The carburetors take off only as
much fuel as they require.

® A fuel deflector is installed between the carbure
tor and the intake manifold. This deflector is made of
sheet metal, with inward facing teeth. Its purpose is
to prevent wet fuel from accumulating on the mani
fold walls, thus allowing the engine to function satis
factorily on leaner mixtures.

CD A spring-loaded poppet valve is located in the
throttle plate. It prevents incomplete combustion at
high manifold vacuum conditions (deceleration ) by
supplementing the volume of the air-fuel mixture in
order to maintain proper combustion.

DEFLECTOR PLATE
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WASHERJETQ)JET
COMPENSATOR

(SI-METAL DISCS)

I III

tributor and plug the pipe. Connect a tachometer and
adjust the idle speed to 700-800 rpm. Position the
vernier advance adjustment on the distributor to the
extreme advanced position. Point the timing light at
the flywheel bell housing and rotate the distributor
until the light synchronizes the timing pointer and the
timing mark stamped on the flywheel (4° ATDC-Iate
models; 6° ATDC-early models).

if
FLYWHEEL

if1lB!~. ~

TIM I N-G HIII~~~~<!~
MARK

I

HIGH
J\A 11 f\J J J:"r... n

HIGH
MANIFOLD

VACUUM
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® A throttle dashpot is used only on the TC models
(standard-shift transmission) to prevent the throttle
valves from shutting too rapidly on deceleration.

® A thermostatic jet compensator is installed be
tween each jet assembly and the carburetor body.
These bi-metal discs act against the jets to compensate
for temperature fluctuations, adjusting the mixture
strength to suit prevailing conditions.

o Locknuts are installed on the idling speed and
the fast-idle speed adjusting screws to prevent move
ment of the screws and to deter unauthorized adjust
ments.

POPPET
VALVE

IGNITION TIMING

® Connect a timing light to the engine. CAUTION:
The high-tension connection must be made to No.4
cylinder spark plug, as this one is the most advanced.
Disconnect the vacuum advance unit line to the dis-
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@ Adjust the idle speed to 700-800 rpm. Tum
the jet adjusting nut (Within the limits of its restrict
ing device) until the engine runs smoothly. To adjus t
the fast-idle, pull out the choke control to the enrich
ment position, and then push it in until the warning
light just goes out. Turn the fast-idle screw in to
obtain an engine speed of 1,500--1,600 rpm. Advance
and release the throttle at each alt erat ion of the ad
justment in order to seat the screw.

@ On the TC mod els with dual carburetors , check
the balance of the two carburetors by installing the
balancing gau ge, as shown. If the gauge pointer is in
the ZERO section the carburetors are balanced. If the
gauge needle moves to the right, decrease the airflow
through the front carburetor by unscrewing the idling
adjusting screw, or increase the airflow through the
rear carburetor by screwing in the idle adjusting
screw. CAUTION: Mainta in the correct idle speed at
700-800 rpm. Tighten the idle screw locknut securely,
and then check that the throttle bal ance is still correct.
Remove the balancer.

@ To set the fast-idle on the TC model, pull the
choke control out to the enrichment position, and then

RESTRICTOR
MIXTURE I' DEVICE

ADJUSTING SCREW ~

~CJI D~ '
L O CKNUT 0

, 0

o
o

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

--

G ENERAL CONDITIONS

Carburetor adjustments must be made on a fully
warmed engine-at least five minutes after the thermo
stat has opened. Speed the engine up to 2,500 rpm for
one minute, and then you have three minutes to make
the adjustments. If you fail to complete the adjust
ments within the 3-minute limitation, run the engine
at 2,500 rpm again for one minute, and then complete
the adjustmen ts. CAUTION: This cycle must be re
peated as aften as necessary until all of the adjustments
are completed; otherwise, overheating will occur, and
the settings wi ll be incorrect.

® Remove the air cleaner, and then take out the
hydraulic damper from the pist on dashpot. Lift the
carburetor piston with your £nger and allow it to
drop. It must drop freely and smoothly. Lift the piston
fully to facilitate filling the hydraulic damper recess
in the piston rod to within 1/2" of the top, using SAE
20 oil. Release the piston and inst all the damp er.

~~~~
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®
push it in until the warning light just goes out. Re
lease the locknuts on the fast-idle screws, and then
turn them in until they just touch the cam levers at
the lower profile. Tum the screws in equally to obtain
a fast-idle speed of 1,500-1,600 rpm. Advance and
release the throttle several times to seat the screws on
the cam, and then recheck the fast-idle speed. Tighten
the fast-idle screw locknuts securely.

@ The throttle dashpot should delay the closing
of the throttle valves by approximately one second. To
adjust the dashpot, check that the lever on the throttle
.spindle is set so that the nylon roller on the lever is in
contact with the damper plunger when the throttle
valves are fully closed. With the plunger pushed as
far toward the engine as possible against spring
tension, the plunger will leave the nylon roller behind;
the distance of this gap should be adjusted to 5/32".

SAAB

The 1968 model Saab has a V-4 engine with a
SaFree exhaust emission control system. Modifications
were made to the carburetor to minimize exhaust
emissions and these, coupled with a freewheeling
drive, keep the emissions within the limits set for
the 1968 models.

IGNITION SERVICE

The spark plug gap should be set to 0.025". The
breaker point gap should be adjusted to 0.016", with a
dwell angle of 50°. The ignition timing should be ad
justed to 10° BTDC with the engine idling at 800
rpm and with the distributor vacuum hose discon-

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

The fuel level should be 19/32" and this can be
adjusted by changing the thickness of the washer
under the needle valve seat.

To adjust the automatic choke, it is necessary to
start with a cold engine. Remove the air cleaner. Con
nect an accurate thermometer to the water hose be
tween the thermostat housing and the three-way
connector to the automatic choke. Start the engine
and note the temperature at which the choke valve
reaches the wide-open position. The correct opening
temperature should be 140-149°F. An adjustment can
be made by loosening the three retaining screws and
turning the thermostatic housing until the correct set
ting is achieved. NOTE: The position of the cast mark
ing on the thermostatic housing and the carburetor
housing has no significance. Tighten the retaining
screws and then replace the air cleaner.

IDLING ADJUSTMENT

The idle adjustment must be made only after the
engine has reached its normal operating temperature.
Turn the headlights to the low-beam position. Adjust
the idle speed to 900 rpm, using an accurate tachom
eter. Adjust the air-fuel mixture to 13.9 (2.0 CO).

SIMCA

The 1968 model of the Simca 1,000 contains an
exhaust emission control system consisting of several
engine modifications to assure more complete com
bustion of the air-fuel mixture inside of the engine.
These modifications principally affect the air-fuel mix
ture, the ignition timing, and the combustion chamber
shape.

A dashpot is used to slow the speed of throttle
closure and the ignition timing at idle has been re
tarded. A distributor starting-advance lever, actuated
by the choke control cable, is used to advance ignition
timing for easier starting.

SYNCHRONIZING THE CHOKE LEVER
WITH THE DISTRIBUTOR
STARTING-ADVANCE LEVER

Hold the choke in its fully-opened position, and
then rotate the distributor starting-aovance lever cam
clockwise as far as it will go. With the choke control
knob pushed in fully, attach the connecting cable, and
then tighten the lockscrew. Tighten the connecting

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

The fuel level should be 19/32" and this can be
adjusted by changing the thickness of the washer
under the needle valve seat.



ADJUSTMENTS

With a thoroughly warmed engine, adjust the idle
speed to 850 rpm. Use a strobe light to set the ignition
timing to 8° ATDC. Check to see that the distributor
starting-advance lever moves the timing to 4° BTDC
when the lever is actuated. NOTE: The control ad
vances the timing 12°.

Adjust the idle mixture with an exhaust gas analyzer
to obtain an air-fuel ratio of 14.0-14.2 at idle. NOTE:
Turning the idle mixture adjusting screw in leans the
mixture.

DASHPOT ADJUSTMENT

The dashpot is designed to reduce the throttle clos
ing rate. The position of the dashpot can be adjusted
by screwing it in or out as necessary to obtain a fast
idle speed of 2,800-3,000 rpm. The throttle valve
should return to its normal idle speed of 850 rpm in
approximately five (5) seconds from the time of lever
contact with the dashpot piston.

TOYOTA

The Toyota engines use the AIR system of exhaust
emission control with an air-gulp type of backfire
suppressor valve.

IGNITION TIMING

Remove the intake manifold vacuum line plug, and
then install an adapter to connect a vacuum gauge.
Tum the throttle stop adjusting screw until the engine
operates smoothly at the lowest possible speed. Tum
the idle mixture adjusting screw to obtain the highest
vacuum gauge reading.

Adjust the idle speed to 650 rpm (600 rpm for the
«F" engine), and then readjust the mixture screw for
the highest vacuum gauge reading.

For the "F" engine used in the Land Cruiser, adjust
the idle speed to 600 rpm and, after making the final
idle speed and mixture adjustments as above, tum the
idle mixture adjusting screw out (richer) one turn.
Now, readjust the idle speed to 600 rpm, at which
point the vacuum gauge reading should be 16.8" Hg,
or higher.

TRIUMPH

The Spitfire Mk 3, TR-250, and GT 6, imported in
1968, use carburetor and ignition modifications to
n~h:~u~ ~h_ 1_~_1 1! _ _ !.L _ _ r 1

ADJUSTMENTS

With a thoroughly warmed engine, adjust the idle
speed to 850 rpm. Use a strobe light to set the ignition
timing to 8° ATDC. Check to see that the distributor
starting-advance lever moves the timing to 4° BTDC
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The 1968 Volkswagen 1,500 engine comes equipped with a
throttle-positioner device to increase idle speed during decelera
tion. The adjustments are discussed in the text.

gines and no adjustments are possible. The 4-cylinder
engine on the Spitfire is equipped with an idle mixture
adjusting limiter, which prevents an overly rich air
fuel mixture.

VOLKSWAGEN

Volkswagen makes two types of engines for the
1968 model vehicles imported into the United States.
The 1,493 cc. engine is used in Sed ans and the Kar
mann Ghia Coupe. The 1,584 cc. engine is used in the
Fastback and Squareback models with fuel injection
and in the Station Wagons and Trucks with carbure
tors.

The exhaust emission control system for the 1,493
cc. engine consists of carburetor and distributor
modifications, with an accelerator dashpot (called a
throttle-positioner) to prevent rapid closing of the
throttle during deceleration.

The exhaust emission control system on the 1,584 cc.
engine, used on the Station Wagons and Trucks, con
sists of carburetor and distributor modifications, along
with an accelerator dashpot to prevent rapid closing
of the throttle during deceleration. In addition, a
thermostatically controlled carburetor air preheater
has been added to regulate the incoming air.

The electronic fuel injection system, used on the
1,584 cc. engines for the Fastback and Squareback
models, meters the fuel so exactly that exhaust emis-
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FOREIGN CAR TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS

SPARK PLUGS DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING IDLING SPEED VALVE LASH

ENGINES B = Before Top Dead Center Auto. Trans. IDLE AIR-FUEL H = Hot C = Cold
Type Gap Point Gap Dwell (Rpm Man. Trans. RATIO Intake EXhaust(Inches) (Inches) (Degrees) Static Strobe (Degrees in Drive) (Rpm) (Inches) (Inches)(Degrees) @ rpm)

Rover:

2,000SC Ch.N9Y .025 .015 4A ®® 700- .008- .013-
800 .010C .015C

2,000TC Ch.N6Y .025 .015 4A ®® 700- .008- .013-
800 .010C .015C

Saab:

V·4 Ch.L82Y .025 .016 50 10B@ 900 13.9 .015- .015-
800@ .016C .016C

Simca:

1,000 Ch.N9Y .024 .018- 8A@ 850 14.0- .014H .014H
.020 850 14.2

Toyota:

Corona Ch.N6 .032 .018 52 5B@ 650 .008H .014H
650

Crown Ch.N6 .031 .018 41 5B@ 650 .004C .007C
650

Carolla Ch.N6 .030 .018 52 5A@ 650 .008H .012H
650

Land Cruiser Ch.Jl0Y .031 .018 41 TOC@ 600 .008H .014H
600

Triumph:

Spitfire Mk III Ch.N9Y .025 .016 60 6B 2A@ 800-850 .010C .010C
800

TR·250 Ch.UN12Y .025 .016 35 lOB 4A@ 800-850 .010C .010C
800

GT·6 Ch.UN12Y .025 .016 35 6B 4A@ 800-850 .010C .010C
800

Volkswagen:

1,493cc. engine Bosch .025 .016 47-53 TOC@ 850 .004C .004C
175T1 850

1,584cc. engine Bosch .025 .016 47-53 TOC@ 850 .004C .004C
175T1 850

Volvo:

B18B Bosch .028 .016- 59-65 5B@ 750 850 13.4- .022H .022H
engine W200T35 .018 850 13.6

FOREIGN CAR TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS

SPARK PLUGS IDLING SPEED

ENGINES
Type Gap

(Inches)

DISTRIBUTOR

Point Gap Dwell
(Inches) (Degrees)

IGNITION TIMING

B = Before Top Dead Center Auto. Trans.
. (Rpm

Static Strobe (Degrees in Drive)
(Degrees) @ rpm)

VALVE LASH

IDLE AIR-FUEL H = Hot C = Cold
Man. Trans. RATIO Intake EXhaust

(Rpm) (Inches) (Inches)



IG NITION TIMING

All Engines
Before adjusting the ignition timing, check the ig

nition contact points and gap them to 0.016". The
dwell angle should be 47°-53°.

The ignition timing should be set to TDC, which is
the left-hand notch on the pulley. Mark this point
with chalk. Disconnect the vacuum hose to the dis
tributor unit and plug the opening. Conn ect a timing
light to the ignition wire of No.1 cylind er. Loosen the
clamp screw on the distributor bracket so that the
dist ributor can just be turned. Start the engine and
allow it to run at idling speed, which must be 850 rpm.
Tum the distributor until the TDC mark aligns with
the cran kcase joint. Tighten the distributor bracket
clamp screw, and then reconnect the vacuum hose to
the distributor.

To check the mechanical advance, adjust the engine
speed to 3,000 rp m, and the TDC notch in the pull ey
should move approximately 2" to the left.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

1,493 and 1,584 cc. Engines With Carburetors
With the engine at operating temperature, air

cleaner in place, and the choke valve wide open, turn
the idle speed adjusting screw until the engine runs
at 850 rpm. Adjust the idle mixture adjusting screw
for the best idle. Readjust the idle speed to 850 rpm ,
if necessary.

PRESSURE LINE

RETURN
L I N E

(,== ==? FUEL -_-I
FILTER

IGNITION TIMING

All Engines
Before adjusting the ignition timing, check the ig

nition contact point s and gap them to 0.016" . The
dwell angle should be 47°-53°.
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THROTTLE-POSITIONER ADJ USTMENTS

Accelerated-Idle Speed
The accelera ted-idle speed can be checked by acti 

vating the throttle-positioner. Do this by loosening the
lockscrew and then turning the brass adjusting screw
clockwise until the stop washer on the throttle-posi
tioner shaft is in contact with the bod y of the unit.
In this position , the idle speed must be 1,700-1,800
rpm . If necessary, adjust the accelerated-idle speed by
turning the thread ed rod between the positioner and
the carburetor linkage. NOTE : Turn the rod clock
wise to increase the speed.

Deactivate the positioner by turning the brass ad
justing screw counterclockwise until the idle spee d re
turns to 850 rpm.

Return Rate
Check the return rate by revving the engine to 3,000

rpm and then allowing it to return to idle . Time the
return, which must be 3-4 seconds. If necessary, adjust
the delay rate by turning the br ass ad justing screw
clockwise to increase the time. When the ad justment is
completed, lock the adjusting screw with the small
setscrew.

FUEL INJECTION ADJUSTMENTS

Preventive maint enance should be carried out every
6,000 miles, and this should include replacing the fuel
filter and the spark plugs. At th is time, the ignition

~~;--- MA I N RING
FUEL L IN E

INJECTORS

THROTTLE-POSITIONER ADJUSTMENTS

Accelerated-Idle Speed
The accelera ted-idle speed can be checked by acti

vating the throttle-positioner. Do this by loosening the
lockscrew and then turning the brass adjusting screw
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PRESSURE
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THROTTLE SWITCH

PRESSURE
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FUEL

CONTROL UNIT

MAIN RELAY



contact points should be serviced and the ignition
timing set. It is also important to check the operation
of the throttle valve switch and adjust it, if necessary.

When replacing the fuel BIter, make sure that the
arrow, which denotes the direction of flow, points
towards the fuel pump.

To check the operation of the throttle valve switch,
run the engine at idle speed, and then detach the hose
between the auxiliary air regulator and the intake air
distributor at the auxiliary air regulator. With the
hose detached, the idling speed must change rhyth
mically (engine hunts). If the idling speed remains
the same, or if it increases without hunting, the throttle
valve switch or the cut-off function in the control unit
is defective. To isolate the trouble, replace the throttle
valve switch and adjust it. Repeat the check, and then
replace the control unit if the test is unsatisfactory.
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Position of the air system parts used on the Volkswagen engine
with fuel injection.

PRESSURE - __~

REGULATOR

PL ENUM CHAMBER

MAIN RING FUEL LINE

MUFFLER

COVER PLATE

DISTRIBUTOR

GENERATOR

=---COIL

contact points should be serviced and the ignition
timing set. It is also important to check the operation
of the throttle valve switch and adjust it, if necessary.

When replacing the fuel BIter, make sure that the
arrow, which denotes the direction of flow, points
towards the fuel numn.
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ADJUSTING THE THROTTLE VALVE SWITCH

The thrott le valve switch should operate ( click)
when the throttl e valve is opened 4°. NOTE: One
graduation on the degree scale of the attachment plate
corresponds to 2°.

To adjust the switch, close the throttle valve com
pletely. Loosen both screws securing the throttle valve
switch, and then tum the switch in a clockwise direc
tion until it contacts the stop. Now, turn the switch
coun terclockwise until it can be heard to operate. After
hearing the click, continue turning the switch counter
clockwise an additional two lines from the mark which
is oppos ite the cast projection on the intake pipe.
Tighten the retaining screws , and then check the oper-

e:t:I:1 CJ
~.--~--- TEST MET ER

r I I I ,

ADJUSTI NG THE THROTTLE VALVE SWITCH

The throttle valve switch should operate (click )
when the throttle valve is opened 4°. OTE: One
graduation on the degree scale of the attachment plate
corresoonds to 2°.
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21

CONTACT PO I NTS

(OPEN)

Two additional contact points in the distributor send speed
signals to the electronic control unit to assist in metering the
fuel.

VOLTAG E SUPPLY RELAY

RELAY

FUEL PUMP

ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT



This cross-sectioned view of the injector unit shows the rela
tionship of the various parts making up the assembly. This unit
injects liquid gasoline into the intake port in an exactly metered
amount, depending on engine requirements.
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ation of the throttle valve for binding without the re
turn spring in place.

ADJUSTING THE PRESSURE REGULATOR

Remove the air cleaner, connect a pressure gauge,
and start the engine. Adjust the idle speed to 850 rpm.
The pressure gauge should read 28 psi. If it is neces
sary to adjust the pressure, back off the locknut and
make the adjustment at the bolt head. NOTE: Turnin g
the bolt to the right increases the pressure.

ADJUSTING THE IDLE SPEED

SOLENOID FUEL LINE

SWITCH

The engine must be at operating temperature. Ad
just the idle speed to 850-900 rpm by loosening the
locknut and then making any required adjustment to
the idle speed adjusting screw. Because this is an air
by-pass system, turning the screw out increases en
gine speed. CAUTION: The throttle valve must be
completely closed during this adjustment.

NOTE: There is no fuel adjustment at idle.

VOLVO

The Volvo exhaust emission control system uses a
dual intake manifold to enable a more exact and

17 20

THROTTLE VALVE
SHAFT

ation of the throttle valve for binding without the re
turn spring in place.

ADJUSTING THE PRESSURE REGULATOR

Remove the air cleaner, connect a pressure gauge,

leaner air-fuel mixture to be used. The intake mani
fold has two throttles: primary and secondary. For
normal driving, the secondary throttle plates are
closed, forcing the air-fuel mixture to a central pre
heating chamber, where the charge is heated and
thoroughly mixed to effect a completely evaporated
and homogeneous mixture. This results in the system's
being insensitive to fuel mixture synchronization of
the carburetors.

When high-speed operation is required, the second
ary throttles open and the air-fuel mixture passes
directly to the combustion chambers without going
through the preheating chamber. In this way, there
are no high-speed restrictions in the intake system.

The change from the low-output system to the high
is automatically controlled because the primary and
secondary throttles are connected by means of a simple
cam system, which comes into operation at approxi
mately two-thirds throttle opening. No adjustments
are needed to the throttle linkage.

In addition, the throttle valves contain a spring
loaded poppet valve, which opens during engine de
celeration to provide additional air for more complete
combustion during this engine mode of operation.

IGNITION TIMING

After making all the necessary ignition system re
pairs and adjustments, adjust the idling speed to 850
rpm in NEUTRAL, or 750 rpm in DRIVE. Set the
ignition timing to 50 BTDC at 850 rpm.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

To make the basic jet adjustment, turn the jet ad
justing nut up fully so that the jet comes up above
the bridge. Check the jet centering by lifting the suc
tion chamber piston about 1/4" and allowing it to fall.



cedure must be carried out before any further work
is done.

From the maximum screwed-up position, turn the
jet adjusting nut down un til the jet is in contact with
the suction chamber piston in the bottom position
against the bridge. From thi s position, screw the ad
justing nut down exactly 16 flats. CAUTIO N: Make
sure that the starting point is taken from the moment
the piston contacts the bridge.

IDLE AIR-FUEL ADJUSTMENT

ENGINE
R .P.M.

E N G INE SPEED J

J US T START I N G~:
T O DROP J

I
I
~

I
I
I
I
J
I

W EAK r RICH-----1---
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HERE

Before making this adjustment, fill the damper
cylinder with ATF Type A oil to 1/4" from the upper
edge of the inner spindle. Warm the engine to its
operating temperature, making sure that the engine is
idled for 1-3 minutes after stabilization has occurred.

With an Exhau st Gas Analyzer
With a thoroughly warmed engine, adjust the idle

speed to 850 rpm in NEUTRAL by adju sting the idle
speed adjusting screws of both carburetors until the y
are opened an equal amount. Use a balancing gauge
for synchronization or listen through a rubber hose
at the intakes until both have the same intake noise.

From the basic setting of 16 flats down on each car
buretor, adjust the mixtur e on the rear carburetor
until a reading of 13.4-13. 6 (3.0-3.5%CO) is obt ained.
If necessary, readjust the idling speed to 800-850 rpm
in NEUTRAL, or to 700-750 rpm in DRIVE.

EXHAUST

-4 -3 -2 -1 ; +1 +2+3 +4

JET ADJUSTING NUT-F L ATS

This graph indicates the correct jet adjustment as discussed for
the Volvo engine when tuning the carburetor without an ex
haust gas analyzer.

Without an Exhaust Gas Analyzer
From the basic setting of 16 flats down on each car

buretor, adjust the mixture on the rear carburetor for
maximum idling speed . Then tum the jet adjusting
nut up (lean) until the engine speed just begins to .
drop, which is the correct setting. As a further check ,
turn the nut up an additional flat, and the idling speed
should drop 25-50 rpm. Return the adjustment to the
point where the idle speed just began to drop. If neces
sary, readjust the idling speed to 800-850 rpm in
NEUTRAL, or to 700-750 rpm in DRIVE.

This is the Volvo approach to engine modification for controlling exhaust emissions. A secondary valve blocks passage of the incoming
air -fuel mixture to divert it around a heated section of the intake manifold so that the gases are fully vaporized. At wide-open

cedure must be carried out before any further work
is done.

From the maximum screwed-up position, turn the
jet adjusting nut down until the jet is in contact with
the suction chamber piston in the bottom position
against the bridge. From this position, screw the ad-

E N G INE S PEED J

JUS T START I NG~:
T O DROP J

I
ENGINE I
R _P _M ~

SET J E T

RESTRI C T O R HERE



Advance mechanism, mechanical 40 Compression gauge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41
Afterburners: Control unit, vacuum advance 15

Catalytic 19 Control valve, therma l-sensing 24, 25
Flame type 19 Conversion chart, spark plug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

Air filter, cleaning of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 Cooling system 9
Air-fuel ratio tests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74 Coppolair exhaust emission contro l system 126
Air Injection Reaction System (AIR) 19, 49 Couplings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Air pollu t ion 1 Crankcase emissions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Air Resources Board, State of California 2, 78 Crankcase emission contro ls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
AIR system: Daff service 116

Air supply pump test . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36 Datsun service 116
Backfire-suppressor valve test . . . . . . . . . .. 37 Department of Motor Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
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Tuning of 36 Display pattern 62

American Motors service 95 Distributor advance test . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
Analyzer, CO 75 Distributor double-acting diaphragm . . . . . . .. 23
Analyzer, hydrocarbon 84 Double-acting diaphragm distributor . . . . . . . . 23
Answers, test 94 Duplex exhaust emission contro l system 121
Appendix 95 Dwell meter, use of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51
Atlant ic Richf ield vapor-recovery system 26 Dwell section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
Backf ire-suppressor valves: Dwell test 70

Air-gulp type 21 Dwell variation test. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
By-pass type 21 Emissions:
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BMW service 111 Exhaust 4
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British Motor Car service 113 Engine diagnosis chart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
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CAP 12 Engine testing with a scope " 65
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California Highway Patrol 78 Atlantic Richfield system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
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Carbon monoxide 2 Exhaust emissions 4, 6
Carbon monoxide analyzer 75 Exhaust emission control devices 3, 79
Carburetor 10, 49 Exhaust emissions, contro l of . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
CCC system, functional checks of . . . . . . . . . . 33 Federal program 88
CCS system, tuning of 33 Fiat service 119
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Compression 39 Gauge, vacuum 53
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Advance mechanism, mechanical 40
Afterburners:

Catalytic 19
Flame type 19

Compression gauge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41
Control unit, vacuum advance 15
Control valve, therma l-sensing 24, 25
Conversion chart, spark plug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48



Hydrocarbon analyzer 84
Hydrocarbons, consuming of . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
Idle mixture adjustments 53
Idle speed adjustments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.3
Ignition 41
Ignition timing 10, 51, 72
IMCO 12, 17
IMCO system, tuning of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
Imported car service 111
IMproved COmbustion exhaust emission

control system (I MCO) 12, 17
Inspect ion, motor vehicle 85
Intermediate sect ion 59
Jaguar service 121
Legislation ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
Licensed mechanics 82
Licensed service stati ons 80
Los Angeles, air pollu t ion of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Mechanical advance mechanism . . . . . 40
Mercedes-Benz service 123
Meter, dwell 51
Motor vehicle inspect ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board 2, 78
Motor vehicle registration 87
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Nit rogen, oxides of 80
Oldsmobile service 108
Oldsmobile tune-up specifications 109
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Coil and condenser tests 68
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Distributor advance test 72
Dwell tests 70
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Transistor ignit ion system, testing of . . . .. 72
Secondary circuit tests 67
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Spark plug firi ng voltage test .. . . . . . . . . . 69
Spark plugs under load, testing of . . . . . . . . 69

Oxides of nitrogen 2, 80
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PCV valve 5
Peugeot service 125
Point condition test 70
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Pont iac service 110
Pont iac tune-up specifications 110
Porsche service 127
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Questions, test 89
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Ignition 41
Ignition timing 10, 51, 72
IMCO 12, 17
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